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Abstract

HistoricaI and contemporary data record a major fluctuation of the position
of the Inland Ice and local glaciation ice margins in the area. Regardless of the
glacier type these frontal fluctuations are mostly in phase, with glacial readvances
occurring around 1650(?), 1750(?), 1850(?), 1890 and 1920 A.D. Correlation with
meteorological data suggests the operation of a delay of a few to twenty years before
glacier response to climatic fluctuation. Whilst the individual readvances generally are
recognisable throughout the area their magnitude shows a regional variation. Thus,
near the coast and in South Greenland the readvances before 1850 produced the
historicaI maximum extent of glaciers, whilst in the northernmost part of the area,
Nugssuaq peninsula and Umanak district, the advance of 1920 in part was respon
sibIe for the maximum extent. The historicaI frontal fluctuation corresponded with
a fluctuation of the glaciation limits of 100-200 m.

As a whole the deposits of the historicaI glacier advance form a zone marking
a single stage in the extent of the glaciers. Zones of Inland Ice margin deposits of a si
milar magnitude of prehistoric age, have been widely recognized in the area. Three zo
nes have been distinguished; an inner zone, an outer zone and a nunatak zone. The
inner zone possibly includes several stages, but the main features date from sub
boreal or early subatlantic times. The outer zone comprises two stages formed at
7,500-8,500 and 9,000-9,500 B.P., whilst the nunatak zone (comprising several
stages) was formed before or around 10,000 B.P.

Prehistoric ice margin stages of local glaciers have been less extensively in
vestigated. In general, they indicate only late and slight development of local gla
ciers due, it is believed, to the glaciation limit at the time of the retreat of the con
tinental glaciation being aIready too high for their widespread development. An ex
ception from this general trend is in the Julianehåb district where the more rapid
disappearance of the continental glaciers may have favoured the better develop
ment of local glaciers.



INTRODUCTION

T he aim of this paper is to discuss the nature of the Holocene fluctua
tions in the glaciation of West Greenland between approximately

60° and 70° N and to compare them with the historicaI fluctuations.
The term Holocene is used here as a collective term for Late-Glacial

and PostglaciaI. This definition is in accordance with the proposal of GAMS
(1961, p. 188) for the INQUA Congress in Poland, according to which
Holocene covers the last c. 14,000 years and is separated into Late
Glacial and Postglacial with the division at c. 10,000 years B.P. at the
beginning of the recession of the Scandinavian ice sheet from Salpaus
selkå II stage.

The name historicaI time corresponds to the period between c.
1600 A.D. and the present. Recent data on the glacier and c1imatic
fluctuations of this period have been given by VEBÆK et al. (1962) for
Greenland, and by AHLMANN (1953) and MATTHES (1942) for other
parts of the world.

Because of the uniformity of the Greenland place names along the
coast and the great length of the area treated, the term "district" is often
used in the text. The division of the area into districts is based on the
Atlas to the volumes 60 and 61 of "Meddelelser om Grønland" (see fig.
1). Exceptions are the districts of Jakobshavn, Godhavn and Ritenbenk
of the Atlas which are here divided into the island of Disko, the Disko
Bugt area surrounding it and the Nugssuaq peninsula.

The place names in the text are mostly taken from the Geodetic
Institute's map sheets. Exceptions to these, such as those used in the
early literature, are given in inverted commas. The names of existing
glacier lobes present special problems as many have been given a variety
of names by visitors and investigators of different nationalities, whilst
others are unnamed. All glaciers are therefore referred to by their cat
alogue number in the archive of the Geological Survey of Greenland
(Grønlands Geologiske Undersøgelse). These numbered localities are
shown in plate 1. Where two names for a locality mentioned exist, both
the current authorised name and its alternatives are given in the locality
index at the end (index of place names, pp. 193-202).
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1.1. Former investigations in West Greenland

The earliest investigations of the glacier lobes and their deposits
were made by FABRICIUS around 1770, near Frederikshåb, and by
GIESECKE between 1806 and 1813 at many points along the coast of
West Greenland (FABRICIUS 1788, GIESECKE 1910). Their observations,
and those of many later investigators, were made at isolated localities
and were generally of limited scope since they were rarely the purpose of
the visit. Subsequent investigators whose observations are used in the
compilation of historicaI glacier fluctuations are referred to in table 2
(pp. 162-187) and to a certainextent also in the regional descriptions
in part 4.3 (pp. 35-60).

Among the more extensive investigations mention must be made of
RINK'S survey in Disko Bugt and Umanak districts in the 1850's and the
work of FRODA, HAMMER, JENSEN, KORNERUP, STEENSTRUP and SYLOW
between the 1870's and 1890's, in connection with the first regular
topographical mapping of West Greenland. The important foreign con
tributions were those of A. NORDENSKIOLD in the Egedesminde district
and DRYGALSKI and BARTON in the Umanak district. The results of these
investigations made in the last half of the 19th century have been sum
marised by AMDRUP et al. (1921) and BØGGILD (1928).

In this century general mapping of glacial deposits has been carried
out by O. NORDENSKIOLD (1910, 1914), KRUEGER (1928), JAHN (1938)
and BELKNAP (1941), and the main morphological features of the area
have been summarised by BIRKET-SMITH (1928), and NOE-NYGAARD and
ROSENKRANTZ (1950). In addition, marine deposits and associated glacial
features in the northern half of the area have been investigated by
HARDER et al. (1949) and LAURSEN (1950).

Currently Quaternary geological investigations are being carried
out by Ohio State University in Sukkertoppen (leader: R. GOLDTHWAIT)
and by the Geological Survey of Greenland in the Frederikshåb district
(M. KELLY) and the Holsteinsborg district (A. WEIDICK).

1.2. Present investigations

In 1955, 1956 and 1957, the author was engaged in a survey of the
historical fluctuations of the glaciers of West Greenland. With the real
isation of the essentiaIly uniform behaviour of the glaciers over a very
wide geographical area within historical time, it became desirable to
determine if this same uniformity could be discerned from the deposits
left by prehistoric fluctuations. Field work in the Julianehåb and Suk
kertoppen districts (1958 and 1960), of Sukkertoppen to Holsteinsborg
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district and in Disko Bugt (1961 and 1963), and around Godthåbsfjord
and in the Holsteinsborg district (1965) was therefore devoted mostly
to the mapping of prehistoric marine and glacial deposits. Some of the
material from the Julianehåb district has aIready been published (WEI
DICK 1963b) and the results will only be referred to briefly for comparison
with the conditions in the northern districts.

Since it has not been possibIe to cover all of this area of c. 100,000
km2 field investigations have been concentrated in geographically suit
ably spaced "key sectors" where the ice margin deposits were relatively
abundant and which were easily accessibIe from the outer coast. In all
cases the surveyed sectors are west-east traverses along the fjords. The
areas between have been mapped from the aerial photographs of the
Geodetic Institute, Copenhagen, combined with information compiled
from earlier investigations.

In the chapters to follow the localities are dealt with in order from
south to north.



2. GEOLOGICAL OUTLINE OF
WEST GREENLAND

Physiographically the treated area is a fjord landscape in the sense
of HOLMES (1954, pp. 224-226) with great similarities to western Norway
(HOLTEDAHL 1960, pp. 518--521). The Greenlandic fjords are incised into
a high mountain landscape the highest parts of which forms plateaus
indicating one or several erosional levels (peneplanes). The highest sit
uated stretches (NORDENSKIOLD: Rumpfgebiete, 1914, p.427) reach c.
2000 m a.s.l. and are concentrated in four parts of the area: the eastern
and southern parts of Julianehåb district, the southernmost part of
Godthåb district, a stretch between Søndre Isortoq and Nordre Isortoq
in Sukkertoppen and Holsteinsborg districts and another stretch from
Disko island over the outer, western part of Nugssuaq to the north
eastern part of Umanak district. The intervening stretches are undulating
Hiigelland (NORDENSKIOLD 1914, pp.427, 429-434) which reaches alti
tudes of between 500 and 1500 m a.s.l.

With the exception of the highlands around Sukkertoppen and
Disko-Nugssuaq, the landscape becomes gradually lower westwards
towards the Davis Strait. A strandflat, such as in Norway, has only in
part developed along the West Greenland coast ranging in width be
tween 10 and 30 km (BIRKET-SMITH 1928, p. 466).

Offshore there are extensive banks with surfaces between 50 and
100 m below the sea level. They are separated from each other by troughs
up to 900 m deep (RUS-CARSTENSEN 1948, pp. 58--59, Charts of the
Danish Hydrographic Office 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500 and 1600).
These troughs are continuations of some of the fjords to the margin
of the continental shelf. However, most fjords end at the banks.

The bedrock of the area is Precambrian in age with Cretaceous and
Tertiary formations on it west and north of Disko Bugt. Recent obser
vations on Lower Palaeozoic deposits at Søndre Isortoq, Sukkertoppen
district (POULSEN 1966, p. 26), are too restricted in extent to influence
a general topographic-geological description of the area.
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2.1. Precambrian

VI

The Precambrian of West Greenland has been divided into three
main units consisting of younger fold belts on either side of a central
older area. The major plutonic activity in the three areas (respectively
from north to south) occurred at approximately 1700-1800 x 106 years,
2500-2700 x 106 years and 1500-1800 x 106 years (LARSEN 1966). The
greater part of the rocks formed during the plutonic conditions accom
panying the development of these fold belts are gneisses, crystalline
schists and occasional granites (BERTHELSEN and NOE-NYGAARD 1965).

The older central fold belt of West Greenland was cut by fauIts and
intruded by several series of post-orogenic basic dykes (BERTHELSEN and
BRIDGEWATER 1960, JENSEN 1962) which predate the younger fold belts
to the north and south.

In southwest Greenland the plutonic rocks were overlain by sand
stones and lavas and were extensively fauIted and intruded by members
of the Gardar alkali province in the period 1000-1300 x 106 years (BRIDG
WATER 1965).

2.2. Younger pre-Quaternary deposits

Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments and basalt occur on Disko island,
the western part of Nugssuaq peninsula and the southwestern Svarten
huk peninsula. A general description of these areas has been given by
ROSENKRANTZ (1951, pp. 155-158), KOCH (1959) and BIRKELUND (1965,
pp. 11-20). The sediments are of both marine and continental facies
formed during the late Mesozoic and beginning of the Tertiaryas a former
"coastal zone adjacent to a high potential source area of erosional
debris", and the source area of these sediments may be found in
areas now covered by the Inland lce (KOCH 1964, p. 537). Tectonic ac
tivity in the Mesozoic and Tertiary resulted in faulting, which may
have been important in determining the present outline of the coast
(WEGMANN 1939, p. 40), and in multiple uplift of peneplaned surfaces to
form plateaus up to an altitude of c. 2000 m a.s.l. During the subsequent
periods of glaciation these plateaus have been important areas of firn
accumulation whilst after the deglaciation they have acted as climatolog
icaI and topographical barriers to the extension of the Inland Ice (cf.
WEGMANN 1939, p. 42, CAILLEUX 1952, FRISTRUP 1966).

In the Umanak district the peneplain surfaces cut both the Pre
cambrian gneiss and Tertiary basalt and penepIanation can be dated
presumably to the late Tertiary. This is also the age of peneplains in
South Greenland where they cut dykes of Cretaceous or Tertiary age.
The age of these young dykes is given by BERTHELSEN (1961, fig. 2)
and LARsEN (1966, p. 60).
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2.3. Quaternary

Nothing is known about the early history of the Inland Ice. Indica
tions of gradually falling temperature are provided by the late Mesozoic
and Tertiary floras and faunas of North America (CHARLESWORTH 1957,
p.698, fig. 123, DORF 1955, fig. 3) and Europe (WOLDSTEDT 1954, p. 9,
fig. 1, LLIBOUTRY 1965, p.897, fig. 21. 14) suggest that it was first
formed at the end of Tertiary.

The occurrence of glacial striae and erratic boulders in all parts of
the country indicates a virtually complete cover by ice during at least
one glaciation. There is evidence that the most recent major glaciation
also formed a complete cover. This is based, for example, on the evidence
of the recent isostatic uplift of all the present area of land shown by the
widespread occurrence of young, raised marine deposits and strand lines.
It is also suggested by the continued existence of south-north trending,
large negative gravity anomalies over the area, with the exception of
the outermost skerries (N0RGAARD 1948, KEJLS0E 1958, SAXOV 1958a,
SVEJGAARD 1959). Another line of evidence is the presence in the outer
coastal areas of fresh glacial striae and polished rock surfaces below
marine deposits younger than the last glaciation.

The extent of the Inland Ice during interglacial times is unknown.
However, the occurrence of derived concretions of sediments of presumed
interglacial age at the ice margin at Frederikshåbs Isblink and Ujarag
ssuit pavat, Godthåb district (BRYAN 1954) shows that the Inland Ice
in at least one interglacial period had an extent less than at present at
these localities.

2.3.1. Glacial deposits

Deposits are commonly relatively thin, though in places they can
form ridges 50-100 m high.

A large proportion of the existing Quaternary sediments have been
through several glacial depositional and erosional cycles and consequently
the commonest glacial deposits are moraine gravels with numerous
rounded, and often large boulders. Boulder fieIds are often found on the
high plateaus and in the northern or alpine parts of West Greenland.

2.3.2. Holocene uplift of West Greenland

Raised marine deposits are common over much of the area, espe
ciaIly in the northern and eastern parts. The oldest sandy-silty members,
the Portlandia clay of HARDER et al. (1949) and LAURSEN (1950)
which are often over 50 m thick extend around and to the south of
Disko Bugt. However further south in the westernmost central parts of
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the area, shell banks with or without sandy deposits are the dominant
facies, though according to their fauna, which includes Pecten islandicus
and Mytilus edulis, they are younger than the Portlandia clay.

LAURSEN (1950) has put forward a succession for the marine faunas
in these deposits in the area of West Greenland between Sukkertoppen
and Umanak districts. The dating of his zones was based exclusively
on long distance correlation with the faunal sequences in the marine
deposits of Norway and Iceland. From this chronology, he has suggested
dates for some of the former sea leveIs, but because of the uncertainties
inherent in this approach a check of these dates by radiometric methods
would be useful.

The uplift of a single area has been investigated by IVERSEN (1953)
who determined by pollen analysis the date of the isolation from the sea
of three lakes in the interior of Godthåbsfjord, situated at 8, 50 and 100 m
a.s.l. respectively. A radiometric date of 2390 ± 120 B. C. for the 8 m level
of this locality has recently been published by FREDSKILD (1967, p. 50).

Recent archeological investigations in Disko Bugt show that the
sea level can not have been more than 2 m above the present one since
the time af the Sarqaq cu1ture, between 3570 ± 150 B.P. (K-1M, TAUBER
1960a) and 2740 ± 100 B.P. (K-516, TAUBER 1960b).

Important information on the isostatic uplift has been obtained
from other parts of Greenland. From East Greenland numerous radio
carbon dates have been obtained for marine deposits at Mesters Vig by
STUIVER and WASHBURN (1962) and LASCA (1968). A smaller number have
been obtained from samples collected by DAVIES and KNUTH (KNUTH perso
nal communication) in Peary Land, North Greenland. The latter indicates
that the uplift of the land in Peary Land was somewhat delayed com
pared with the Mesters Vig area though the uplift curves have nearly
the same trend. DAVIES (1961, p. 101) also stated that there has been
differential uplift in parts of northeast Greenland, where the former
beaches incline towards the outer coast at 5-1.5 cm/km.

Data on the uplift of West Greenland have been obtained from the
radiocarbon age determinations of H. TAUBER on material collected by
M. KELLY and the author. These dates are listed in table 5 (p. 191)
and are compiled graphically in fig. 2, together with other published
dates from this area.

The altitudes of the samples collected by the author in West Green
land were determined by repeated measurements by hand level. Even
working on slopes up to c. 100 m a.s.l. this method has proved to give
more exact values than altimeter readings, where additional triangula
tion with a theodolite has provided a control.

The trend of isostatic uplift of Greenland as a whole is of a type
well known from other former ice loaded regions. This is shown in a
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zontal seales under the ubscissae give the chJ'onosLraligraphic divisions fol' Scan
dinavia, ufter LUNDQUIST (1965, p. 156), and Ior orth America, aHer F ALCONE It et al.
(1965b, p. 150), and WAYNE & ZUMBElIGE (1965, p. 76). The lhick parls af Lhe line

repJ'esent periads af glacial advanccs.

generalised mannel' by the hatehed zone of fig. 2 within whieh lie the
eurves from the various parts of Greenland with the eurve for' _ orth
q-reenland neal' to the left side af the zone and the eurve for Mesters Vig
neal' to the right. However, without the eorreetion for an apparcnt age
of 550 ycars for modcrn shells applied by STUlVER and VVASHB URN to
their dates, Lhe MesLers Vig eurve would be to the right of the zone.

In spite of the wide geographieal spread af the data eolleeted from
West Greenland, they are nearly all dose to the hatehed al'ea of fig. 2.
Assuming that the uplift eurves are an expression of the relaxation of
the earth's erust after the removal of an iee load, eurves towal'ds the lefl,
af the zone should represenL the uplift of the most reeently deglaciated
aI'eas, i. e. the northernmost and interior parLs of the eoastal streteh.
Conversely eurves to the right SllOUJd be from early deglaeiated areas,
such as the outer eoast (e.g. Godthåb K-966) and the Julianehåb disLrieL.

There is a wide variation amongst the values quoted in thc Jitcl'ature
for the upper marine limit beLween Lhe Godthåb distriet and Disko
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Bugt (BØGGILD 1928, LAURSEN 1950). However, several of these have
proved on closer inspection to have been based on the misinterpretation
of ice marginal terraces, e. g. one at 270 m a.s.l. in the inner part of
Søndre Strømfjord and one at 175-185 m a.s.l. in Disko Bugt (LAtJRSEN
1950). The remaining outstandingly high marine level reported from the
area is that at 175 m a.sJ. at Gieseckes Sø (LAURSEN 1950, p. 126). Its
description suggests that it mayaIso be based on the evidence of terraces
of dubious origin.

The only two criteria found to be reliable evidence of former sea
levels in the area are undisturbed shell-bearing beds of reasonably
great extent or well marked series of beach ridges. If these criteria
only are accepted, it seems that the highest well developed strandlines
lie some tens of metres above 100 m a.s.l. in West Greenland but at
slightly lower aItitudes in Julianehåb district in the south.

2.3.3. Holocene c1imatic development

From the faunal evidence, LAURSEN (1950) postulated the existence
of two cooler phases separated by a warmer during the deposition of
the Portlandia clay. His correlation of this with the European Older
Dryas-Allerød-Younger Dryas should be considered perhaps as tentative
until verified by radiocarbon age determination. Another possibIe piece
of information about the early climate is from IvERSEN'S demonstration
of the early existence of Atriplex pollen in lake sediments in inner Godt
håbsfjord, which he suggests indicates that temperatures were similar
to todays at a time thought to be early Boreal (IVERSEN 1953).

LittIe is known about the subsequent period except that a warm
climatic optimum was followed by cooler conditions during the last
1500 years (LARSEN and MELDGAARD 1958). With reference to humidity,
both IVERSEN (1934), for Godthåbsfjord, and LARSEN & MELDGAARD,
for Disko Bugt, suggested that the climate has become more continental
during the last 600-750 years. This however appears to be at variance with
the information about the accumulation on the northern part of the Inland
lee given by LANGWAy (1962, p. 116). From his preliminary investigations
of a 411 m long core from Site II, c. 360 km east of Thule, and 2200 m
a.sJ., it seems that the accumulation there has been constant, at a littIe
over 30 cm water annually, from 907 A.D. to 1878/1880 A.D. Arter
1880 precipitation appears to have increased, reaching a maximum of
c. 50 cm water annually around 1920 since when it has been decreasing
to 35-40 cm around 1950. LANGWAY however, could not exclude the
possibility of errors due to the squeezing out of the lower firn layers.

The instrumentally recorded climatie fiuctuations of the last century
are treated in detail by LYSGAARD (1949). He stated that at Jakobshavn,
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the mean January temperature rose 4.4° between the two periods 1872/
1911 and 1911/1940, the July mean rose 0.4° between 1865/1904 and
1911/1940 whilst the annual mean rose 1.9° between 1872/1911 and
1911/1940.

Other studies of the recent temperature changes have been made
by PUTNINS (1962) and VIBE (1967). an the basis of observations
compiled from 13 stations PUTNINS stated that "drop or rise of tempera
ture is out of phase at stations not very far apart", though for the years
investigated, the January, July and annual means "generally show a
similar course". VIBE (1967) has investigated the temperature fluctua
tions at Godthåb recorded during approximately 150 years of observa
tions. Aecording to him eold periods oeeurred in 1807/21, 1860/1866,
1880/1890 and to alesser extent between 1913 and 1916.

Measurements eompiled from the Yearbooks of the Meteorologieal
Institute for the stations Ivigtut, Jakobshavn and Upernavik are shown
in Fig. 3. Though the minor fluctuations are out of phase, the curves have
similar trends. The smallest fluctuations oecur in the summer tempera
tures and the greatest ones in the winter temperatures, whieh means
that though the summer temperature has not risen much throughout
the last century, the length of the summer, and therefore of the glaciers
ablation season, has increased in the same period. From these curves
and from VIBE'S curve for Godthåb it may be eoncluded that the period
1807 to 1821 was eold throughout the whole area.

The c1imatie fluctuations in West Greenland have also been dealt
with by BENSON (1962, pp. 58-59). Besides giving the general inerease
in the annual mean temperatures throughout this century he has plotted
the mean annual temperature against latitudes along the west coast of
Greenland (station values for Ivigtut, Godthåb, Jakobshavn, Upernavik,
Thule and Alert) and he demonstrates that, in the stretch from Ivigtut
to Upernavik, the annual mean temperature deereases northwards by
0.8° per 1° of latitude.

Fluctuations in precipitation in coastal North Greenland and on
the Inland lee seem to a certain extent to be in phase. The studies of
DIAMOND (1956, p. 2), GERDEL (1961, p. 94) and LANGWAY (1962, p. 116)
indicate an accumulation or preeipitation maximum around 1920 at the
Inland Ice stations of Eismitte and Site II (Eismitte situated on 71 °11' N,
39°56' W, at an elevation of about 3000 m), and Upernavik. However,
at Ivigtut, this period is one of minimum precipitation. Up to now, no
clear trends in the fluetuations of precipitation ean be seen, nor does the
material allow any zonal shift of precipitation maxima or minima to be
traced.



3. PRESENT GLACIATION OF WEST GREENLAND

The numerous existing glaciers and the glaciation of the eastern
margin of the area by the Inland Ice are the natura! starting point for
the investigation of the past glacier fluctuations in West Greenland.
In connection with this it is of importance to determine the climatic
and topographic factors which limit the extent of the present glaciation
and to deduce how far these can be inferred from the deposits of the
present glaciation and hence how far they can be used as a key to the
interpretation of the older ice margin deposits.

A general expression of the conditions necessary for glacier forma
tion is provided by the snow or glaciation limits t Sporadic mention of
these limits in West Greenland has been made since an early date (CRANTZ
1770, I, § 11, p. 41; RINK 1857, I, pp. 68-71), but they have never been
thoroughly mapped, nor has their relationship to the mass balance of
the glaciers been studied. Only to a very slight extent has the author
had any possibility of making measurements relating to the niveo
metric balance or to the mass balance of glaciers and the folIowing
discussion incorporates both earlier observations in the area and results
from the Alps, Scandinavia and North America.

3.1. Snowand glaciation limits

Many different definitions of these "limits" exist but in the folIowing
the terminology mainly follows that of AHLMANN (1948, pp.41-42) or
MElER (1962, pp. 256 & 259).

The temporary snow line is the lowermost limit of snow cover at a
given time of the year on unglaciated areas.
The transient snow line is the corresponding line on glaciers.
The c1imatic snow line is the uppermost limit of the temporary snow line.
The firn line is the uppermost limit of the transient snow line.
The equilibrium line is the line separating areas of accumulation and
ablation on a glacier.
The glaciation limit is the lowermost level for the formation of glaciers,
as determined by the "summit method".

2*
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Fig. 4. Altitudinal variation of the temporary snow line in the Ilimaussaq area,
Julianehåb district in the summer of 1957.

AIso given are: 1) Monthly means of precipitation and temperature for 1957 and
2) Monthly means of precipitation and temperature for 1944-1948 (BLINKENBERG
1952). The meteorological observations were made at "Narssaq point" (Nugarssuk)
and provided by the Meteorological Institute, Copenhagen.

An example of the eourse that the temporary snow line ean take is
shown in fig. 4. The movement of the line has been followed from May
5th to October 20th, 1957, on the slopes surrounding the small glacier
on Ilimaussaq mountain near Narssaq (10c.7 in plate 2). The sharp
notches on the eurve in May and October correspond to major snow
falls. It is seen from the climatic data included in the figure that in 1957
the temperature and precipitation did not difIer essentially from the
means of 1944-1948. Furthermore, it was clear that:

Fig. 5. Altitudinal variation of transient snow line, northwestern part of Søndre
Isortoq, Sukkertoppen district, compiled from aerial photographs. Numbers on the
maps are the observed altitudes of the transient snow line in hectometres. 5a. Geodetic
Institute's route 507 D-N (17.6.1948). 5b. Geodetic Institute's route 505 D-N II
(17.7.1948), 507 C-N and 507 C-S (18.7.1948). 5c. Geodetic Institute's route 505
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Fig. 6a. The glaciation limits in West Greenland. On the lnland lce the firn line is Lhe
limit between Lhe densely doLLed (lhe abJalion faeies) and the thinly doLLed (Lhe
soaked faeies) zones. The e zones are after BExsoN (196'1, fig. 5, p. 27). 6b. Preci
pitaLion aftcr BLI 'KE 'BERG (1952) and aeeumulation an thc lnland lec after BENSO:-;
(1961, fig. 3, p. 22). 6e. Mean temperature of the summer months. June-. 'eptember,

aftcl' BLINKENBERG (1952).

1) the transient snow line on the glaeier (" arssaq glaeier") was situated
100-200 m below the temporary snow line and 2) that both the climatie
snow line and the firn line lie above the highest parts of Ilimaussaq
and " Tarssaq glaeier" respectively.

In both Norway (LIESTØL and 0S1'REM 1962, p. 324) and the Alps
(KLEBELSBERG 1948, I, p. 31) the fim line is staLed to be about 100
meters lower than the climatie snow line.

Information about, the variation of the transient snow line ean also
be obtained where there exist a suitable series of aerial photographs,
for example for the Søndre Isortoq area in the southernmost part of thc
Sukkertoppen district. In spite of the more limited nature of the observa
tions the same eonc1usions ean be d.'awn as in the Julianehåb distriet.
The evidenee from Søndre Isortoq-Evighedsfjord area is illustrated in
fig. 5. No elimatologieal data are available for this area, the nearest
meteorologieal stations being siLuated about 150 km away (Qornoq,
Godthåb and Søndre Strømfjord).
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The diagrams also show the similarity of the trends of the glaciation
limit and the c1imatic snow line across the area. Because of the large
error involved in their determination they can be considered as almost
identica1.

The height of the glaciation limit in West Greenland is shown in
fig. 6. The values given are derived from the 1: 250,000 map sheets of
the Geodetic Institute, which are based on aerial photographs from the
1940's and 1950's with the exception of the Godhavn sheet, which is
based on terrestrial measurements in the 1930's. Study of the aerial
photographs and field work has shown that snow patches have occasion
ally been drawn as glaciers on the maps and minor glaciers have been
left off. However, these few exceptions hardly effect the determination
of the glaciation limit. However, if the many ice caps on high plateaus
in West Greenland which recent aerial photographs reveal to be com
pletely without perennial snow or firn, are used in the determination
of the glaciation limit its value will tend to be toa low, and less than the
height of the climatie snow line. In contrast, the presence of steep,
snow-bare peaks above the c1imatic snow line will result in the deter
mined value of the glaciation limit being too high, a possibility mentioned
by SVENSSON (1959, p. 11).

In spite of all the errors involved in the determination of the dif
ferent limits, the limits ean be considered as alllying in a zone 100-200 m
wide, the altitude of which increases from the coast towards the Inland
lee. The eastwards extrapolation of the glaciation limit strikes the sur
face of the Inland lee at altitudes between 1400 and 1700 m a.s.I. (see
fig. 42), which is in general agreement with the heights of the firn line
determined by LOEWE (1936, pp. 323-324), BADER (1955b, p. 460) and
BENSON (1961, p. 27).

No measurement of the altitude of the equilibrium line on a local
glacier has been made in West Greenland. Whilst this line generally is
lower than the firn line because of the refreezing of meltwater, MElER
(1962, p. 256) believes that on temperate glaciers they are nearly identical,
though on a polar glacier there may be an important segment of the
glacier between them. However, even in an area as far north as the ice
margin at Thule, NOBLEs (1960, p.3, fig. 3 and p.24, fig. 18) puts the
height interval between the two zones at only 60 metres and SCHYTT
(1955, pp.47, 52-57) seems to put the value at a nearby locality at
c. 100 m. Sinee most of the glaciers in West Greenland are described as
being partly or fully temperate anyway (SUGDEN and MOTT 1937,
ETIENNE 1940, FRISTRUP 1961 and BULL 1963), the equilibrium line
and the firn line ean only be separated by detailed studies.
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3.2. Mass balance of the glaciers

VI

From the text above, it is clear that the exaet determination of the
equilibrium line requires more detailed information about aeeumulation
and ablation than is now available. However, even a rough estimate of
the aeeumulation and the ablation give an impression of the aetivity
index (MElER 1962, p. 259, also the glaciation energy of SHUMSKII 1950,
p. 6). This is defined as the vertieal gradient of ablation plus the vertieal
gradient of aeeumulation at the equilibrium line of the glaeier (see fig. 7).

Only a few ablation measurements have been published from the
loeal glaeiers and the Inland lee margin in West Greenland. In the
Julianehåb distriet, four ablation measurements on the margin of the
Inland lee from e. 600 m a.sJ. have been published by WEIDICK (1963b,
pp. 40-41). Though these measurements extended over only one month,
they indieate that the annual ablation here may be of the order of
1.3-2.2 m water. At Kangerdluarssuk, e. 60 km further west, ablation
measurements of 6 stakes made by the author in the period 31st of May
to 13th of June 1957, gave the folIowing results:

1i.5 cm water/21i h at 130 m a.s.l.
5.5 cm water/21i h at 170 m a.s.l.

3.6 cm water/21i h at 300 m a.s.l.
3.0 cm water/21i h at 320 m a.s.l.
3.9 cm water/21i h at 31i0 m a.s.l.
Ii.l cm water/21i h at 350 m a.sJ.

Equals total annual ablation of
7-9 m (?) water at 100-200 m a.sJ

Equals total annual ablation af
6-8.5 m (?) water at the altitudinal
interval 300-350 m a.sJ.

From the Holsteinsborg distriet, BRECHER and KRYGER (1963,
p. 13) give the annual ablation on the eastern part of Sukkertoppen
Iskappe as nearly 11/ 2 m water per year at e. 1200 m a.s.l.

Further north, ablation measurements made at low altitudes on
Upernivik ø, Umanak distriet (KUHLMANN 1959), on loeal glaeiers on
the north side of Nugssuaq peninsula and on the margin of the Inland
lee in Umanak distriet (LOEWE and WEGENER 1933, LOEWE 1934) shows
that ablation in the area is fairly uniform. Several measurements of the
ablation on the Inland lee margin have been made also in Disko Bugt
(DE QUERVAIN and MERcANToN 1925, p.243; LOEWE 1934, p.363;
BAUER in AMBAcH 1963, p. 195, fig. 76). LOEWE has also pointed out
that the deerease of ablation with altitude on the Umanak distriet and
in Disko Bugt are identiea1. LOEWE'S and BAUER's data are plotted in
fig. 7.

Aeeumulation measurements are relatively numerous for the In
land lee and a recent eompilation of them is given by BENsoN (1961,
fig. 3), here reprodueed in part in fig. 6. However, for the loeal glaeia
tions there are only those made on Sukkertoppen Iskappe (ETIENNE
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1940, HOLLAND 1961, BULL 1963). Henee, in fig. 6, preeipitation figures
derived from the eoastal stations have to be used. These however, ean
be taken as a guide to the aeeumulation. The aeeumulation measured
on Sukkertoppen Iskappe, at least down to 200 m above the firn line,
agreed well with the values ealeulated from the eoastal preeipitation.

The data on ablation and aeeumulation mentioned above, derived
from the Inland lee margin in the Disko Bugt-Umanak area is eompiled
in fig. 7. This eurve, however, ean only be regarded as a first approxima
tion to the "net budget eurves", given by MElER (1962, p. 258) for
South Caseade Glaeier, Washington State, and by LIEST0L and 0STREM
(1962, p. 328) for Norwegian glaeiers.

The eurve in fig. 7 indieate an aetivity index of e. 3 mm/m, for
Disko Bugt and Umanak distriet, a magnitude whieh is eharaeteristie
also of the glaeiers in Spitzbergen. Julianehåb distriet possibly has a
greater aetivity index than the Disko Bugt-Umanak distriet, and the
lower portions of the glaeier lobes there may have, in pIaees, as high an
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ablation as the Icelandic glaciers. One result to be expected of a higher
activity index in the Julianehåb district would be a faster response of
glaciers there than further north to fluctuations in climate.

The maps in fig. 6 imply that the height of the glaciation limit is
dependent on both summer temperature and annual precipitation. The
observed related values are listed in table 1a, p. 161 and their relation
ships were kindly treated by regression analysis first by K. PODER, and
later (see table 1b) by E. SVEINSDOTTIR who also determined the cor
relation coefficients. Based on the data of table 1b from West Greenland,
the simplest relationship between glaciation limit and climatic conditions
seems here to be near to:

-99 +176 s - 0.9 p~ g

where s is the summer temperature at sea level in degrees centigrade,
p the annual precipitation in cm and g the appropriate altitude of the
glaciation limit in metres.

The simplified equation above and the simple correlation coefficents
of table 1b ((s, g) being 0.764, (p, g) - 0.072) show that the summer
temperature s is the principle factor for the position of the glaciation
limit (g). As a check SVEINSDOTTIR calculated correlation coefficents of
other combinations of the climatic data, e. g. mean winter temperature
versus winter precipitation/summer precipitation/annual precipitation,
but none of these combinations gave as satisfactory results as those,
listed in table 1b.

No account has been taken of the folIowing factors; possibIe anom
alies in the local climate of the stations, variations in the length of time
weather observations have been made and the variations of the thermal
lapse rate. With reference to the last factor, LOEWE (1964, p. 7) has
demonstrated in the Søndre Strømfjord area that "big lapse rates are
typical for mountain regions at a time when the temperature at the
upper station is kept low because part of the incoming heat is used for
the melting of ice and snow". This means that a straightforward correla
tion between observed temperatures at sea level and the glaciation
limit does not exist. A determination of the relative influence of the
two factors on the glaciation limit from the relationship given here must
be considered as a first approximation only.

3.3. Fluctuations of the glaciation limit

Aerial photographs taken in the month of August in 1948 and 1949
show several minor ice caps to be without firn. From the form of the
ice caps at the time of their maximum extent the firn line in historicaI
time can be estimated to have been 100-200 m lower than at present.
Information about the past position of the firn line can be deduced some-
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times from the literature. For example STEENSTRUP (1901, pp. 290-291)
states that a small firn fieId, which has since disappeared, still existed
on Qeqertaq island, Disko Fjord, in 1898. As the island is a basalt
plateau c. 600 m a.s.l. and the present glaciation limit is interpolated
from nearby localities to be c. 700 m a.s.l. it must have been c. 100 m
lower in the nineteenth century. A similar result may be given by Ube
kendt Ejland, Umanak district (STEENSTRUP 1883b, p.226). It is also
clear that the climatic snow line in Upernavik district cannot have been
more than 100-200 m lower than now, otherwise the island of Akuliaruseq
would have been capped by ice, which was not the case in c. 1850 accord
ing to a description by RINK (1857, I, p.35).

Apparently the change in altitude of the glaciation limit within
the historicaI period has been 100-200 m over the major part of the area.
This would correspond to a change in the mean summer temperature of
1°, which is the recorded value. As explained above, fluctuations in
precipitation may locally have contributed to the movement of the
glaciation limit. The deduced fluctuation of the glaciation limit is of
similar magnitude to that expected from the observed c1imatic temper
ature fluctuations.

For the determination of glaciation limits of glaciations older than
the last part of the historicaI period, other criteria than those used for
the present glaciation limit have to be used. Their evaluation depends on
the exactness to which it is possibIe to determine the outline of the former
glacier from the remnants of its moraines. If the form of the firn basin
and the size of the glacier lobe can be estimated, the approximate posi
tion of the firn line can be found by comparison with an existing glacier
of similar shape and size. Under such ideal conditions the error in the
determination of the height of the supposed glaciation limit is estimated
with an error less than 200 m.

The above method is valid for local glaciations only and it is not
possibIe to determine former glaciation limits for the Inland Ice or even
for larger local ice caps. However, it is believed that marginal inter
lobate and nunatak moraines are not formed above the glaciation limit.
This is a consequence of the flow line theory of glacier movement by
FINSTERWALDER (1897).



4. GLACIER FLUCTUATIONS IN
HISTORICAL TIME

Fluctuations of glaciers can be considered as fluctuations of their
frontal margins, their areas or their volumes. In the folIowing section,
however, most attention will be paid to frontal fluctuations for the
folIowing reasons:

1) Too few maps of sufficient detail (i. e. a scale of at least 1: 10,000
and a contour interval of 10-25 m) exist to enable the computation
of fluctuations in more than one dimension.

2) By far the greatest amount of information concerns frontal fluctua
tions.

3) Frontal and area fluctuations are the most easily computed in the
case of prehistoric fluctuations.

4.1. Frontal fiuctuations

The exact nature of the relationship between oscilIations in climate,
glacier mass balance and the frontal fluctuations of glaciers is a subject
for widely differing opinions. AHLMANN (1953, p. 14) accepted that some
general connection exists, in particular between the summer temperature
and its influence on the length of the ablation period, whilst LLIBOUTRY
(1965, p. 836) stresses the influence on small glaciers of both summer
temperature and winter precipitation. However, MELLOR (1964, p. 104)
states that: "the popular notion that all glaciers expand if the climate
gets colder, and recede if the climate gets warmer, is completely un
justified as a generalization" and a glance at the tables of the current
positions of the glacier fronts in the Alps and in Scandinavia (J. Glaciol,
Zeitschr. Gletscherkunde and Jøkull) shows also that individual glaciers
within the same period and in the same area can behave differently. Such
difference may be due to the influence on the mass balance of the glaciers
by other meteorological elements besides the temperature, as well as by
the subglacial topography and/or the dynamics of the glacier. A certain
delay in a glacier's response to climatic change is generally accepted.
AHLMANN (1953, p. 8) considered that a small glacier would react faster
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than a large one because of the smaller area of firn and stated further
more (ibid. p. 9) that the "variations in the positions of the termini of
outlet glaciers from inland-ice masses are related to the supply of ice
as it was determined by climatic conditions of a long time before". A
theoreticaI treatment of "kinematic waves" in glaciers by NYE (1960)
shows that secular alterations are transferred through a glacier with a
speed 2 to 5 times greater than the movement of the ice in the glacier
lobe, and that the time before frontal response for a common valley
glacier is considered to be between 3 and 30 years, whilst for typical
"ice sheets" it is thousands of years. Although KAMB (1964, p. 361) says
that the discovery of the delay raises serious questions about the inter
pretation of glacier behaviour, he admits that the effect of the kinematic
waves on glacier margins may be weakened by smoothing or interfer
ence. It is commonly agreed that there is a response delay of some years
or decades on glaciers, but the extreme consequences of the theory must
be treated with caution. For instance, the rapid response of the Scandi
navian ice sheet to the climatic fiuctuation of the younger Dryas time
and of the Inland Ice to the fiuctuations of historicaI time throw doubt
on the existence of long delays in large ice sheets.

In order to study the problem of fiuctuations of the glacier lobes
in West Greenland and their connection with climate, data concerning
the position of the glacier front in the historicaI period have been com
piled for as many glaciers as possible, in total about 500 glacier lobes.
The uncertainty in the number is due to several glaciers having joined
or divided during the period. For most of these glaciers the interval for
which observations are available is only the last 20-40 years, during
which time they have been in constant retreat. The remainder, for which
there are observations covering this century at least, are listed in plate
2. These total 135 glacier lobes, from Kap Farvel in the south to Uperna
vik district in the north. The position of the glacier lobe localities inves
tigated are given in plate 1.

In the diagrams in plate 2 the abscissae are in years A.D. and the
ordinates are the horizontal distance in kilometres (at) of the glacier front
from the outermost point of the historicaI moraines or the trim line zone
in the centre line of the glacier lobe (see fig. 8). Thus an upward trend
of the curve indicates a glacier recession. Because of the variability of
the shape of the glacier fronts, occasionally changes in form will be
expressed as false minor advances and retreats in the diagrams. Atten
tion must be paid to the behaviour of all glaciers in an area rather than
to that of an individual glacier.

The trim line zone marking the maximum extent of the glaciers in
historicaI time is clearly developed at nearly all glaciers. On gneissic
rock this zone is especiaIly clear, strongly contrasting in its fresh colour
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Fig. 8. Above. Significance of the parameters used in plate 2, at (length) and Mo
(height a.s.l.), illustrated for "Søndre Qornoq glacier" (loc. HA, plate 2). Below:
Aerial photograph of "Søndre Qornoq glacier". Marginal positions in 1880, 1890,
1903 and 1938 indicated. Geodetic Institute's route 502 H-N, no. 8294 (23.?1948).

Copyright Geodetic Institute.
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with the surrounding weathered rock. The same is true to alesser degree
in glacial and fluviatile deposits, but in basalt terrain, the outer margin
of the trim line zone is at times difficult to determine on aerial photographs
because of the dark colour of the terrain. However, here as elsewhere the
outermost fresh moraines correspond to the outermost and lowermost
part of the trim line zone. The lowermostpoint of the trim line zone in
the centre line of a former glacier lobe is marked Mo (see fig. 8) and its
height above sea level is given for each example in table 2, pp. 162-187.

4.2. Sources of error

The data used in the determination of the frontal position of the
glaciers have been obtained from written descriptions, maps, terrestrial
and aerial photographs and from direct measurements of the position
of the glacier front in the fieId. The material concerning the fluctuations
of the glacier lobes in the Julianehåb, Frederikshåb and Godthåb districts
has been published previously (WEIDICK 1959). Part of this material,
brought up to date, is included in plate 2 and table 2.

Written descriptions must be regarded as the least accurate source,
though occasionally a description ean give a precise indication of the
position of the glacier. This is the case with PAARS' description of the
Inland lee margin in Austmannadalen, Godthåb district (loc. 23, plate
2), being situated in 1729 at the edge of a waterfall (PAARS 1936, p. 187).
The only waterfall in the vicinity lies at the outermost limit of the trim
line zone.

Such an unconsciously exact determination of the ice margin posi
tion ean be trusted. In contrast to this, the local tales of land buried by
ice must be treated with some sceptiscism. A c1assical case is the descrip
tion of a "Bear Sound" stretching across Greenland which was inun
dated by an advance of the Inland lee. The story that Jakobshavns
Isfjord once extended to the east coast must be regarded as an offshoot
of this legend (LARSEN & MELDGAARD 1958, p. 28, WEIDICK 1959, p.
178). The information quoted by JENSEN (1889, p. 70) about the earlier
existence of a connection between Evighedsfjord and Kangamiut
kangerdluarssuat ("Kangerdluarssuk fjord", loco 50 and 51, plate 2) in
Sukkertoppen district is similarly dubious. The glacier lobe separating the
two fjords has now retreated so far for it to be seen that half of the
front rests on a C. 100 m high rock threshold, which seems to continue
under the other half as well.

As early as 1770 CRANTZ (I, § 11, p. 40) mentions and compares the
expansion of the glacier lobes in the Alps with those in Greenland, and
around 1770 FABRICIUS (1788, pp. 69-70) reported a measurement of
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Fig.9a.

Fig.9b.

Fig. 9. Tho Inland lee lobe at the head of Påkitsup ilordlia (Qfngua kujatdleq, loc.
72 in plato 2). 9a. DrawIl by RlSK in c. '1850 (RI oK 1857, p. '14). 9b. Photograph,
23.7.'196'1, WEIDJ K.9c. ketch by HAMMER drawnin '1883 (HAMMER '1889, table III).
The lobe marked "c" i tilo arca glaciated since c. '1850. 9d. Tlle Inland Jce lobe,

shown from HAMMER'S position. Pholo""raph, 21.7.'1961, WEJDICK.

the advanee of a 111aeier. nfortunately FABRICI did not state exaetly
whieh glaeier thi wa, but it is upposedly onc located at the lnland lee
margin in the Frederik 'håb district, in whieh he was the incumbent.
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Fig. ge.

Fig.9e1.

Thus it is possibie thaL there was a real and even widespread expansion
of alaciers in the 18th century which formed a background for the
legends mentioned above.

On the early charts and maps error in shape and scale are apparent
hom Lhe inaecurate outlines of coast and glaciers. Moreovcr, thc out
Jines of glaciers shovvn on them are frequently derived from older and
Jess accmate sources. The best of the early maps are those drawn by the
reindeer hunters ancl compiled by RINK in the middle of the 19th cen
tury. The c maps are often sLrongly distorted in outJine, but reveal a

165 3
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good knowledge of detail, which itself must indicate first hand acquint
ance with the area by the drawer of the map. The areas covered in this
way were the littIe known eastern parts of the coastal area in West
Greenland near to the Inland lee margin. For most maps and charts
the error in dating is possibly of the order ± 5 years.

Of the drawings, sketches and other pietures used those of an early
date are an especial1y valuable source e.g. RINK'S own drawings from the
middle of the 19th century and the sketches of HAMMER (1889) and
MOLTKE (STEENSTRUP 1901, MYLIUS-ERICSEN and MOLTKE 1906). How
ever, a misinterpretation of pictorial evidence ean take place. For ex
ample, HAMMER (1889, p. 15), after visiting Påkitsup ilordlia, stated that
the glacier lobe there had not altered position since it was sketched by
RINK around 1850. A visit to this place in 1961 made it clear that HAM
MER had misinterpreted RINK'S sketch and that the glacier lobe had in
reality advanced nearly half a kilometre between 1850 and 1883. Not
until c. 1950 had the lobe (loc. 72, plate 2) retreated so much that its
form was like that of 1850 (Fig. 9).

Terrestrial photographs are areliable source though misinterpreta
tions similar to that mentioned above are possible. It may be added
that glacier photographs using a telescopic lens were taken as early as
1898 by STEENSTRUP of the glacier near Sarqaq on the south coast of
Nugssuaq peninsula (loc. 103 in plate 2). The dates of only a few of the
photographs are known precisely. However, when the identity of the
photographer is known, the date of his visit to the locality ean often be
established within a few years.

Aerial photographs are the most exact source of information avail
able. The earliest pietures from West Greenland seem to have been taken
in 1932 by the Geodetic Institute in the Julianehåb district and by the
German "Universal Dr. F ANCK Expedition" to Umanak district. A
large number of photographs from 1936 and 1937 from various parts of
West Greenland, are now in the files of the photogrammetric section
of the Geodetic Institute.

During the second world war aerial photography was continued by
the U.S. Air Force and after the war again by the Danish Geodetic
Institute. Several copies of the series made during the war are kept in
the Geodetic Institute but, unfortunately, the exact date of these is not
known. They have been tentatively assigned to the years of 1942 and
1943 in plate 2, though 1944 and 1945 cannot be excluded.

Whilst the measurements of distance to the glacier front from a
fixed point is normally the most accurate source, in some circumstances
it may involve great errors when there is some confusion over the ref
erence point used. This was STEENSTRUP'S conc1usion (1883b, p.224)
after his attempt in 1879 to duplicate HELLAND'S measurements of 1875
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on the glacier Agssakait sermiat ("Asakak-Bræen") on the north coast
of Nugssuaq. Unless a map or a sketch is given together with the meas
urements, their values can not be regarded as being as exact as they seem.

Some control of the information compiled from historical sources
has been provided by the lichenometrical determination of the ageof
the deglaciated areas, e.g. in Søndre Strømfjord (BESCHEL 1961).

The data from all the various sources is summarised in plate 2.
Taking into account the possibIe sources of error outlined above it
seems probable that the error in the location of the glacier front for the
more recent data is only a few metres, whilst for the older it may often
be as much as several hundred metres. However, by considering the
cumulative trend of the fluctuations of all glaciers the effects of erroneous
information, and of the anomalous behaviour of individual glaciers
are minimised.

Neither literary sources nor lichenometrical dating extend back to
the earliest phases of the glacier advances in historicaI times. However,
one locality in the Thule area, has yielded a radiocarbon date for organic
material in shear moraines from an historicaI advance of 520 ± 200 years
B. P. (GOLDTHWAIT 1961, p. 108). This date, around A.D. 1430, agrees
well with the dates for the early part of the historicaI advance in Europe
(AHLMANN 1953, p. 40).

4.3. Results

A glance at plate 2 shows that a small number of the glacier lobes
have had remarkably large fluctuations, a few others no fluctuations at
all, whilst the great majority have had moderate fluctuations of about
the same magnitude. This subdivision provides a basis for the folIowing
arbitrary classification of frontal fluctuations of glaciers.

1. First order fiuctuations, i. e. fluctuations greater than 5 km.

2. Second order fluctuations, i. e. fiuctuations between 5 and 0.5 km.

3. Third order fluctuations, i. e. quasi-stationary glaciers or glaciers
which have been expanding so that their extent to-day is their max
imum extent during historicaI time.

4.3.1. Inland lee margin

4.3.1.1. First order fluctuations

All the glacier lobes with extremely large fluctuations are calving
lobes with a high produetion of calf ice, which supposedly drain major
parts of the Inland lee margin (DANSGAARD 1961, pp. 89-91). However,
high productivity alone is not a criterion for large fiuetuations and other

3*
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very productive glaciers, such as Eqalorutsit kangigdlit sermiat in the Juli
anehåb district (loc. 8), Sermeq avangnardleq in Torssukatak (loc. 76) and
Store Gletscher ("Store Qarajaq") in the Umanak district (loc. 125, plate 2)
have all had nearly stationary margins throughout the last 100 years.

The magnitude and production of the glacier lobes with first order
fluctuations are given below.

Eqalorutsit kitdlit sermiat, Julianehåb distriet (loe. 9, plate 2)

The fluctuation has been c. 5 km. The present width of the lobe at
the front is c. 2 km and according to LOEWE (1936, p. 327) the produe
tion of calf ice here, together with that at Qarqup sermia, Julianehåb
district, and Narssalik, Frederikshåb district, totals c. 3 km3 annually.
However, if JESSEN (1896, p. 99) is correct in his estimate of the surface
velocity of Eqalorutsit kitdlit sermiat as c. 1 m/hour, the productivity
of this glacier lobe alone must be about 3 km3 annually.

Kangiata-nunata sermia, Godthåb distriet (loe. 26, plate 2)

The fluctuation has been c. 20 km. Its present width is 4-5 km and
its production of icebergs, though not as great as that of Eqalorutsit
kitdlit sermiat mentioned above is appreciable (see fig. 10).

Jakobshavns lsbræ, Disko Bugt (loe. 70, plate 2)

The fluctuation has been c. 26 km. The width of the lobe is c. 6 km
and its productivity, after LOEWE (1936, p.327) and BADER (1955c,
p. 99) is c. 16 km3 annually.

Umiamako glaeier, Umanak distriet (loe. 134, plate 2)

The fluctuation has been c. 5 km. The present width of the front
is 2-3 km and its iceberg production, together with that of Rinks Isbræ,
is estimated by LOEWE to be c. 19 km3• However, since the surface ve
locities of the two glaciers are in the ratio of 1: 3, and the width of the
front of Umiamako glacier is only about half that of Rinks Isbræ, it is
probable that the production of Umiamako glacier is littIe more than
c. 3 km3 annually.

Upernaviks lsstrøm, Upernavik distriet (loc. 142, plate 2)

The fluctuation has been c. 22 km, the frontal width of the glacier
lobe is 6-10 km and its productivity is about 12 km3 annually (LOEWE

1936, p. 327, BADER 1955c, p. 99).

MERCER (1961 a, pp. 856-857) has shown that calving glaciers, in
order to overcome the need for long extensions of their floating tongues
in response to changes in their mass balance, tend to place their fronts
at widenings in the fjord. Consequently a small change in length will
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Fig. 10. Kangiata-nllnata sermia urea. [n !.he fOJ'egl'ouod aod near'es!. tlle fjord are
the trim line zone and moraines from the 18th centlll'Y (a-a) and from the readvances
in 1850-1890? (b-b), Deposil fr'om !.Ile outer zone ar'e to be seeo on the lefl. (doll d)
on LIlO uppcrlTIo t parl of lhe hill ide (c-c). Geodet.ic lo titute's I'oute 506 H-'\

no. 6270 (21.8.19 l,8). Copyright Geodetic In titute,

greatly alter' Lhe ablaLion area. The fronts of many of Lhe glacier lobcs
mon Lioned above seem to have been situated neal' sllch point of widening
in the fjords for lang periods, in agrcement with MEllCER'S pI'inciple.
TllUs the long halt in Lhe recession of Kangiata-nunata scrmia, from
1850-'1921, may be explained in this way.

The be t known of these glaciers, Jakobshavns lsbræ, showed a
tendency to halt iLs rece sion around 188~-1893 and again al'ound 1921
but because of the regular rOI'm of the fjord, iVfEHCER'S principle does
nol. seem to explain these halt and BA E H (1.955 c, pp. 55-56) has ug
gested thaI. they were climatically controlled.

In general, all lobe have experien ed a major reces ion in the last
100 years. Furthel'mol'e the curye in plate 2 show thaI. the southernmo t
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glacier lobes seem to have been receding since before 1800, whilst the
three northernmost lobes did not begin to recede until after the middle
of the 19th century, with their main recession occurring in the 20th
century.

First order fluctuation have occurred elsewhere in Greenland as
shown in Fig. 11. L. KOCH (1928, pp. 196-202) reports great fluctuations
of the Inland lee margin in Melville Bugt, though because of the un
confined nature of the margin there the fluctuations are difficult to de
scribe quantitatively. Nevertheless KOCH'S descriptions and maps seem
to indicate that between 1916 and 1920 the Inland lee margin there
had an extent close to its historicaI maximum. Aerial photographs from
1948 and 1953 show a subsequent first order retreat af some sectors. A
trim line zone on skerries and nunataks in the same area indicates also
a thinning of the ice margin (f. ex. around Wandel Land).

The best known glacier fluctuation in North Greenland are those of
the 7 km wide Harald M oltke Bræ near Thule air base, which has re
treated 5-5.5 km sinee it reached its greatest historicaI extent around
1930. DAVIES and KRINSLEY (1962, pp.119-130) summarise the data
about this glacier as well as of other lobes in North Greenland. According
to them Academy Gletscher had retreated 12 km by 1956 from a max
imum position in 1920. Spaltegletscher also had a firs t order recession
of c. 18 km (DAVIES and KRINSLEY 1962, p. 127), the recession occur
ring mostly between 1907 and 1938. Since nothing is known of its posi
tion between these two years it is possibIe that here also there was an
advance or period of no change around the 1920's. The same ean be said
for a lobe in Hagen Fjord (DAVIES and KRINSLEY 1962, p. 127).

In general the frontal fluctuations of the North Greenland calving
lobes are difficult to describe. Recession has occurred more by a process
of terminal disintegration with the calf ice produetion of several years
calving on a single occasion (KocH 1928, pp. 199-200, AHNERT 1963,
pp. 537-545).

Very littIe is known about the major lobes of the Inland lee in East
Greenland. The two which BAUER and HOLTZSCHERER (1954, p. 36)
include as "outlet channeIs" af the Inland lee are Kangerdlugssuaq and
Sermilik, both of which according to literary evidence and aerial photo
graphs, have had only a small recession in most recent times (HOLM
and GARDE 1889, DE QUERVAIN and MERCANTON 1925 and THORARINS
SON 1952).

4.3.1.2. Second order fluctuations

Of the 52 lobes of the Inland lee margin described here a total of
35 have had fluctuations of the second order, i. e. 67 %, Of these, 20 calve
in the sea, though one of them now only partially (loco 18 in plate 2)
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.Fig. '12, Eqip sennia lo . 74, plate 2) cen from Lilo \Vesl. Ceodctic InstiLule'." l'oulr
518 A-Ø, no. F.93 ("18.7.1%9). Cop~rrjg-hL Geodelic TnsliLute.

whilst the Other 15 gIa ier' calve in 1akes ar la\'e front resting an the
land. In both the Julianehåb di trict and Di ko Bugt calving lobe'
generally show a tenden y for greater iluctuaLion' than lobes ending on
land, though this diITerence canna L be dcmonslratcd from other areas.

In the sector from the Julianehåb di trict to the GodLhåb disLl'icL,
only the glaciers af Austmannadalen (loc. 23 in plate 2) had a major part
af their trim line zone deglaciated befare 1800, the majority af the
glacier lobes elsewhere still having an extent around 1 50 elo e to their
historical maximum. Al'eas deg1aciated befare c. 1 00 are aL oreporled
from the I nland I e margin in the Julianehåb di tl'ict itseIf.

The readvances ,vhich culminated between 1890 and 1900 seem to
have stopped ar delayed the general recession which began ear1ier in
the 19th cenLul'Y. In same place in the south the readvan e af 1890
1900 covered nearly all af the trim line zone (Sermililc aT' "SeT'milsialilc"
glacier, no. 12 in tab]c 2 and" øndrc Q6rnoq glacier' , no. 14A in tab1e 2,
shawn in fig. ).

Ful'ther north in Disko B ugL, Lhe readvances af 1890 ean be een
to have given glaciel" generally an e -ten t neal' to their historical max
imum. However, the 10be in Pakitsup ilordlia in Qingua kujatdZeq (loc. 72,
hown in fig. 9) is pecuIiar in thaL iL advan ed beyond the earlier max

imum, over veactated area .
In only a ing]e ca e in \Vest Greenland ha a readvanre in the 20th

century given a lobe neady its maximum exlenL fOl' hislorical time. Thi
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Fig.13a
Fig.13b

Fig. l3. "Kangigdloq glarier", ItiHlliars up kangel'dlua, Umanak cl isLrict (Ioe. 128,
plate 2). 13a. Photogl'aph af th 29th July 19-3. GeodeLie Inslilllte's route A102/9 l1,

no. 159. 13b. Photogl'aph af tho 25th .Tune 1959. Gcodolie InsLilllLe's I'oute 238F,
no. H.8. Copyright Geodetie InsliLIlLc.

happened at Eqip serrnia (loe. 74, sho....vn in fig. J2 and 36) around 1920
(BA ER 1955e, p. 53). Hs advanee ean be corrclatcd wiLh a halt in the
recession af other lobc , e. g. J akob havns Isbræ.

In spile af the large amount af data available, little i' kn wn abouL
lhe fluetuations af the glacicr lobes in ihe' manak di trict sinee Lhe an
nual f1uctuaLions af Lhe calving glaciers thcr'e are af Len so large that
they masl longer term fiuetuation af Lhe front, However, it cems ap
parant LhaL, an the whole, the iee margin was almost at its most advanecd
position around 1890-1900. The late date af thc rcLreat from there is
suggcsLed by Lhe very fresh looking moraines along the Inland lee in
this region. For the lobes af pernavik district also, a sma]] and shorL
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recession around and after the middle of the 19th century was interrupted
by halts or readvances between 1890 and 1900.

After c. 1920, a general rece5sion of all glaciers set in, the rate of
retreat reaching a maximum between 1920 and 1940, since when
it has slowed down. The most recent information from the northern
parts of the area, in Disko Bugt and Umanak district, from the late
1950's and the beginning of the 1960's suggests that the glaciers there
are showing signs of readvancing. Whilst this may be due to the annual
variation of anearly balanced ice margin, at one locality, Kangigdleq
(loc. 128 in plate 2) a small area has been reglaciated between 1953 and
1959 (see fig. 13).

4.3.1.3. Third order fluctuations

In this group two categories are distinguished;

a) Where the ice margin has been relatively stable, with fluctuations of
between O and 500 m which are in phase with those of the first and
second orders, and

b) Where the ice margin has had fluctuations out of phase with the
"normal" first and second order fluctuations.

9 lobes belong to the first group, of which 3 calve in fjords, the rest
ending in lakes or on land. These lobes are the localities 28, 31, 33, 33 (B3),

35, 36, 39, 67 and 76 in plate 2. Fluctuations of this category have oc
curred widely along the Inland Ice margin and must be considered as
the normal type. On aerial photographs such places show only a small
or no development of the trim line zone. In areas visited on the ground,
e. g. in Søndre Strømfjord area, Disko Bugt and Nugssuaq, the glacial
moraine landscape from this time shows a condensed development of
the moraine succession known from the first and second order fluctua
tions.

Because of the decrease of ablation with altitude (see fig. 7) it is
expected that the recession of the Inland Ice margin, even at altitudes
onlya few hundred metres above sea level, must be significantly less than
at sea level. Though large parts of the Inland Ice margin at high eleva
tions will have third order fluctuations because of this efIect alone,
such fluctuations are characteristic also of many other parts near to sea
level, e. g. most of the examples quoted in plate 2 with the exception
of Orpigs6q (loc. 67), and large parts of the Inland Ice margin which
lie near sea level in Egedesminde district, Disko Bugt and Nugssuaq.

The advances of 1880-1900 seem often to have been the historicaI
maximum for this group. For example, J. A. D. JENSEN in 1884 reported
that the Inland Ice margin in the area around Isordlerssuaq nunataks
at Søndre Strømfjord was ploughing up fresh vegetation (J ENSEN 1889,
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p. 65). From the same area, NORDENSKIOLD (1914, p. 633) reported that
at the more northerly lobe Isunguata sermia, the surface right up to the
ice was covered with vegetation and only at the ice margin itself was
there occasionally a bare zone. JENSEN (1881, pp. 140-144) also reported
that at another lobe (Inugpait quat, loco 36 in table 2) the trim line zone
in 1879 was either lacking or had a maximum width of only 100 feet
(30 m).

On Nugssuaq peninsula, it seems apparent that the ice margin was
almost at its maximum extent around 1890-1900. Comparison of the
observations made on the trim line zone at the same locality by DRY
GALSKI (1897, p. 120), BARTON (1897, pp. 218-219) and the time of the
author's visit in 1961 confirms this assumption. Whilst the trim line
zone in 1893 and 1896 was only a few metres high, in 1961 it was 30
50 m above the present ice margin.

For Upernavik district there is RYDER'S report (1889, pp. 212-213,
225), from his visit to the south of Upernaviks Isstrøm in 1886, that the
Inland Ice margin was a short distance from old vegetation. Also there
were local stories of the ice margin having advanced recently. At "Cornell
Glacier" in Ryders Isfjord (loc. 147), TARR (1897, pp. 257-268) reported
that there had been only slight thinning of the ice margin along the
glacier.

The three glacier lobes which comprise group b) are all producing
calf ice. One of them, Eqalorutsit kangigdlU sermiat (loc. 8, plate 2) has
a large produetion of calf ice, the other two, Sarqardliup sermia (loc. 68)
and Aldngordliup sermia (loc. 69) only very smal!. Eqalorutsit kangigdlit
sermiat was at its historicaI maximum and was still expanding in 1955
(WEIDICK 1959, p.61). The sector of the Inland lee margin north of
Nordenskiolds Gletscher which includes Orpigs6q, Sarqardliup sermia and
Alangordliup sermia has recently been stationary near to its historicaI
maximum or expanding. It is known that an earlier expansion of Sar
qardliup sermia buried a nunatak ("Nunataranguaq", see fig. 14) in C.

1900 (HAMMER 1883, KOCH and WEGENER 1930, pp. 382-391). There are
also the more dubious expansions of Sermilik glacier, Frederikshåb
district and Ujaragssuit privat, Godthåb district (WEIDICK 1959, pp. 111
and 173), not listed here, in the middle or at the end of the previous
century.

4.3.1.4. Inland lee, eonelusions

There is broad agreement between the phases of the fluctuations of
the first, second and third order fluctuations, the oscilIations of 94 Ofo
of the glacier lobes studied being in phase, despite their wide geograph
icaI distributions, the variations in their subglacial topography, size and
dynamics and such secondary controls as MERCER'S principle for calving
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Fig. 14. Jakobshavns Isbl'æ, Alångol'dHup sCJ'mia and I ul'qal'dliup sermia glacier
lobcs, Disko Bugt. 140.. Conditions in thc scctOI' at 1880 when the ice maJ'gin slill
h'ld an extent neur the hi'tol'i 'al maximum. '14b. CondiLion in 1953. Dense cross
haLching: Trim line wne. Open cJ'oss-hatching: Thinning, strongJy crevassed al'ea.
1\olc lhc advancc of the ice margin in the ~ar'qaJ'dliup ermiu area, Based on Lhe
Geodelic TnsLiLuLe' map heel'1 :250,00068 2, Christianshåb and 69V2, Jakob hayn.

By permission of the Geodetic In titutc.
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glaciers (p. 36). The major trends of the fluctuation therefore cannot
be the result of local factors but must be climatologically controlled, and,
of the two major variables, preeipitation and temperature, only the
ehanges of the latter are uniform in trend over the whole area.

Of the 40 glaeiers with fluetuations of first and second order, 39
have been reeeding sinee the middle of the 19th eentury, whilst one
(Eqip sermia, loe. 74 on plate 2) showed strong readvanee around 1920.
This retreat was interrupted by periods of readvanee or halt around
1890 and 1920. During the readvanee around 1890 many glaeier lobes
reaehed their maximum historicaI extent, whilst the readvanee of 1920
was in general of lesser extent. The temperature reeords (see p. 18)
indicate that eold periods oecurred in the years 1880-1890 and 1913
1916 suggesting a delay in the reaetion of the glacier lobes of between
a few years and two deeades.

The deviations from the general trend whieh oeeurred along isolated
seetors of the lnland lee (eategory 3b) may be explained by the eapture
of a drainage basin by another sector of the lnland lee. For example,
it is possibIe that Eqalorutsit kangigdlit sermiat has eaptured parts of
the drainage basin of the neighbouring Eqalorutsit kitdlit sermiat (loc.
8 and 9, plate 2). In the region south of Jakobshavns lsbræ, the sinking
of the surfaee of the lnland lee by 200-300 m will have allowed a thresh
oId, whieh ean now be seen stretehing eastwards under the iee margin,
to prevent Jakobshavns lsbræ from receiving ice from the southern
border of its lobe (fig. 14). Its diversion to the lobes of Sarqardliup sermia
and Alangordliup sermia would eompensate for the general thinning of
the lnland lee and keep them in an advanced position. Whether the
same meehanism is responsibIe for the behaviour of the margin south
of Nordenski6lds Gletscher cannot yet be decided.

4.3.2. Local glaciations

4.3.2.1. First order fluctuations

Three of the 83 IocaI gIaeiers listed in plate 2 belong to this category.
The best doeumented of these is the glacier of Qingua avangnardleq VI-N
(Ioc. 57, table 2). The other two glaciers are Asuk A and Asuk B-C on
Disko island (loc. 78, table 2). The wide trim line zone and extensive
dead iee deposits around the Asuk glaciers demonstrate their former
great historicaI extent. The first observations made at these glaeiers
were in 1898 by STEENSTRUP (1901, pp. 268-269), who described the
gIacier front as lying some distance inside the outermost limit of the
trim line zone and an area of dead iee. From his descriptions from Disko
island in general it is clear that in 1898 dead ice areas were widespread
at gIacier margins, especiaIly along the northern coast along Vaigat
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Fig. 15. orte Hak, Kuaner uit valley, Di ko island. iSa. Tlte valley is nearly de
glacialed, bul dead ice remnants are still present. Oblique photogl'aph, Geodetic
Institute's l'Oule B37 B-L, no. 'lOS, from the early 191,0's. 'l5b. Dolled line, maximum
exlenL of lhe glaciel' (midle of the 19th century?). Vertical photograph, Geodetic

Institute's route A70/134c, IlO. 71 (20.7.1953). (a-a); esker.

Copyl'ighL GeocleLic lnstilute.

sound. He also described how glacier lobes at Ujaragssuit, south af
Qutdligssat, could be seen ad vancing over old dead iee. It seem likely
that the widespread masses of dead lee were formed from glaeiel' lobe
"vhich had been aetive earlier, in the middle af the 19th eentury at thc
latest. Another glacier an Disko island, in the Kuaner suit valley in the
central parts af the island, seem to have had a first arder fluetuation.
The glacier is ~hown in fig. 15, but it has not been included in the table
beeause af the diffieulty there af determining its historical extent. Hovv-
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Fig. 15b.

over, Lhe descriptions from 1898 Lel! that the glacier lobe thon was Lhin
ning, though it still reached nearJy Lo the outermost historical moraines.
In 1913 (J OST 194.0, pp. 20-24) Lhe glaciel' still fillcd a greaL paI'L of the
l\.uanerssuit valley and iL 8eems that it was not unLil arLel' thi date that
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a large part of the glacier became dead. However, the initial thinning
of the glacier must have started aIready some decades before 1898.

A common feature of the glaciers mentioned here is that they are
all individual lobes of former piedmont glaciations which filled valleys
partly or totally by the confluence of their lower portions. All the gla
eiers are characterised by having their maximum extent for historicaI
time at the middle of the 19th century or earlier.

From East Greenland, a first order fluctuation is known for Pasterze
Gletscher at the head of Tyrolerfjord (see fig.ii), which between 1869 and
1938 receded 6 km (FLINT 1948, p. 125, SHARP 1956, p. 87). Between
1938 and 1948 the recession continued at a slower rate. This glacier seems
to be a lobe from the system of transection glaciers in the East Green
land alpine terrain. It ends on land and has formerly been confluent
with other glaciers. This type of glaciation is similar to the piedmont
glaciations in parts of West Greenland.

4.3.2.2. Second order fluctuations

These comprise 55 of the 83 local glaciation localities, i.e. 66 %.

Very few of them are calving lobes. Of these 55, lobes from local ice
caps represent 51 %, valley glaciers 27 % and cirques 22 Ofo, the three
types being about equally represented in all regions. These figures are
approximate as transitional types also occur. Included in the total
number of 28 lobes from ice caps are 8 lobes, which were formerly of
piedmont foot form, but which are now of the common tongue shape.
These types tend to have greater recessions than other glaciers of the
group. An exception to this is Serminguaq (loc. 41, plate 2), which in
form is transitional between the common tongue-shaped lobes from ice
caps and a piedmont type. This glacier, which has a very small surface
inclination at the snout, has had only small fluctuations.

It can be seen from plate 2 that the majority of the lobes in this
category are found in limited areas near the coast. The information
available about these is summarised, region by region, in the folIowing.

Julianehåb-Godthåb districts

Glacier 1a, Sermitsiaq, must have begun to advance sometime be
fore 1833 and in that year the glacier lobe aIready has an extent close
to the historicaI maximum. This position was held until it began to
thin around 1900, though the greatest part was not deglaciated until
after 1920. In the outermost part of the trim line zone there are moraines
older than 1830, which possibly were formed in the 18th century.

Locality 1b, "Sermeq" , is known to have reached its maximum ex
tent at about 1888 after an expansion of the lobe during the 1870's
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and 18 O's. A rapid reces ion followed af ter 1900, which aparL from a
short halt at some date, ha continued untiJ recent year·s.

Olher glaciers in the Julianehåb districL are known to have been
till close to theil' maximum historicaI extent in Lhe la t decades of the

19th century and lo have had their maximum rate of retreat beLween 1920
and 1940.

Fig. '16. Qingaq glacier, Godthåbsfjord. Geodetic Jn lilli le's I'OU le 506 D-S no.
6468. Dotled line, maximum cxtcnt in historical time, Copyright Geodetic Institu .

For Lhe areas north of Julianehåb district, there is liLlle informa
tion. The lobe of Kitdlavat in the 'ouLhernmo t part af Godthåb district
(loc. 21, plate 2) reached a maximum some time al'ound the beginning
of this century and the maximurn r'ate of reLreat occurred here after
1930. This glacier as well as the olher example from Godthåb district,
Qingaq (loc. 25, plate 2, a1so shown in fig. 16), are lobes which descend
steeply towul'ds the fjords from malI cirques and a great part of theil'
nourishment is probably fmIn a valanches. Unlike mo tother glaciers,
'""hose maximum period of retreat has extended into the 1940's, Qingaq
has been stationary since 1930. The probab1e explanation is that af ter
1930 the glacier has used up most of the material in the firn basins,
and it ha since been nOUI'ished mainly by a rather constant supply af
a valanches. This glacier belong to the type known as "reconstructed"
Ol' "reO'enerated" glaciers. Qingaq glacier seems to have reached its max
imum Ilistorical extent befol'e Ol' in tlle middle of tlle nineteenth century,
though it remained 10 e to it up to c. 1900.

t65 4
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In the Sukkertoppen district the maximum rate of recession
was between 1920 and 1940 following a period around 1900 when the
glaciers were in an advanced position near to their historicaI maximum.
Descriptions of any readvances before 1900 are scarce for the district,
though an advance :of the glacier lobes of Sermitsiaq (loc. 50-51,
plate 2) before the 1880's is recorded. Another exception is GIESECRE'S
report of a general expansion of the glacier lobes around Hamborgerland
(loc. 61, plate 2: Sermersut) and "Sermilik" (Manitsup sermilia)-Sermili
nguaq (loc. 59-60, plate 2) in the first decade of the 19th century (GIE
SECRE 1910, pp.50 and 133). DE QUERVAIN and MERCANTON (1925, p.
178) say that the glaciers in "Sermilik" and Sermilinguaq fjords in 1912
were in a "decrue generale". However, recessions between 1900 and
1920 were generally very slow and the curves from the district show signs
of interruptions in the retreat by minor readvances before or around
1920. The lichenometrical dating by BESCHEL (1961, pp. 1058-1059) of
moraines in the continental parts of the Sukkertoppen district also
indicates that there were minor readvances of the glacier lobes around
1920. The moraines of the historicaI maximum in the area were dated
to 1850 or 1870-1890. However, BESCHEL suggested that in the more
maritime western parts the maximum occurred earlier in the 18th century
though the later advances had almost the same dimensions.

The contemporary literature confirms that the historicaI maximum
in the district was around or before 1850. "Sermilik" (loc. 60, plate 2)
and Jkdtussaq (loc. 48, plate 2) were reported to be thinning aIready
as early as the end of the 19th century and the same is said also of the
glaciers in Evighedsfjord in 1884 and 1885 (JENSEN 1889, p.72). It is
possibIe that the somewhat later date for the maximum shown by lobes
in the more continental parts of the district is aresult of altitude, as
discussed earlier (p. 42).

Dis~o island. It is clear from the numerous reports of the extent of
the glaciers on the island that between 1850 and 1900 most of the gla
cier lobes were close to, though not at, their historicaI maximum (e. g.
85B, 86-1, 88b and 95, plate 2). The maximum rate of retreat for this
region seems to have occurred around 1920-1940.

The detailed information about Lyngmarksbræen (86-1) shows that
this glacier probably last advanced between 1850 and 1870. That this
advance was more widespread in its occurrence is seen from STEEN
STRUP'S report (1901, p.266) of newly formed fresh glacier lobes on
top of the "dead glaciers" in Vaigat. It is evident from his descriptions
that the dead ice itself must have been formed before the middle of the
19th century. It therefore seems possibIe that many of the glaciers on
the island reached their maximum in the 18th century or earlier, and
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that the formation of extensive dead ice was aresult of the first phase
of recession from the maximum.

Nugssuaq peninsula. The northern side of this peninsula is the clas
sical area for the study of glaciers in Greenland. The glacier on the south
side of the peninsula north of the outpost Sarqaq (loc. 103, plate 2) is
well known because the mountain it lies on is used as a mark for sea
navigation in Disko Bugt.

In general, the glaciers of the area were near their maximum extent
in the 19th century though some of the glacier lobes were thinning aIready
in the 1890's. For all glaciers the maximum rate of retreat was in the
1930's, after a powerful readvance had taken place at some localities in
the 1920's. Though the glaciers on this peninsula have a common period
of retreat they nevertheless demonstrate a rich variety of behaviour
and it is necessary to outline the most important cases.

Loc. 103 (Sarqaq). Certain imprecise information by WHYMPER (1867)
indicates that the glacier reached its maximum extent before 1867,
possibly around 1850. By the end of the 19th century it had begun to
thin.

Loc. 108 Sermiarssuit sermikavsat (fig. 17). The outermost moraines of
the glacier were described by GIESECKE. He visited it in 1811 so their
formation therefore predates this. In 1811 the glacier reached to the
sea and its extent was not very different from the historicaI maximum.
This position was maintained throughout most of the 19th century,
but the glacier began to thin slowly after 1880. The recession of
the present century was interrupted by minor readvances in the 1910's
and 1920's.

Loc. 109 Agssakait sermiat (fig. 17). It seems from the early descriptions
of the glacier that in 1811 it had not yet reached its maximum extent.
Nor had it at the time of the next visit in 1850 when the glacier front
was still situated some distance from the beach. In 1880 STEENSTRUP
observed a steep frontal lobe of clean glacier ice moving over the dead
ice remnant of the former glacier. This readvance continued, and be
tween 1880 and 1892 the glacier readvanced to the coast at approx
imately 100 metres annuaIly. It is clear that the readvance which cul
minated around 1890-1900 was initiated around 1880. Subsequently the
glacier has been retreating continuously.

Loc. 112 Sorqaup sermia ("Lille Umiartorfik glacier"). In the last haH
of the 19th century the glacier seems to have expanded slowly. An
advance, possibly initiated in the 1860's or 1870's, culminated around
1890 with the glacier still inside the earlier historicaI maximum.

/0*
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Fig. 17. Development of Sermiarssuit sermikavsåt (lo lhe righl, loc. 108, plale 2)
and Agssakait sermiat (to the left, loco 109, plale 2). Map based an the Geodetic
Institute's map sheet 70 V 2, manak. By permission af llle Geodetic Inslitule.
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Loc. 113 "Sorqaq Bræ". Throughout the last half of the 19th century
the glacier front had remained near to, but not at, the historicaI max
imum. An advance of the glacier lobe began in the 1850's or 1860's and
culminated around 1880.

It is seen from these examples that the maximum extent of the
glaciers may have occurred during or before the 18th century, and that
a general readvance commenced in the 1860's and culminated in 1880
1890. Only Agssakait sermiat deviates from this pattern with its phase
of thinning around 1880.

Umanak and Upernavik districts. In these areas, also, the glacier
lobes retreated most rapidly between 1920 and 1940, after a period of
stability or slight recession between 1900-1920. However, at two glaciers
on Upernivik ø (119 IV and 119 VI), there were large readvances around
1930, taking them near to their maximum extent, (MØLLER 1959, p. 43
for 119 IV).

Earlier data, from the last half of the 19th century, are available
only for the glaciers on the west coast of Upernivik ø. Their extent was
also nearly, but not completely, identical with that of the historicaI
maximum.

In general the behavioural trends of the second order fluctuations
follow those of the first order with some glaciers reaching a maximum
before 1800 and others not until the last haU of the 19th century.

4.3.2.3. Third order fluctuations

Fluctuations of this order were experienced by 25 of the lobes de
scribed, i. e. 30 O!o of the total number of lobes of local glaciations in plate
2. Of these, 3 are in the Julianehåb district, 17 in the Sukkertoppen
district, 1 on Disko island, 3 on Nugssuaq and 1 in the central part of
the Umanak district. Glacier lobes with small fluctuations seem to be
long to three categories :

a) Glacier lobes situated at high elevations which have had small fluc
tuations because of the altitudinal effect.

b) Glaciers with extremely low surface inc1inations (4-10 Ofo inclination).

c) Glaciers with extremely high surface inc1inations (mostly 30-100 Ofo).

Categorya) includes the glacier lobes of Napassorssuaq (loco 2),
Sarfart6q A and Bl (loc.65) and possibly Tunorssuaq (loco 85 A) and
"lviangussat" (loco 111). The littIe that is known about them suggests
that their fluctuations have been similar to the fluctuations of the first
and second order. At loco 65 at least, the extent of 1890 was its max
imum for historicaI time.
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Category b) covers the lobes of Kiagtut sermiat (loc. 6), Umingmak
(loc. 53 IV-S), Sar/ag/ip kugssinerssua (loc. 106) and Kuk (loc. 107).
These glaciers all seem to have had extents near their maximum through
out the 19th century. Since the last decades of that century they have
been thinning. The best known examples are Sarfågfip kugssinerssua
and Kuk. The outer parts of both glaciers had become stagnant at the
beginning of the 19th century but at the time of STEENSTRUP'S visit to
them in 1879 and 1880 they were active again with steep, clean, and
moraine poor fronts and had reached close to their maximum historicaI ex
tent. In the 1890's these glaciers were thinning and were again partly trans
formed to dead ice. Thinning and dead ice formation, described by
LOEWE (1935, pp. 14-16), continued throughout this century. At Kiagtut
sermiat the front was fresh and steep in 1876, but in 1899 the glacier
was thinning resulting in the formation of dead ice in the present century.
The history of the Umingmak glacier in the Sukkertoppen district is
only known back to 1902 when the front was still steep and fresh though
the glacier had commenced to thin.

Category c) covers the glaciers nos. 21,44, 49(?), 53 III-N, 53 V-S,
54-1, 54-2, 55-1, 57 V-N (?), 60a, 61 I, 61 II, 61 IV A, 61 V, 61 VI and
118. They are all either cirque glaciers or steep regenerated glaciers
nourished by avalanches from firn plateaus. The italicised localities are
extreme examples, the glaciers hanging on steep rock slopes with widths
of only a few hundred metres and lengths of several kilometres. The
movements of such glaciers may largely be by extended flow whereby
there would be littIe decrease of movement with thinning of the glacier
lobe. With continued thinning, these glaciers develop into different
forms of avalanche fed glaciers with an abnormal recessional behaviour
though, in general, thinning of these glaciers follows the trend of all
other glaciers.

4.3.2.4. Local glaciations, cOllclllsions

General agreement between the fluctuations of first, second and
third order is found without regard to the glacier type or situation.
The local glaciers reached their maximum historicaI extent before the
19th century, perhaps as early as 1750, just as did many of the lobes
from the Inland Ice. Most of the local glaciation lobes kept close to
this position up to the middle of the 19th century, though a few receded
before the middle of that century, with the formation of large areas of
dead ice. Between 1860 and 1880 there was a general reactivation or
readvanee of the glacier lobes. This was, in most cases, of less magnitude
than older advances. Recession of the glaciers followed, with the max
imum rate of retreat occurring between 1920 and 1940. Since 1940 the
rate of retreat of most glaciers has slowed down. The general retreat was
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Fig. 18. Average glacier fluctuation curves. I8a. Approximate average positions for
Iobes from the Inland lce (black columns) and from 10caI glaciations (hatched columns)
in West Greenland. 18b. Curves for glacier fluctuations in Sukkertoppen di~trict,

after BESCHEL (1961, p. 1058, fig. 2). 18c. Approximate average curves for lobes
from North Greenland, calculated on the basis of the information published by
DAVIES and KRINSLEY (1962). 18d. Approximate average curves for Iceland, after
THORARINSSON (19t.3, p. 50, fig. 15c). Arrow: Period of maximum advance at

Drangajøkull.

interrupted by short and minor readvances between 1915 and the 1920's
which, as many of the curves (plate 2) show, were frequently only suf
ficient to stabilise the front. However, in the Umanak district this re
advance had the dimensions af the alder histarical advances.

4.3.3. General conc1usions

The fiuctuations of the glaciers in West Greenland during the last
few hundred years are summarised in fig. 18. In constructing the trend
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of fig. 18a the mean of percentage values of at (see fig. 8) for 10 year
intervals was calculated from the values in table 2, and these decadal
means expressed as percentages of the maximum historicaI fluctuation
(at max). Thus the maximum distance a glacier has retreated becomes
100 Ofo. The means of the percentages of all glaciers are plotted at 10
year intervals in fig. 18a. The trends so calculated are nearly identical
to those of "the approximate average curves" for Iceland, given by
THORARINSSON (see fig. 18d) which express the variations in terms of
the length of the lobe. Comparison of the two show that the maximum
fluctuation of the Icelandic glaciers is c. 2000 metres whereas for West
Greenland the corresponding 100 Ofo values is between 1000 and 2000
metres.

The occurrence of large stationary sectors, or sectors with an anom
alous behaviour, is probably responsibIe for the fluctuation trend of the
Inland Ice being lower than that for local glaciers (fig. 18a). The trend
show that readvances around 1850?, 1890 and 1920 were widespread oc
currences at both the Inland Ice margin and at local glaciers. Since
these are the dates given by lichenometrical studies of a small number
of moraines (BESCHEL 1961, fig. 2) it is possibIe that the older readvances
dated by this method are equally representative of the general trend,
i. e. that readvances around 1650 and 1750 occurred generally through
out the area. From the data that are available, it seems likely that in
southernmost and most coastal West Greenland the advance of 1750
was often the maximum one in historicaI time.

It has aIready been mentioned that the summer temperature must
be considered as having been the most important climatic factor respon
sibIe for glacial fluctuations during this period in Greenland. The sim
plest correlation of these with the known temperature fluctuations gives
the folIowing scheme. The cold period between 1807 and 1821 would be
responsibIe for the readvances which began around 1820 and resulted
in the formation of the moraines of 1840 or 1850. The advances around
1880-1900 (c. 1890) were probably the result of the cold period of 1860
1866 with a possibIe contribution from the short cold periods between
1880 and 1890. This readvance of c. 1890 was the last major one of
widespread occurrence. The cold period of 1913-1916 was expressed by
the readvances at the beginning of the middle of the 1920's. In the
northernmost parts of the area investigated this advance increases in
magnitude and duration, lasting there until c. 1930.

The most recent data available for the northernmost lobes of the
Inland lce (Disko Bugt and Umanak district) suggest that a new re
advance might have begun around 1960. Climatological and biological
evidence (HANSEN 1961) indicates a tendency for temperatures since the
1940's to have been stable or even falling, and this could be its cause.
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district and Station Centrale (Eismitte) which cover the period since the
1930's indicate a corresponding decline in temperatures in the central
parts of the Inland Ice.

If this, the simplest correlation between climate change and glac,ier
response, is correct the delay operating would seem to be from a few
years to about 20, years, regardless of the type and magnitude of the
glacier lobe.

The recognition of the increasing importance towards the north of
the 1920-30 readvance in West Greenland agrees with DAVIES and
KRINSLEY'S (1962) investigations in North Greenland. Their data is
summarised here in figs. 18 and 19.

In Peary Land, the small local glaciers and the Inland Ice margin
seem at present to be stationary.

From East Greenland there is little information available. The sum
mary given by SHARP (1956 see also AHLIIIANN 1948), suggests that the
maximum extent of the glaciers occurred in the middle of the 18th and
19th century just as in many places in coastal and southernmost West
Greenland. However, in East Greenland alater readvance around 1890
also seems to have had an extent near to that of the previous advances.
GRIBBON (1964, pp. 361-363) has dated the commencement of recession
of Tasissarssik A glacier near Angmagssalik from its maximum position
to c. 1830 ± 20 years. This date is in agreement with that derived from
the literary evidence for glacier 1 a, Sermitsiaq, in Tasermiut fjord, in
the Julianehåb district. That many glaciers in East Greenland have
been retreating strongly during this century has been stated by several
investigators (see SHARP 1956).

4.3.4. Comparisons with surrounding areas outside Greenland

The areas discussed are shown in fig. 20.

1) Axel Heiberg Land. The present conditions of the glaciers here
seem to be similar to those in Peary Land, with glaciers stagnant in a
position very near to the historicaI maximum, or even advancing in
most recent times (MULLER 1962, p. 142).

2) Baffin Island. FALCONER (1962) has summarised from the literary
and photographic evidence the fluctuations of glaciers at 59 localities
from the northernmost part of the island (Bylot area). Only small valley
glaciers and hanging ice tongues have markedly retreated during the
last decades.

WARD and HALE (1952) state that the southern margin of Barnes
Ice Cap is nearly stable or slightly retreating, though IVES (1962), from
evidence at the northern part of the same ice cap, concludes that it had
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a significantly greater extent 300-400 years ugo. At the Penny lee Cap,
geomorphologieal (THO~lPSO:" 1953) and botanieal (SCIlWAHTZEr\BACH

1953) investigations at Pangnirtung indieate there was a general expan
sion of glaeiers here, 150-200 years ago, followed by thinning, whieh
began before 1900 and is still continuing (WAHD and BAlI\D 1954). The
southernmost iee eaps Oll tho island, Gl'innell and Terra Nivea, have
reeeded during this eentUl'y (\!fEncEH 1%6).

3) Ieeland. The mo t eompJete record ouLside Lhe AJt's of flueLuations
during the historiea! period is from leelancl. This is eompiJed by 1'1-10-
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RARINSSON (1943) and recorded here in fig. 18d. Both Drangajøkull and
Vatnajøkull readvanced in 1750 and 1.850 but at Drangajøkull it was the
first readvance which brought it to its historicaI maximum position
whilst at Vatnajøkull it was the later. Subsequent readvances around
1890 and 1920 in both areas were of considerably smaller extent than
these. In their type of reaction, the Icelandic glaciers show a close sim
ilarity to the few known from East Greenland and to those from south
west Greenland. However, it is apparent that even in West Greenland
the readvance of c. 1890 was more significant than in Iceland.

These brief descriptions show that the regional variations in the
fluctuations of the glacier lobes in Greenland are part of a more wide
spread trend related to a zonal variation of the activity index. High
polar glaciers, with low activity indexes in North Greenland, in Axel
Heiberg Island and in the northernmost parts of Baffin Island mostly
have small and late fluctuations. For North Greenland, the small mag
nitude of the fluctuations in general, and the particular importance of
the maximum readvance in the 1920's has been explained by the increa
sing importance of variations in precipitation towards the north (DAVIES
and KRINSLEY 1962, p. 128).

Temperate glaciers belong to another zone comprising southwest
Greenland, Iceland, parts of East Greenland, Spitzbergen and possibly
Jan Mayen (FITCH et al. 1962, p. 209). They have higher activity indexes
and show a faster reaction to climatic fluctuations.

The tendency for the high- polar glaciers to reach their maximum
extent in the last decades, whilst the maximum extent of the mostly
temperate glaciers in another zone was reached around 1750 and 1850,
is part of this zonal variation. It agrees with the zonal trend of glacier
fluctuations, calculated by HAEFELI (1962, p.53) and SHUMSKII et al.
(1964, p. 449, fig. 4), which demonstrate that decrease in activity index
results in a decrease in rate of response to climatic fluctuations.

4.4. Glacier fluctuations in area and volume

The difficulty of determining these has aIready been mentioned.
However, the information available about frontal fluctuations suggests
that by far the greatest decrease in thickness of glaciers has occurred
since 1900. Whilst this is especially true for continental and high arctic
glaciers, even for the majority of local glaciers near the coast, thinning
before 1900 has formed a relatively small part of the total thinning.
The exceptions to this have been discussed in the foregoing pages.

Accordingly, the trim line zone in West Greenland represents an
area which in over 90 % of the cases has been once covered at the end
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of the last century. The mapping of the extent of the trim line zone must
therefore be important for the estimation of the total area glaciated and
deglaciated and especiaIly for the estimation of the volume of ice lost.
However, to do this for the lnland lce involves a source of error of an
uncertain magnitude, since it is not known how much land has been
buried beneath sectors which have advanced since 1900.

THORARINSSON has suggested that neither the lnland lce nor the
Antarctic ice sheet has taken essential part in the worldwide thinning
of glaciers in this century, since the measured eustatic rise of sea level
has only been < 1 cm per 10 years, a figure which he suggests is too small to
allow for much change in volume of the two ice sheets (THORARINSSON
1940, p. 150). Further uncertainty has arisen because of the wide disparity
between the estimates of the mass balance of the lnland lce by different
authors (LOEWE 1936, BADER 1955b, BENSON 1959, 1961, 1962 and
BADER 1961), the chief reason for the difference being the uncertainty
about the estimates of iceberg production and other ablation losses.
Whilst LOEWE'S calculation indicates, like BENsoN's, that the lnland
lce budget is nearly in balance, BADER calculated an annual gain in ice
between 120 and 270 km3, and BADER an annual loss of c. 100 km3•

However, it is possibIe to give an estimate of the thinning which has
taken place in the marginal zones in West Greenland by plotting the
vertical separation of the trim line zone from the present ice surface
(~hH) as a function of the altitude of the present ice surface (h). The
areas where the trim line zone has been investigated over relatively
long distances, i. e. northern part of the Julianehåb district, Jakobshavns
lsbræ and Nugssuaq are those where the iluctuations of the ice margin
have been found to reilect iluctuations in the total volume of the lobes.
Presumably in these cases, the successions of the marginal moraines are
the same as those of the frontal moraines. Ignoring the anomalous ad
vances of certain sectors of the ice margin in this century, on the assump
tion that they affect an insignificant part of it, a random survey of the
function ~hH = f (h) along the lnland lce margin gives aresult which is
about the same as that for local glaciers, if the magnitude of the frontal
iluctuations has been the same in the two cases.

The height of the trim line zone has been measured for local glaciers in
the Julianehåb district, the Sukkertoppen district and at Blæsedalen, God
havn area, Disko island, and the results compared with similar measure
ments from lobes along the lnland lce margin, from the Julianehåb district
in the south to Nugssuaq peninsula in the north. The results have been li
sted in table 3, pp. 188-189. Whilst the maps used for the local glaciers in
the Julianehåb and Sukkertoppen districts and for the lnland lce lobes
are the Geodetic Institute's map sheets 1: 250,000 with a 50 m contour
interval, a new special purpose map at 1: 20,000 with a 20 m contour
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interval exists for Blæsedalen. For eaeh glaeier lobe, the height of LihH
was found for eaeh 100 m interval of h and the standard deviation
calculated for the sum of eaeh 100 m interval within the four groups.

The results of the investigations are shown in fig. 21. These eurves
are expressed by the general formula,

Lih = z ekh

where z and k are constants and e the base for the natural logarithm.

In the partieular case shown (for LihH), kH is -1~~g3 and z varies from

120 for the Inland lee and the loeal glaeiations in the Sukkertoppen
distriet, to 180 for the Julianehåb distriet and 260 for Blæsedalen. The
high value of z for Blæsedalen may be due to the small size of the sample
area whieh would emphasize any loeal difference due to loeal c1imatie
variation, quite apart from the faet that the eurve is extrapolated from
data from a narrow altitudinal range, between 400 and 800 m a.s.l.

The mean of the three eurves for loeal glaeiations lies close to that
for Julianehåb, whieh area ean thus be assumed as representative of
the eoastal part of Greenland. The eurve for the Inland lee lies below
this, demonstrating the smaller amount of thinning whieh has taken
plaee there..

The mean total thinning (S) of iee in historicaI time is determined by:

~
h = 1200

- 2.303 h

Z e 1000 dh

S C'.) ~h .::"_0_ metres
1200

z
C'.) "3 metres.
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Thus for the Julianehåb distriet, the mean total thinning of the
loeal glaeier lobes is e. 60 m iee and for the Inland lee e. 40 m iee. Sinee
the main period of retreat, and henee of most of the thinning of the
lobes has been within this eentury, the mean annual loss of the abla
tion area is seen to be approximately 1 m of iee for loeal glaeiations and
approximately 0.7 m of iee for the Inland lee margin. These figures are
close to those ealeulated by THORARINSSON (1940, p. 149) for ablation
areas in other parts of the world, i. e. 0.5-0.9 m of water annuaIly.

With an average of e. 0.7 m of iee lost annuaIly over the ablation
area of the Inland lee, the total annualloss from the Inland lee margin,
assuming that the whole marginal area in Greenland has the same
ablation conditions as West Greenland, would be:

286,600 km 2 x 0.0007 km = 200 km3 per year.

The figure for the area of ablation is taken from BAUER'S ealcula
tion of the hypsographic curve of the Inland Ice (BAUER and HoLZ
SCHERER 1954, p. 35, fig. 23 and p. 39). The loss due to retreat of the
margin is not included in the calculation and it is presumed that this,
to some degree, compensates for the overestimate due to the thinning
in North Greenland being less than the figure derived for West Green
land.

Whether the central parts of the Inland Ice are gaining or losing
mass is still a controversial point. It is the opinion of BADER (1961, p. 9)
that in the northern haH of the Inland Ice ablation in the ablation zone
is less than the aecumulation in the aecumulation zone and that the area
has a positive budget and is gaining in mass. SHUMSKII (1965) from the
geodetic measurements of the Expedition Glaeiologique Internationale
au Groenland 1959-1960 expeditions, calculated a loss near the central
part of the southern dorne of the Inland Ice (Station Centrale, Eismitte)
of 50 g cm-2 annuaIly, equalling 900 km3 year-1 • He adds, that the result
does not agree with the known present eustatic rise of sea levelof 2.4 mm
per year, but that the relationship may be partly invalidated by, for
example, sinking of the bottoms of the oceans.

4.5. Surfaee characteristic

The deposits of the glacier readvances in historicaI time, as a whole,
describe a single stage or "stade" in the development of the iee margin.
The deposits of this unit are concentrated essentiaIly in the outer haH of
the trim line zone, being the ice marginal deposits forrned between c. 1600
and c. 1920. These have a vertical and horizontal spread which decreases
with altitude (fig. 21). Thus the vertieal spread of the Inland Ice margin
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and of local glaciers in the Julianehåb district decreases from values of
c. 100 m where the mean maximum horizontal spread is 1000 to 2000 m.

In the event that these ice margin deposits of 1600 to 1920 had not
been marked ,by their distinctive lack of weathering and ltheir special pio
neer vegetation, the principle criteria for their recognition as a unit would
be the magnitude of their degree of development, and their zonal distrib
ution parallel to the present ice margin. This last character is a function
of the relationship of the past ice surface to the present, a relationship
which is capable of definition by the equation given on p. 62. For the
sake of convenience z (.t.h for h = 0, fig. 21) is used to describe this char
acter, and is defined as the "surface characteristic" of the zone of depos
its. However, for a full description of the ice surface of a zone all terms
in the equation have to be included (this concept is used in the later
discussion of the deposits of older readvances). For the historicaI re
advance of the Inland Ice, the surface characteristic ZH is typically 120m,
within the limits shown in fig. 21.

4.6. Historical isostatic and eustatic fiuctuations

Information compiled by BøGVAD (1940, pp.28-29) indicates that
West and East Greenland began to sink in the 17th century. This sinking
continued until around the 1940's, since uplift has been recorded at sev
erallocalities in both West and East Greenland (SAXOV 1958b, pp. 520
521, 1961, p. 413). In Disko Bugt the present annual uplift is considered
to be c. 17 mm. A measurement by the author in 1961 of the altitude of
a point in Qutdligssat, Disko island, erected in 1898 by PORSILD (STEEN
STRUP 1901, pp. 267-268, PORSILD 1902, p. 121), suggested a rise of
0.6 m in this period. Though this value fits into SAXOV'S curve for the
sinking and subsequent uplift of the area it must be pointed out that
the datum for both measurements was the upper limit of marine algae,
for which there is an estimated variation of ± 20 cm. However, in the
south, at Igaliko in the Julianehåb district, STEENSTRUP (1881, p.40)
c1aims there has been no observable change in the shore line throughout
the 19th century.

The probable explanation for these movements is that they are
isostatic, related to the development of glaciation. The indications of
early subsidence correlate with the early phases of readvance considered
to have taken place in the 16th century. However, in general, subsidence
seems to have continued for some decades arter the initiation of retreat.
The main loss of ice was between 1920 and 1940 whilst the commence
ment of uplift is put at about 1940, implying the existence of a time-lag
of this dimension between the two phenomena. The late phase of sub
sidence is too large to be explicable by the eustatic changes in this period
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which are estimated to be less than 1-3 mm per year (GUTENBERG 1941,
p. 731, SHUMSKII 1965, p. 322).

However, there is not enough information available yet for a de
tailed analysis of the problem. For its further studyan island such as
Disko would be an ideal place because of the existence of SAXOV'S early
measurements and of the supposed relatively high activity index of the
glaciers there, which has resulted in large variations in the extent of the
glaciers during this period.

165 5



5. TYPES OF ICE MARGIN DEPOSITS IN TRE AREA
DEGLACIATED IN RISTORICAL TIME

5.1. Shear moraines and dead ice formation

Deposits on the surface of the ice margin owe their origin largely
to the operation of shear planes in the ice. An exception to this is the
small amount of material transported on the ice surface from its source,
as surface moraines. For the Inland Ice this is of minor importance.

The potential importance of shear planes for the transport of
moraines was long ago pointed out by PHILLIP (1920), GRIPP (1929) and
in Denmark by SIGURD HANSEN (1932). However, as an explanation
of glacier movement proper, the shear plane theory was superseded by
the theories of viscous flow, such as those given by LAGALLy (1930)
and KOECHLIN (1944) which dealt with laminar flow in a body of constant
viscosity.

The idea of a constant viscosity was later disproved by experimental
investigations on the flow of polycrystalline ice (GLEN 1958). GLEN'S
law for the flow of ice is stated by:

where y is the shear strain rate, c an empirically determined constant
dependent on temperature, T the shear stress and n a number between
3 and 4. Thus it can be seen that the apparent viscosity of the ice de
creases with the increasing stress. As a simplification of the law, NYE
(1951) assumed that the ice is an ideal plastic substance, behaving elas
tically belowa certain limit and plastically above it. From the simplified
law, NYE (1951, pp. 558-559, 1952a, p.88) calculated the thickness of
an upper "fragile zone" of a glacier, stiff enough for the formation of
crevasses. It is presumed that the occurrence of shear planes is mainly
within this tensile (fragile) zone and its maximum depth indicates a
limit for their development. According to NYE the thickness of the zone
(t) is:

k
t =----,-----

pg sin a

1130 cm

sIn a
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where k is the yieId stress (106 dyne em-2), p the density of the iee
(0.9 g em-3), g = 981 cm see-1 and a the ineIination of the gIaeier
surface.

An attempt has been made to divide glaeier lobes into two catego
ries ; those with and those without dead iee. The basis for the division
is the present condition of the gIaeiers, with the presence of dead iee

80%

40%

0° 45°
Fig. 22. Percentage of glaciers with dead ice (ordinate), grouped after their surface

inc1ination (abscissae).

being dedueed from the appearanee on the aeriaI photographs of a
moraine-eovered Iobe with dead iee topography. It is clear that
transitional types are met with, but these have not been taken into
consideration. 73 of the 135 gIaeiers listed in tabIe 2 have been used in
the division.

These 73 gIaeiers have been grouped in fig. 22 aeeording to their
surfaee inc1inations; 2.0°-2.9°, 3.0°-6.8°, 6.9°-10.3°, 10.4°-15.5°, 15.6°
21.8° and greater than 21.9° as given in tabIe 4, p. 190. The resuIt (fig.
22) suggests that the probabiIity of the formation of dead iee inereases
strongIy with deerease in inc1ination of the gIacier surface. This resuIt is
in spite of the faet that the morphoIogieaI criterion for dead iee does not
neeessariIy fit with the meehanieaI criterion that dead iee is without
signifieant movement, and that all glaeiers have been grouped together
regardIess of their thiekness.

5*
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The formation of dead ice in the Thule area by the development
of shear moraines has been described by BISHOP (1957, p. 18). He pre
sumed that the outer parts of a glacier lobe with an evenly inclining
surface will cease all movement when its thickness decreases to a certain
critical value, which supposedly is equal to the thickness of the upper
fragile zone of the glacier. At the limit between distal dead ice and
proximal active ice shear planes will be developed which transport
moraine material to the surface of the glacier. BISHOP stated the critical
thickness to be 65-80 m. The inc1ination of the ice at this point is 3°_7°,
and its actual thickness is less than given by NYE'S formula. This dif
ference may be due to the existence of a proglacial snow bank at the
ice margin, or to the various errors in the identification of the limit
between dead ice and active ice. Furthermore, nearly dead ice follows
other laws of flow than active ice. It is believed (MELLOR 1964, p. 78)
that "moderate concentrations" of dirt in polycrystalline ice increase
its mobility, whilst "higher concentrations" will produce a substance
more quasiviscous than the pure polycrystalline ice (SWINZOW 1962,
p. 226). However, according to TSYTOVITCH and SHUMSKII, the viscosity
of polycrystalline ice is 1012-1013 poise and of frozen sand or loam 1-2 x

1012 poise (SHUMSKII 1964, p. 102),between which there is no great
difference.

The theory of BISHOP explains the way in which moraine material
could pass into shear planes in the glacier ice and be transported to the
surface, but WEERTMANN (1961, pp. 965, 967) raises the objections that
it does not explain the fine dispersion of silt in the dirt bands of the ice
and that in high-polar glaciers there is essentially no sliding over their
base. WEERTMANN therefore presumed that the enclosure of material
takes place at the base of the glacier by a freeze-thaw process.

That a freeze-thaw process also operates to some degree at the base
of glaciers in West Greenland is suggested from Alangordliup serrnia
lobe in Disko Bugt by the presence of fragments of shells along ice
crystal boundaries in the lobe. However, in general the theory of BISHOP
seems sufficient to explain the development of dead ice at the ice margin.

Shear moraines are characteristically associated with frontal trans
versal shear and it is here that the greatest development of dead ice is
found. However, examples of the formation of dead ice by marginal
longitudinal shear do occur, e.g. Mellemfjord in the island of Disko and

Fig. 23a. Marginal longitudinal shear moraines at Sarfågfip kugssinerssua (loe. 106,
plate 2), Nugssuaq, Geodetie Institute's route A76/141, no. 37 (5.7.1953). Fig. 23b.
Frontal transversal shear moraines at the lnland lee margin south of Søndre Strøm
fjord. Geodetie Institute's route 207V, no. 4772 (8.8.1952). Copyright Geodetie

Institute.
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Fig. 23a.

Fig. 23b.
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Sarfågfip kugssinerssua (see fig. 23) and Kuk glaciers on the north side
of Nugssuaq peninsula. In these last two glaciers active ice is embedded
between very wide marginal and medial moraines with dead ice cores,
and longitudinal shear presumably occurs between the dead and living
ice. In both circumstances the formation of dead ice is dependent ini
tially on the thinning of the glacier margin to a critical thickness for a
specific surface inc1ination, below which the glacier margin loses most
of its movement.

From the few examples available it seems that the reactivation of
a glacier lobe which has formed dead ice by frontal, transverse shear,
is by the formation of a new lobe which advances over the old dead ice
whereas for a glacier lobe with dead ice due to marginal, longitudinal
shear, reactivation of the dead ice itself can occur. The first step in this
case will be the lateral expansion of all or parts of the inset living tongues
in the glacier lobe leading to the direct incorporation of dead ice, or less
active debris loaded ice, in the advancing glacier.

Frontal shear moraine deposits of moderately great extent have
been visited by the author in Disko Bugt (Påkitsoq and Jakobshavn
area) and in the northern part of the Julianehåb district. In these areas
the superficial moraine is generally formed of angular boulders, though
rounded boulders and silt concretions with Quaternary fossils also occur.
In this type of shear moraine deposit the finer fractions are more fre
quent than in boulder moraines favouring the preservation of ice under
the moraine. It is probable that only a thin veneer of moraine is left
when the dead ice has disappeared, forming a "drift border". Although
less conspicious than marginal moraines or terraces this can be an
equally good indicator of former positions of ice margins.

5.2. Rock glaciers

The formation of dead ice and the development of surface moraines
under certain circumstances is related to the formation of rock glaciers.
These are especially frequent in the northern parts of the area examined,
in Disko Bugt and Umanak district, occurring generally below steep
rock faces. The southernmost example known from a coastal locality

Fig. 2r.. Rock glaciers and talus formation in Qororssuaq valley, south coast of
Nugssuaq peninsula near Torssukåtak. 2r.a. Rock fall on east side of valley, top of
cliff 700-800 m and bottom at c. 100 m a.s.l. Photograph, 18.8.1961, WEIDICK.
2r.b. Sketch of rock glaciers in the valley. Angle marks the place from which flg.
2r.a is seen. Map based on the Geodetic Institute's 1 :250,000 map sheet 70 V2, Umanak.
2r.c. Aerial photograph of Qororssuaq. Route A 96/150, no. 75 (20.7.1953). Copyright

Geodetic Institute. By permission of the Geodetic Institute.
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Fig. 24.a.

Fig.2!.b.

Fig. 24.c.
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is that on the south side of Kællingehætten ridge near Holsteinsborg.
All morphological transitions from moraine-like forms to genuine rock
glaciers can be found, but typically in the area they are formed of
coarse angular boulders with littIe interstitial material, and have ogive
like pressure ridges on their surface.

From observations made in Umanak district, BARTON (1897, p. 235)
considered that there was a genetic relationship between moraines and
rock glaciers, though DRYGALSKI (1897, pp. 150-153), after visiting the
same localities, pointed out a genetic connection between them and rock
falls and talus.

STEENSTRUP (1883a, p. 81) studied rock glaciers on Umanak island
and on an old terminal moraine at Sermiarssuit sermikavsåt (fig. 17) and
concluded that both were dead ice remnants. Because of the presence
of water bodies on the tops of the deposits of Sermiarssuit sermikavsåt
he maintained that they still contained dead ice.

LOEWE (1935, p. 13) concluded from a study of the dead ice rem
nants in front of Agssakait sermiat (see here fig. 17) left by the advance
of c. 1890, that melting was virtually prevented by a cover of 1.5 m
moraine with a climate as then, i. e. an annual temperature at sea level
of c. -6°C, and an annual temperature range of 30°C and a thermal
conductivity for the moraine of 0.8 cm2 min-l. In addition to this cal
culation there are 0STREM'S (1961, pp. 418-419) observations in Norway
which indicate that ice cores in moraines can exist under favourable
conditions for several thousands of years. However, the long term ex
istence of relict ice is dependent on low negative annual temperature,
presumably similar to that required for permafrost. As seen from the
map in fig. 25, the requisite conditions for the latter seem to exist north
of, or altitudinally above, an annual isotherm of - 4° to - 5°. This means
that even in the southern part of Greenland these conditions exist some
100 metres above sea level.

At rock glaciers visited in Blæsedalen on Disko island, Q6rorssuaq
(see fig. 24) and Saputit on the south coast of Nugssuaq peninsula, and
also at the moraines in front of Sermiarssuit sermikavsåt studied by
STEENSTRUP, a dense cover of lichens was found on the boulders, showing
that there has been no internal movement of these for several centuries.
It was also noticed that fresh talus lay on top of some rock glaciers and
that this was not developing pressure ridges (BESCHEL and WEIDICK, in
press).

It is suggested that the development of rock glaciers took place in
the folIowing way:

Phase 1) Formation of extensive marginal moraines of coarse angular
blocks by a valley glacier eroding easily weathered bedrock.
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Pig. 26.. 'oil stl'eam neal' Onartoq at ·jura ugs uk, Di ko i land. Geodetic Institute's
I'oule A80j169, no. 85. (6.7.1953). Copyright Geodeti Institule.

Pha e 2) Thinning of the glacier margin re ulting in the formation of
zones of dead ice at the side by longitudinal marginal shear. In these
zones movement in a down valley direction ease buL an incipient creep
down slope develops.

Phase 3) Disappearance of the glacier and downslope ereep of tho dead
iee remnan1,s with 1,he formation af pressure ridges an their surfaces.

Phase 4.) The disappearance af inlerstitial ice from between the boulders
resulting in cessation f creep. From then on l'ock falls may add material
to 1,he surfaee but commonly do not lead lo movemen1, of the rock
glaciel'. It is thought Lhat 1,he di appearanee of 1,he iee may take place
more by evaporation than by meltina. Jn 1,he cases where the depo it
are well-sorted large angular bouldel'., evaporalion would be facilitated
by the large pore pace.

This seheme for their development i very approximate. IL 'eem'
]ikely tha1, in some ca es iee beeomes eovered in time with a uf
ficiently thiek layer of dust and fine fragments weaLhered from the
boulders to efTeetively insulate 1,he iee, prolonging 1,he period of move-
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ment of the rock glacier. However, this has not been observed In

the area.
Phenomena distinct from rock glaciers are the soil streams or

mud flows, which are often seen in basalt terrain, especiaIly on Disko
island. Their source seems to be small glacier remnants in cirques, or
perennial snow patches. Those examined in Blæsedalen, Disko island,
and presumably most of the other examples seen on aerial photographs,
have a high content of fine ash, which when moist has a low viscosity.
An active mud flow at the locality shown in fig. 26 was observed by
STEENSTRUP (1901, p. 280) to be capable of carrying large boulders,
but not of being crossed by an adult man.

5.3. Marginal deposits

The most important marginal deposits in the context of this work
are those indicating the position of former ice margins, i. e. marginal
moraine ridges and moraine and fluvioglacial terraces.

The distinction by CHAMBERLIN (1894, p.525) between dump
moraines, submarginal moraines and push moraines can be used in
Greenland only with much modification. The only criterion distinguishing
depositional moraines is the absence of thrust features which the coarse
texture of moraines in West Greenland makes it difficult to detect
anyway.

Push moraines have been observed at Påkitsup ilordlia, Disko Bugt,
where they were formed during the advance between 1850 and 1880 (see
fig. 9, pp. 32-33, and at the present margin of the expanding Eqalorutsit
kangigdlit sermiat glacier in the Julianehåb district (WEIDICK 1959,
p. 61). In both cases the push element in their formation is shown by
the incorporation of turf or lichen covered boulders in the fresh moraines.

Another occurrence of push moraines would seem to be the annual
moraines observed in several places. At "Søndre Qornoq glacier", Frede
rikshåb district (WEIDICK 1959, p. 85, and here fig. 8) the extent of the
glacier is known in 1903, 1938 and 1948. Between the positions of the
ice margin in 1903 and 1938, approximately 20 moraine ridges can be
counted, whilst between the positions of 1938 and 1948 there are ap
proximately 10 ridges. The material in these moraines is fluviatile gravel
of pebbles and cobbles with occasional silt concretions.

It is possibIe that most moraines at low altitudes in West Greenland
should be considered as being primarily formed as push moraines.
CHARLESWORTH (1957, I, p.411) has said that there is a lack of push
moraines in Iceland and Greenland, explaining this as being because
"ice-free territories with abundant unconsolidated detritus are rare and
the crystalline rocks are less favourable than Spitzbergen's Mesozoic
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Fig. 27. Interlobate recent and prehistoric moraine landscape, interior part of
KClgs 'uaq peninsula. The locality is neal' the small nunatak to the right of fig. 30a.

Photograph 12.8.1961, WElDlCK.

a

a
Fig. 28. i\unatak moraine. "Hammer's nnnalak" (a-a), Qingua kujatdleq in PåkilsujI

ilol'dlia (loc. 72 in plale 2, cf. fig. 9). Photograp]1 23.7.1961, WEIDI K.
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Fig. 29. Marginal Lel'l'aee iH fronL of NordenskibIds GleLscher (Joe. 39, platc 2).
Aerial photograph, Geodetic Institute's 1'01lLe 512 C-S, no. 52 (19.8.1948). Copyright

Oeodetic Institute.

and Tertiary Strata". H owever, it seems that a laek of observations is
also a factor.

At high altitudes the moraines are principally interlobate and
laek well defined ridges being most often a wide zone of small moraine
hills (see fig. 27).

In pIaces nunatak moraines ar'e present eneircling isolated moun
tains bounded by slopes of moderate inelination. The moraines ha ve
either the form of interlobate moraine Ol' of marginal moraine ridges
sueh as shown in fig. 28. The latter Lype are be t developed on the push
side of Lhe hill.

farginal terraces are common along thc lnland lee margin and oeeur
renees have been vi 'ited at QaleragdHL ima (WEJDICI 1963b, p. 88) in
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the Julianehåb district, Sermiligårssuk in the Frederikshåb district and
Alangordlia-Sermilik and Ujaragssuit påvat in the Godthåb district.
Other examples have been seen on aerial photographs and one of these
showing a frontal marginal terrace being formed at present is shown
in fig. 29. Most of these terraces have small push moraines of fluviatile
material at their glacier edge. In some examples visited, the terrace was
formed principally of lacustrine or marine deposits with only a thin
covering layer of fluvioglacial material, in others they are dominantly of
fluvioglacial material (kame terraces), e.g. the gravel terraces ofrelatively
wide extent at Hullet, Julianehåb district (WEIDICK 1963b, p. 30).

Wide terraces formed of fine sediments occur around the Tasersiaq
lake-Sarfart6q river in the Sukkertoppen district. Detailed investiga
tions of the formation of these terraces are under way by GOLDTHWAIT
et al. (1964), but it is aIready known that they were formed essentiaIly
between 1865 and 1938 as a map made by J. KREUTZMANN in 1865
shows that the lake was still barred at this time by a glacier lobe from the
Sukkertoppen Iskappe. AIso in the Sukkertoppen district, a minor ter
race formed as an alluvial plain in connection with a proximally situated
terminal moraine at the maximum extent of the glacier, is seen in front
of Tasiussaq A glacier (b-b in Fig. 55, p. 131). This glacier, like that in
the SarfartOq area, barred a lake that was still present in the last century
but which emptied during the recent deglaciation.

Minor esker features have been seen occasionally in the deglaciated ter
rain but they mostly have lengths of only few metres. Longer eskers have
been seen on aerial photographs at Kuanerssuit, Disko island (see fig. 15 and
pp. 46-47) and on Alfred Wegeners Halvø in the Umanak district (HENDER
SON personal communication) but neither of these localities have been in
vestigated personally. In both cases the eskers are situated in wide valleys.

Among minor glacial features, fluted moraine surfaces OCCur in the
areas deglaciated in historicaI time. The formation of fluted moraines
seems to be connected with a low inc1ination of the ground and material
consisting of coarse or fine gravel.

5.4. Glacial striae

The erosional features of most significance to a reconstruction of
past glacial conditions are the minor ones, especiaIly glacial striae and
lunate fraetures, which indicate the direction of ice movement.

ane interesting point connected with these is the presence of direc
tional marks immediately outside the historicaI moraines of local gla
ciers, which indicate ice movements from the Inland lee, at right angles
to the local movements, e. g. at lkatussaq and lkamiut kangerdluarssuat
north of Sukkertoppen town, and at Sermiarssuit sermikavsat on the
northern side of Nugssuaq peninsula.



6. PREHISTORIC ICE MARGIN DEPOSITS

The procedure used in mapping the deposits, by interpretation of
aerial photographs and by fieldwork in key areas, has aIready been
mentioned in the introduetion. The eolleeted information was eompiled
on the Geodetie Institute's map sheets at a scale of 1: 250,000 and later
eompiIed on a map at 1: 500,000 reproduced here as pIate 3.

Though isoIated iee margin features and deposits were wideIy dis
tributed over the area and eould be found, for example, at the mouth
of many fjords or valleys, mappable ice margin deposits were found to
be eoncentrated in several zones parallel to the present lnland lee mar
gin. The first of these zones is situated immediately outside the area
glaciated during historicaI time (the inner zone). The next oceurs at a
distance of 5-40 kms from the present iee margin, depending on the
altitude and relief of the area (the outer zone). The third zone eom
prises nunatak maraines in the high coastal mountain regions of Hol
steinsborg and Sukkertoppen. The width of the individual zones is mostly
1-2 km for marginal moraine systems and up to 5 km for terminal
moraine systems in pIaces where they are eontinuously deveIoped.

In addition to these deposits and features from an expanded ln
land lee, a small number af deposits due to local glaciation were also
mapped. The limitations responsibIe for the scarcity of the latter
have been mentioned earlier. It is a eharaeteristie of these deposits
that they oecur in mueh narrower zones than those of the InIand lee,
or even as a single moraine ridge (cf. fig.30b), due probably to the
greater influenee of loeal topography.

The differentiation of lnland lee deposits into fairly distinet zones
allows their recognition and eorrelation over long distances. Further
more, a third dimension to eaeh zone is provided by marginal moraine
systems in valleys, and nunatak moraines. AIthough iee flow and Iocal
meteorological conditions around nunataks will modify the iee surfaee
in their vieinity, nunatak moraines ean still be regarded as providing
a valid pieture of the altitude of former iee surfaces. Thus, the horizontal
and vertieal distribution of the deposits define the iee surfaee existing
at their deposition.
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Fig.30b
a

Fig. 30a. Moraine . of inner zone, loland lee margin, .ugssuaq peoin:ula. Aerial
photograplt, GeodeLie lnslilule's rouLe 5'18 A-Ø, no. J 507 ('18./.19 /,.9). COPY"ighl
GeodeLie Institulc. 30b. Marginal moraines, fOl'mcd at glacialion limit 1000-600 m
a.s.l. 'åkåO'ajoq mountajn gl'oujJ (a-a), Qororssuaq valley, Kug' 'uag peninsula
north of Torssukåtak fjord (ef. fig. 21, and pp. 123 and 1310). Ael'ial phologl'aph, Geode
tic In tilute's l'oule 514 H-NØ, 00. 2379 ('15.7.19118). Copyright Geodetie InstiLu le.

These surfaees, like that of the histori al readvanee, ean be de
seribed in terms of their relationship to the present ice surfa e. In fig. 31
the vertieal separation of deposiLs of the inner and outer zone from the
present lnland lee, .6hi and .6ho respectively, are expres 'ed as a funetion
of the height of the Inland lee at the same loeality, h.

As deseribed earlier z (.6h for h = O) is defined as the surfaee ehar
aeteristie for the zone. For the zone of historieal time this is 120 m, for
the inner zone 350 m and for the outer 650 m, With a mean ineIination
af the iee surfaee of 7.6°, as at present, this would re ult in their terminal
moraines being respecLively 900, 2600 and 4900 m in front af the present
iee margin.

The determination of the surfaee eharaeteristie of the nunatak zone
found neal' the Davis Strait, is very approximaLe inee it require an
extrapolation of the data over 100 km to the present ice margin. How
ever, as the deposits are situated 600-1000 m a.s.l. in the eoastal moun
tains the surface ehal'acteristic for the nunatak zone must be between
1000 and 2000 m.
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Fig. 31. Altitude (M) of historical and prehistoric zones of ice margin deposits
expressed as a function of the altitude of the present iee margin (h) (ef. fig. 21,
p. 62). The filled and open cireles on the curves of the zone of "historieal time"
and "outer zone" respeetively, indicate means of observed values, the standard

deviations of whieh are given by the vertieallines. Units in metres.

Consideration of the appropriate surface characteristic greatly as
sists the correlation of disjunct systems of moraines.

Another approach to the relative and absolute dating of the moraines
that can be used in coastal areas is the relationship of the moraines to
past sea leveIs. Fig. 2 shows that the isostatic recovery of the land has
been the dominant factor in the shift of the coastline during the post
glacial period until 4000 B.P. Therefore, where a beach ridge has been

165 6
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developed on a moraine it cannot be due to a eustatic rise of sea level
after the formation of the moraine. Thus the uppermost beach ridge
must be nearly contemporaneous with the deposition of the moraine,
formed, for example, by the wave erosion of marginal moraines of calving
glaciers. Where sorted deposits were laid down raised deltas or delta
terraces result which can be similarly utilised.

The correlation of deposits from loeal glaciations is more diffieult
and often can be done only in a general way through the determination
of the former glaciation limits, and where possible, by their relationship
with raised beach ridges. The last method also partly links these isolated
deposits with those of the Inland lee.



7. INLAND leE DEPOSITS-INNER ZONE

7.1. Definition of inner zone

The inner zone comprises a belt of ice margin deposits running
parallel to the existing Inland Ice margin at distances of c. 0.5 to 10 km.
In places where the former glacier has been a calving lobe, the distance
between the westernmost ice margin deposits of this zone and the present
glacier front can be up to c. 25 km. The form of the surface of the inner
zone can be expressed by

where Zi, the surface characteristic is 350 m and ki IS - 0.00161, Lo e.
llh i = 350· 0.9984h, as shown in fig. 31.

7.2. Julianehåb district to Godthåb district

The Narssarssuaq stage described previously from the northern
parts of the Julianehåb district (WEIDICK 1963b) fits fairly well with
the characteristic of the inner zone mentioned above.

Around Kiagtut sermiat and Narssarssuaq the deposits of the Nar
ssarssuaq stage are not cut by any sea level higher than the present
one, though ruins of Norse farms on them indicate that their age is more
than 1000 years. The location of the stage is indicated in fig. 32.

In the Frederikshåb district, HOLST (1886, p. 56) mentioned the
occurrence of old moraines at Fox Havn in Arsuk Fjord c. 5 km west
of the present glacier front, but no details are known about them. Fur
ther north in the districts south of Frederikshåbs Isblink, current in
vestigations suggest the existence of deposits which can be correlated
with this zone (KELLY personal communication).

Sparse ice margin deposits are reported from the southern part of
the Godthåb district by GRAFF-PETERSEN (1952) and further north ice
margin deposits have been seen on aerial photographs around Nakai
ssorssuaq, Qajartoriaq and Isortuarssup tasia. All the deposits which
have been observed are plotted on the map in plate 3, but because of
their scattered nature a closer correlation of them is impossible.

6*
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F.ig. 32. Map shov,ing Lhe extent of pl'ehistoric marginal stages in Julianehåb disll'ict.

In the norLhernrnost parts of the Godthåb distl'iet, at Kangersuneq
in the interior part of Godthåbsfjord, the aerial photographs show groups
of moraines, formed by the glacicr Jobe of Narssap sermia, sLreLching
towards Lhe ice dammed lake Ujaragt6q (180 m a.s.l.). These iee margin
features are situated 100-200 m above present glaeier surfaee.

7.3. Sukkertoppen, Holsteinsborg and
Egedesminde districts

Whilst there is only sparse evidenee of the inner zone from the area
between the Julianehåb and Godthåb distriets, the zone i amply rep
resented further north.

7.3.1. Interior part of Søndre Isortoq

Three areas with iee margin deposits whieh po sibly belong to this
zone, ean be seen on the aerial photographs (see plate 3).

an the northern side of Søndre Isortoq valley a large system of
marginal moraines sUn'ounds one of the recent 10bes from the ea tern
Sukkertoppen ice capo Togethel' with marginal moraines on the nunataks
further east, these ice margin deposits indieate the former existence
there of a gl'eat major lobe of the Inland lee e. 13 km west of the present
marg.in, whieh reeeived tributaries from tho loeal Sukkertoppen iee eap
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Fig, 33, Details of the inner zone outh of øndre Strøm f jord (ef. plate 3), compiled
from aer'ial phologr'aph', Based on part of the Geodetie Institute's '1 :250,000 map

heet 66 V2, Søndre SLrømfjol'd øst. By permission ol' the Geodelic Jnsl.ilute.

north of i~, 1'he old moraine system lies 4.00 m above the present front,
which iLself is only a few metres ahove sea level.
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Fig. 34.a. , ketch map of the areo. aL Lhe head of øndre. trømfjord. Map based on
the Geodclic Institute's 1 :250,000 map sheel 66 V2, Sondre trømfjord O'l and

67 \'2, ~ordre trørnfjord øst. By pcrmis ion of the GeodeLic Tn ·tiLute.

7.3.2. Tasersiaq lake to 0rkendalen

The southemmosL part of thi area are bcing investigated by
Ohio State niversity cxpedition and more detailed information than
that gi\'en here from aerial photographie inLef'pretation ean be expceLed.

Individual . eetions of the Inland lee margin from the outhern
most parL of Lhe area have heen described previously (WEIDICK 1963a).
There, as well as in the arca a a whole, the inner zone is devcloped a
a --15 km wide helt in whi h Lhe underlying bedroek is veiled by thiek
O"I'ound moraine, the urfaee of whieh is a eJo ely paeed serie of marginal
moraine ridges running par'aJlel to the pre ent iee margin. E en where
thc outer limit is not marked hy aridge featmc it ean still be reeogni ed
as an attenuated drift horder, in the sense of FLINT (1947, p. 157). It
has not hecn po sible to map the area thoroughly from the aerial pho
toO"raph , hut fig. 33 gives an idea of the extent of the zone.

The iee margin in the southcmmosL part of the area is situated around
700m and the upper limit of Lhe inner zone in the arne plaee is e. 1000m
a.s l. In the nOl'th, the present lnJand lee margin i 300-400 m a.s.l. and
the upper limit of thc 7,one is hel'e at 700-800 m. a.s.l.
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7.3.3. Søndre Strømfjord to Sandflu~tsdalen

The area has been dealt with before by HOBBS (1941), BELKNAP
(1941) and BØCHER (1949, pp. 60-61). Only BØCHER has tried to estab
lish the relative chronology of the deposits in the valley. He discerns
two stages in the retreat of the Inland Ice margin; one around "Camp
Lloyd" (Strømfjordshavn) at the head of Søndre Strømfjord and one at
mount Keglen, c. 25 km further east. These are shown on plate 3, and
on the sketch map and profile in fig. 34. The surface characteristic of
the deposits shows that only the mount Keglen stage belongs to the
inner zone. Then the ice margin was situated 12-13 km west of the
present margin of "Russell gletscher". The older marginal moraines of
the zone are cut by a terrace, c. 30 m above the present river ("Watson
River"), whilst the younger moraines grade into kame terraces and the
river terrace mentioned above. Both the moraines and the kame and
river terraces are lithologically similar, being formed of coarse gravel and
pebbles with numerous rounded boulders.

Towards the north the inner zone is represented by isolated areas
of moraine around the lake of Aujuitsup tasia and the glacier lobe of
Isunguata sermia.

7.3.4. Isun~uata serrnia to Eqalun~miutnunåt

an the aerial photographs numerous ice margin deposits can be
seen between the two lobes from the Inland lce, Isunguata sermia
(named "Otto Nordenski61d Glacier" by HOBBS) and Inugpait quat
(plate 3). The deposits are grouped into two zones situated 5-10 and
10-15 km respectively from the present ice margin. The inner of these
(the inner zone moraines) seem to be situated c. 300 ID above the present
ice margin, which is between 200 and 500 m a.s.l. The inner zone occurs
only in the highest parts of the area. Further north, towards the glacier
lobe of Usugdlup sermia, only scattered and isolated ice margin deposits
of this zone can be seen.

7.3.5. Interior part of Arfersiorfik fjord

The Inland Ice margin in the area in general is only 200-400 m
a.sJ. and in two places lobes of the Inland Ice reach down to sea level:
Usugdlup sermia and Nordenski6lds Gletscher. Only a few isolated
moraines in this sector can be referred to the inner zone (plate 3).

7.4. Disko Bugt

The coastal stretch in this sector is only 30-40 km wide, enabling
easy access to the present Inland Ice margin and its older ice margin
deposits. The maximum altitudes for the area are only c. 700 m a.s.l.
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Fig. 35. Marginal moraine (dotted ) and stoss moraine (cro..ses) sou [h of . 'unatap ta ia,
Jakobshavns lsfjord. Geodetic Institute's route 273C, no. 106 ('12.7.1964).

Copyright Geodelic Tnslilulc.

7.4.1. Jakobshavns Isfjord and Tasiussaq area

In the souLheasLernmost branches af the Tasiussaq fjord complex,
two well develaped rnorainc syslems have been observed, both in 1,he
field and on aerial photogr'aphs, running across the peninsula of Qav
dlunåp nunå neal' Alangardliup scrmia, The moraines consi ts of river gra
yel and are cut by tCITaces, 1,he highest of which is .30 m a.s.1. In Lho ter
races, and clsowhere at everal places in the intcriar p:lJ'L of Ta iu aq up
to 35 ID a.s.1., are depo iL of clays which appeal' Lo be non-rnal'ine. It i
therefore highly po ible Lhat the depo its and terraces are products of
an ice dammed lake. This would roquiro th blocking of the entranco
to Ta iussaq at Qajå (see fig. 47) by a glacier in Jakobshavn lsfjord.

Deposits observed on aerial photogr'aphs in the most eas tern parts
of Tivssarigsoq (fig. 35) and an tho souLhern side of funatap tasia are
a possiblo conLinuation af tlle ystem on Qavdlunap nuna.
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At Qavdlunåp nunå near Alå.ngordliup sermia the moraines of this
system at 200-240 m a.s.l. are poorly sorted gravel ridges, but towards
the west end of Nunatap tasia there are great gravel heaps on the gla
ciaIly upstream side of the valleys. They should be classified as stoss
moraines (ANDERSEN 1960, pp. 64-65, 107) having been deposited behind
the bedrock escarpments which are there parallel to the present ice mar
gin. In the same area, around the west end of the lake of Nunatap tasia,
there are clay terraces of prehistoric age which seem to belong to a phase
in the retreat of Jakobshavns Isbræ from the position indicated by the
stoss moraines.

Further towards the west on the southern side of Jakobshavns Is
fjord, large marginal moraines were observed in the fieId, on the top of
the mountain ridge south of Qajå. They are composed of blocks with
out much matrix. South of Qajå the moraines are situated at 80-100 m
a.s.l. and they terminate abruptly at a steep "bird cliff", giving no
indication of the levelof the sea at the time they were deposited. The
archeological site of Qajå, situated close to the moraines, indicates a
minimum age for them of 3000-3500 years (LARSEN and MELDGAARD 1958,
FREDSKILD 1967).

7.4.2. Eqip sermia to Torssukatak fjord

Neither aerial photographs nor field investigations have shown
anything other than isolated ice margin deposits of the inner zone be
tween Jakobshavns Isbræ and Påkitsup ilordlia. However, north of
Påkitsup ilordlia, anearly continous system of moraines extends up to
the nunatak of Qapiarfik, north of the glacier lobe of Eqip sermia. Parts
of this moraine system have been investigated by DE QUERVAIN and
MERCANTON (1925, p. 237), BorE (1950, pp. 62-63) and BAUER (1955c,
pp. 91-96). MERCANTON describes moraine at three levels in the Qapiarfik
area, at 700 m a.s.l. and at 150 and 100 m above the present ice margin;
the last two must be phases of the inner zone. BOYE in contrast to MER
CANTON, states that at Qapiarfik, unlike the southern side of Eqip sermia,
there are continous ice margin deposits showing evidence of an "englace
ment d'ensemble", with widespread frontal and lateral moraines indica
ting a complicated history of deglaciation of the nunatak. Plotting from
aerial photographs shows numerous moraines in the area, in a zone
100-200 m above the present Inland Ice surface.

On the southern side of Eqip sermia all three investigators referred
to above report the existence of extensive ice margin deposits at 100
200 m above the present ice surface. These are also clearly seen on the
aerial photographs (fig. 36). BAUER (1955 c, pp. 95-96) mentions the
presence of three terraces with an altitude of 25 m at the front of Eqip
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Fig. 36. .Moraines of the inner zone, Inland lee margin SOli th of .l:.:qip crmia (loe. 71o
in plate 2). Geodelie In.lilulc's roule 272E, no. 252 (29.6.'l961o). Copyright Geodelie

Instilu le.

sermia but il is not clear whethcl' lhey are ice margin terracc Ol' are
of marine origin. East of thesc terraces he describes a "moraine ancienne"
presumably of prehistoric age, which goes straight down to the present
sea level without signs of marine disturbance.

orth of Qapiarfik, no ice margin deposils are een on the steep
slopes urrounding the lobe of KangilerngaLa sermia. The zone ean be
picked up again further norlh at Anap nuna and around the glaeiers at
the head of Tors ukåtak fjord. At Anap nuna, the deposits are just out
side the historicaI trim line zone at altitudes 100-200 m above the present
ice margin. Deposits of the zone inve tigated in the ficld neal' the front
of Sermeq avanO'nardleq showed no trace of I'cwOI'kino- by the ea other
than thaL occurring at pre cn l sea level.
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7.4.3. Nugssuaq peninsula

A continous belt of ice margin deposits crosses the peninsula, parallel
to the present margin of the Inland Ice. Their height above the present
Inland Ice margin remains constant at 100-200 m. An aerial photograph
of their central section is shown in fig. 30, and the extent of the moraines
can be seen in plate 3.

The moraines and kame terraces are often of considerable size,
rising ten to twenty metres above the underlying rock surface, and
eonsist mostly of moraine gravel with rounded boulders. The whole
zone across Nugssuaq has been called the Drygalski stage because its
first description was by members of the German expedition of 1891
1893 led by DRYGALSKI.

In part, the deposits can be split up into two phases, an inner phase
(or stage), whieh at Torssukåtak fjord ean be seen to be cut by present
sea levelonly, and an auter phase, which towards the fjord ends on a
steep rock wall near a large lake, 2-3 km west of the Inland lee, called
Amitsup tasia.

In the central parts of the peninsula the moraines (as shown in
fig. 30a) are broken into a series af short lengths which show all transi
tions in form between stoss moraines and marginal moraines, with an
aeeompanying variation in composition. In front of the glaeier in the
central part of the peninsula and further north at the Store Gletscher
in "Qarajaks Isfjord", the moraines are bloek moraines, whilst in the
intervening stretch they are gravel with rounded boulders. At the
southern margin of Store Gletscher also, the moraines are undisturbed
down to the present sea level.

Besides the moraines on Nugssuaq, DRYGALSKI partly described
their northern continuation (1897, pp. 57-60) and from his description,
and the aerial photographs, the zone ean be followed easily as far as
"Ingnerit fjord" (Perdlerfiup kangerdlua). No inner zone iee margin
deposits are known with eertainty from north of there.

Thus in the northern sector of the area iee margin deposits of the
inner zone streteh in a belt for 120 km from Eqip sermia to Itivdliarssup
kangerdlua. There is also clear evidence that the deposition of at any rate
an inner system, was contemporaneous with a sea level no higher than
the present. In general, the surfaee eharaeteristic of the zone in this
seetor is amazingly low, 100-200 m, and this value seems to be constant
for higher elevations of the present iee surface, up to e. 600 m a.s.l. at
the nunataks of Qapiarfik and Rensdyrnunatak. This steep profile of the
inner zone surface may be due to the presence of bedrock thresholds
beneath the iee beyond the heads of the iee-fjords of Torssukatak and
"Qarajaks Isfjord", thresholds whieh apparently still operate and are
responsibIe for the steepness of the present lobes.



8. INLAND leE DEPOSITS - OUTER ZONE

8.1. Definition of outer zone

The outer zone can be characterized as a belt of ice margin deposits
roughly parallel to the actual Inland Ice margin at distances of 5 to
40 km. The greatest distance is exceptional and is presumed to indicate
former calving glacier lobes. The ice surface is described by,

where Zo, the surface characteristic equals 650, and ko equals - 0.000921,
i. e. .6.ho = 650· 0.9991h, as shown in fig. 31.

8.2. Julianehåb and Frederikshåb districts

The Tunugdliarfik stage of the Julianehåb district has been de
scribed previously (WEIDICK 1963b) and only the main features will be
given here. Its deposits do not lie far outside the younger Narssarssuaq
deposits but their surface characteristic agrees with the curve for the
outer zone given in fig. 31. These deposits are more weathered and their
surface morphology more subdued by solifiuction, than the deposits of
the Narssarssuaq stage (see 7.2, p. 83). There is also a lithological
difference, large angular boulders being more abundant in the deposits
of the Tunugdliarfik stage. Only on the plain at Narssarssuaq air base
do the deposits reach the coast and there the fiattening of a kame ter
race may indicate the position of the contemporaneous sea level, at 10
15 m above the present one.

LittIe has been published about the Frederikshåb district, but the
recent investigations in the northern parts point towards the existence
of ice margin deposits of the outer zone in this area (KELLY personal
communication).

8.3. Godthåb district

As the map of plate 3 shows, not much is known about the ice margin
deposits of the southern parts of this district. In the north however,
numerous ice margin deposits have been observed in the field and on
aerial photographs.
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8.3.1. Bjørnesund (Agdlumersat)

KORNERUP (1890, P 100) records terraces up to an altitude of
192 m a.s.l. at Qaqarssuaq on the southern side of the entrance to Bjørne
sund which VOGT (1933, p. 17) describes as being of marine origin, though
this is doubtful. an the slope of Umanarssuaq mountain on the south
side of Bjørnesund, terraces also occur at altitudes of 500-600 m a.s.l.
Since the distance between Qaqarssuaq and Umanarssuaq is 16-17 km
it is possibIe that both deposits are of glacial origin and belong to a stage
of the outer zone.

8.3.2. Sermilik

Around Sermilik fjord and Sermilik glacier ice margin deposits are
widespread, though scattered in their occurrence. Inland, minor ice mar
gin deposits occur around the lake of Qajartoriaq (500-600 m a.s.l.) and
on the northern slopes of Sinarssuk valley (800 m a.s.l.). Both localities
are situated 10-12 km from the present lobe from the Inland Ice whose
margin is at c. 600 m a.sJ. an the north side of Sermilik glacier, a c. 1 km
long stretch of ice margin deposits is present at an altitude of 900-1000 m
a.s.l., the present glacier surface being situated at c. 700 m a.s.l. Else
where in the area there are less well marked ice margin deposits, situated
around 900 and 1000 m a.s.l.

Terraces at Sermilik fjord are numerous and well developed. They
were first described by KORNERUP (1890, pp. 97-99) who compared their
formation with that of the present alluvial plain in front of the glaciers
of Frederikshåbs Isblink, thus interpreting them as ice margin terraces.
According to him they are composed of marine sediments overlain by
fluviatile sediments which have a flat surface situated at 13 m a.s.l.
However, STEENSTRUP (in JESSEN 1896, p.150, VOGT 1933, p. 17) gives
the altitude of the terraces as between 43.3 and 51.5 m a.s.l., which
agrees with the altitudes given on the Geodetic Institute's map sheet
1: 250,000 (63 V 1, Færingehavn). an this map the maximum altitudes
of the plains and terraces around the mouth of Sermilik fjord, at Marraq
as well as Saneråta timå can be seen to be situated at or above c. 50 m
a.s.l. Presumably KORNERUP has confused measurements made in feet
and in metres.

The terraces at Marraq (fig. 37) and Saneråta timå slope down
towards the west, away from Sermilik fjord. Further east, in Amitsuar
ssuk fjord, marginal terraces or moraines descend from 400 m a.s.l. at
the head of the fjord to c. 100 m a.s.l. immediately east of Marraq.
These two systems together presumably represent a stage in the position
of the lobe of the Inland Ice. The deposits at altitudes of 900-1000 m
a.s.l. mentioned above are a natural continuation of this stage towards
the east.
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Fig. 3'i. larraq, een from the south. Aerial photograph, Geodetic In titute' . roule
504 K-N, no. 49 (26.'i.19 f.8). Copyright Geodelic Jn ·Ulule.

8.3.3. Head of Ameralik fjord

The terrain aL Lhe head of the fjord has been described by numerous
peopJe since 1729 (WElD I c K 1959, pp. 141-151), though only a fe\\' made
any ob 'ervations about the Quaternary deposits. KOHN E IlUP (1890,
p. 99) mention three terrace at the head of the meragdla branch of the
fjord, ihe lowermost of whieh was stated to be at 60 m a.s.L and the
uppermost at 106 m a.s.l. KORNERUP seems to have interpreted these
as iee margin terraees. NANSEl'\ (1890, p.539) mentions a terminal
moraine at the entrance of Austmannadalen and marine deposits in the
valley up to 20 m a.s.L, whieh eontained "Blaaskjel" (i. e. Mytilus edulis).
Aeeording to tho GeodeLie InsLitute's 1: 250,000 map sheet (67 V 2,
I api igdlit) thi terminal moraine has a very level sudaee at c. 50 m
a.s.l. It is possibIe that the upper terraees menLioneu by KORXER{;P
are an older stage, and the terminal moraine in Austmannadalen a
younger taO'e of the outer zone.

These iee margin deposits lie in a belL 15-20 km fl'om Lhe pre"enL
marO'in and ean be followed fol' 50 km from Lhelake of Kangel'dluar

ungup ta er sua in the outh to Tllngmeralik in the norUl. AL the
present jee margin where the ('1aeier urfaee i' 'ituated between 100 and
500 ID a.s.L, the deposit are at 800 m a.s.l.
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8.3.4. Kangersuneq in Godthåbsfjord

The ice margin deposits in Ameralik fjord ean be seen on the aerial
photographs to continue north to Kangersuneq. Along the sides of
Kangersuneq fjord they decrease in elevation from 800 m a.sJ. in the
south at Tungmeralik, to 50-100 m a.s.I. in the north at Nålagfik (10 kms
north of Kapisigdlit). At Kapisigdlit kangerdluat they outline a broad
lobe which extended towards this fjord. Investigations of the area in
1965 revealed the presence of well sorted pebbles and features like beach
ridges on the moraines between 50 and 80 m a.s.I. The moraines them
selves consist of numerous rounded boulders in a sand to gravel matrix.
Other clear evidence of marine action on the moraines was found further
north, at Nålagfik, where a continous series of beach ridges extends from
the present sea level up to c. 50 m a.s.I. Above this are vegehtion cov
ered ridges up to a wide terrace between 70 and 80 m a.s.I.

8.3.5. Narssap sermia and Ujaragssuit pavat

On the aerial photographs a c. 10 km long system of moraines be
longing to the inner zone ean be seen on the north side of Narssap sermia
glacier. At higher altitudes, between 750 and 800 m a.s.I. west of this
and northwest of Sarqil.llguaq, are fragments of moraines about 0.5
1 km long which from their situation belong to the outer zone. To this
same zone is referred the great system of ice margin deposits which
surrounds Ujaragssuit påvat at 900 m a.s.I. in the east to 300 m a.sJ.
in the west. This system ean be traced towards the east where it forms
two nunatak moraines at 750 and 900 m, and towards the west where
it finally ends at the steep mountain slopes near Majuala, giving it a
total length of 15 km.

At Majuala itself, JENSEN (1889, pp.92-93) has observed terraces
at altitudes of 6, 26, 57, 97, 123 and 130 m a.s.I. and in addition, a mar
ginal terrace at 489 m a.s.I. All these terraces were reported to consist
of gravel with rounded boulders, but whether they are of marine or
glacio-fluviatile origin cannot be decided from the description.

8.3.6. I1ulialik and Narssarssuaq

Both localities are well known for their marine deposits and GIE
SECKE (1910, p. 140) states that these deposits are to be found in all
bays on the north side of Godthåbsfjord.

In Ilulialik, the moraine systems drop from the north down to near
sea level but in Ilulialik bay the only features are terraces at c. 15, 40
and 100 m a.s.I. Some of these are developed in marine sediments but
the highest situated south of Eqaluit, is possibly a kame terrace.
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Fig. 38. Jarssarssuaq plain Dorth of Godthåbsfjord. Tn thc right foregl'ound Tasers
suaq luke and in the left backgl'Ound, Pingorssllaq mountain (p). Geodctic Institute's

routc 505 D,-V, no. S3Sr. (r..9.I!Jll8). Copyright Geocletic lnstitllte.

In al' al' uaq (fig. 38, 39), the main morainc system ean be fol
lowed only on the outheastern side of Lhe valley. There, il, end in a
ystem of kame terra es wiLh the principal terrace lying between 60 und

80 rn a. '.l. Just outside the kames and continuing across the souLhern
pal't of Narssars -uaq valley as fal' as Pingorssuaq mountain is a broad
zone of kettle moraine. The fluviatile deposits, which form the alluv.ial
plain urface over much of Lhe j arssarssuaq valley, must have been
laid down in conjunetion wiLh the 10wcl'Inost moraines, partly bUl'ying
oldct' dead i e neal' Pingorssuaq. This younger stage seems to have gl'aded
Lo a sea levelof c. 50 m, as -hown in the P1'0 fil e ti 0'. 39.

In the cliff tow'ard' Lhe coast, and in the gullies in thc plain, the
sandy oravel of the tCfl'ace surfaee ean be seen Lo grade down ward into
larninated and and silt and finally, bebveen 20 and 3S m a..1., into
clayey silt. Extremely rieh heIl laycrs were found in the clay, aL the
base of the cliITs around the outel' coast of the headland in the inncr
southern pal'L of Qugssuk inlet (x in no. 39). Howevcr, the chronological
relation hip of the dcpo iL to thase Lerrace surfare ahova and others
furthel' inland is not clear.

165 7
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8.4. Sukkertoppen district

The district can be divided topographically into three units, a
1200 m high plateau north of Godthåbsfjord and east of Taserssuaq
lake, the lowland area around the interior part of Søndre Isortoq fjord
and the 2000 m high Sukkertoppen plateaus in the northern parts of the
district.

8.4.1. Taserssuaq

The lake of Taserssuaq at 74 m a.s.l., is surrounded by ice margin
deposits. Above the central parts of the lake, they lie at 600-700 ro and
from there they drop down towards the south and the north. At the
southern end of the lake, towards Narssarssuaq and Ilulialik, they are
between 100 and 300 m a.s.l. At the northern end they descend, at c.
500 m a.s.l., into a valley which leads westwards towards the lake of
"Taserssuatsiaq", but there is no evidence of an extension of the system
further west.

On the western side of the lake the ice margin deposits in the central
part end at a valley which leads westwards to Fiskefjord (Niaqungunaq).
Since the bottom of this valley is below 100 m a.sJ. it is probable that
the ice of the outer zone filled the valley and reached Fiskefjord. How
ever, neither the aerial photographs nor J ENSEN'S (1889, pp. 83-84)
report of a visit to the area suggest the existence of ice margin deposits
in the valley.

On the northeastern shore of Taserssuaq (fig. 40) there is a well
developed nunatak moraine system at 600 m a.sJ. The easterly branch
of the lake, south of these nunatak moraines, leads to a glacier lobe
from the present Inland Ice (the "Sarqaq glacier"). The ice margin
deposits of the outer zone cannot be followed very far towards the east
along this "Sarqaq branch" of the lake, but it seems likely that the ice
margin of the outer zone was situated 700-800 m above the present one.

8.4.2. The area between Tasersuaq and Quvnerup qaqå

The landscape here is an irregular plateau, situated mostly between
800 and 900 m a.s.l. but in places descending down to c. 400 m a.s.l.

A helt of ice margin deposits stretch from the northern end of
Taserssuaq (see plate 3) towards the Majorqaq valley in the Søndre
Isortoq area. The deposits are at 600-700 m until the "Qaersutsiaq"
valley where they descend nearly to present sea level. Along the sides of
this valley they are wider and thicker than on the plateau to the south
and two separate stages can be distinguished. The westernmost of these

7*
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a
Fig. 40. ~~ortheJ'n end of Taserssuaq lake, sean from the \Vest. In Lhe ['ight fOl'eground
al'e iee margin deposiL. Thc whitc dots (a-a) inrlieate the situation af the nunatak
moraines mentioned in the text. In the baekground " arqaq glader" (loc. 3'1 in
plale 2). Geodelic Tnslilu le 's rou Le 505 D-Ø, no. ""681 (20.8.'1%8). Copyright Gcodetie

Institute.

deseends nearly to sea level at the mouth of the valley whilst the eastern
one reaclles down to e. 300 m a.s.l. e. 6 km east of this.

The mouth of "Qaersutsiaq" valley has been visited by both J.El'\SEN

(1889, pp. 79-81) and HOLST (1886, p. 64). JE:O<SEN deseribes tenaees in
the valley going up to 600 m a.sJ., built of non-fossiliferous elayey gravel
containinO' rounded boulders. He supposed that they were river terraces,
but did not exelude the pos ibility of their being ice margin features
(ibid. p. 81). ! orth of "Qaer utsiaq" extensive terraces whieh are eleurly
related to the former presenee of iee dammed lakes between 1100 and
450 m a.s.1., ean be seen on the aerial photographs. Thoy ean bo seen
also to eonnect with the more easterly stage of the moraines in the "Qaer-
utsiaq" valley mentioned above. A nunatak moraine at approximately

500 m a.s.l. south of the valley is also eonnected to this inner stage.

a
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HOLST states that there are deposits of bluish-grey clay at "Qaer
sutsiaq" as well as at "Ilulialik", and that at the former locality an
upper terrace level is developed on the clays at 31 m a.s.l. He says
also that at "Ilulialik" this clay is covered by 1.5-3 m of arenaceous
deposits consisting of sand below and gravel with rounded boulders
above. In the clay were found shelIs, including Pecten islandicus and
Mytilus edulis. As far as can be seen from his descriptions, the relation
ships between the glacial and marine deposits are very like those found
in Godthåbsfjord (see pp.96-97). It seems from the aerial photo
graphs and the Geodetic Institute's maps that the outer moraines at
"Qaersutsiaq" valley are cut at least by one terrace, at c. 50 m a.s.l.

8.4.3. Majorqaq area

The area includes the three east-west trending valleys, "Quvneq",
Majorqaq and "Ilulialik". In all three valleys are ice margin deposits
which slope down towards the west, but in none has a terminal moraine
been seen. Presumably they have been removed by recent river erosion.

A more westerly situated stage is present in these three valleys also
and is clearly a continuation of the deposits at the entrance to the
"Qaersutsiaq" valley. In addition, the eastern stage is composite in
character, especiaIly around "Ilulialik". Its deposits have a trend parallel
to the deposits of the more westerly stage, but are in two series situated
30-50 and 50-80 m lower respectively.

These moraines around Lutiviup nunatarssua and "Ilulialik" are
of special interest. Their distribution and form indicates that they have
been formed by a lobe from the Inland Ice lying between the two large
ice caps on the Sukkertoppen highlands. Their proximity to them in
dicates that the local ice caps have never been much more extensive
than now (fig. 41).

The lower glaciation limit which is a prerequisite of an expanded
Inland Ice could be the result of either lower temperatures or higher
accumulation. Had accumulation been significantly greater than now,
the local ice caps would have expanded also. On the other hand, if tem
perature decreased sufficiently to lower the glaciation limit by some 100
metres, there would only be an insignificant increase in the accumula
tion area of the ice caps, because of the steep form of the Sukkertoppen
plateaus. Thus the implication is that the advanced position of the
Inland Ice recorded by the ice margin deposits was due essentiaIly to
lower temperatures.

The same argument can be used to set an upper limit to the amount
by which the glaciation limit was lower. If it had been more than 300
metres then the present ice caps around the highest points 870 m between
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Fig. td. The uppermo t moraines at Ltltiviup nunatars ua, north of øndre Jsortoq,
seen from the we t. Geodelie Jnstitute's route 505 D-Ø, no. 4720 (20.8.1948).

Copyright Geodetic In titute.

"Ilulialik" and iVlajorqaq (Lo.liiviup nunaLarssua area) and 930 ID on
QuvneI'up qaqå (see plate 3 and Dg. 42) would have been larger than
now, destroyin cr Lhe iee margin deposits from the Inland lee 10be.

IL is not possibIe to give mueh information abouL Lhe elevation of
the Inland lee at thc time of formalion of the onter zone in the area.
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The highest iee margin deposits on a nunatak north of "Kingingnerssuaq"
(see plate 3) are at e. 1000 m a.s.l. whilst the present surfaee of the
lnland lee there is at 700 m a.sJ. As the profile in fig. 42 shows, the
deposits are probably to be eorrelated with the two phases or stages of
moraines reeognisable at Lutiviup nunatarssua further west.

8.4.4. The area from the Sukkertoppen ice caps
to Qangatap kua

Under the present conditions the easternmost of the loeal Sukker
toppen iee eaps is eonfluent with the lnland lee above 900 m a.s.l.
towards the south of the area. The region is largelyaplateau deereasing
in height towards the north from 1300 to e. 700 m a.s.l.

The iee margin deposits have been mapped from aerial photographs.
They eonsist of frontal and marginal deposits in the valley and on wider
plateaus, and of nunatak moraines around isolated minor hills or higher
plateaus. From their altitudinal relationships the nunatak moraines ean
be seen to be in two groups, only the lowermost of whieh ean be eon
sidered as belonging to the outer zone. This one defines a former surfaee
of the lnland lee, situated at e. 1200 m a.s.l. over Tasersiaq lake and at
700-800 m a.s.l. near the river Qangatap kua immediately south of the
Umivit braneh of Søndre Strømfjord. The surfaee of the lnland lee
therefore must have been 400 to 800 m above the present Inland lee
margin.

8.4.5. Umivit and Søndre Strømfjord

In Umivit (see plate 3 and fig. 43) terraces of marine clay, up to
an altitude of 40 to 50 m a.s.l., surround its inner part. Above this
altitude the clayey-sandy deposits pass into gravel with rounded boul
ders. In the lower marine clay concretions with shelIs are abundant.

Above this system of marine and fluviatile terraces there are nu
merous moraine and kame terraces between 330 and 220 m a.sJ. The
moraines descend towards the fjord, but they disappear on the steep
mountain slopes before they eome into eontaet with the marine terraces.
However, it seems probable that the moraines surrounding Umivit are
older than a 45-50 m sea level.

The deposits in the interior part of Søndre Strømfjord proper are
shown on the map and the profile in fig. 34. From the head of the fjord
to Ravneklippen, the valley is dominated by terraces situated 15 to 30 m
above the present river. The lowermost parts of these terraces eonsist of
clay, eontaining shelIs, ineluding Portlandia arctica. Near Ravneklippen,
transitions from a lower clay to an upper fluviatile gravel are exposed
in the profiles along the river at 25-35 m a.sJ. A sea level between 25
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Fig. l.3. UmivH branch of Søndre StrømfjoJ'd. In lhe cenlr'e are Iwo moraine ridges
of Lhe outer zone and at L1te lert al sea level, a ",hite coloured arca of marine deposils
(ma). Geodeli In titute'. roule 505 IlY no. lolo80 (1?G.19lI8). Copyright Gcodctic

Inslilulr.

and 35 m a.s.l. is therefore younger than the moraines whieh exLend
along the valley out to tmmfjordshavn ("Camp Uoyd"). Terraees
in the interior part of Søndre Lrømfjord valley ea t of Havneklippen
are pos -ibly conneeted with the depo its of the ioner zone, descI'ibed
eaT'1ier'.

Neal' Strøml'jord 'hayn the ea tern phase of lhe moraine ..ystem
pas e inLo a y tem ol' kame terrace around 60 m a.s.l. At thi - alLiLude,
the material is still eO:lrse, ero s-bedded I1uYiatile grayel wjth rounded
numerou boulder. The hallow inc1ination ol' these tel'J'ace relate
their formation with a -ea le\'el al 50-60 m a. '.1.
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As in other areas, several moraines were deposited during the re
cession of the Inland Ice from the outer zone, such as the especiaIly
well developed ones around Taserssuatsiaq ("Lake Ferguson").

8.5. Holsteinsborg and Egedesminde districts

The area is low and hilly with the present Inland Ice margin at
400-500 m a.sJ. in the south and 100-200 m a.s.l. in the north.

8.5.1. Isun~uata sermia to Ipiutårssup nunå

The southernmost part of the area around Isunguata sermia was
described by O. NORDENSKIOLD (1910, 1914). He reported that the
gneisses of the area were deeply weathered even close to the ice margin,
which he took to be evidence for the existence of ice free areas through
out a long period of time (NORDENSKIOLD 1914, p.639). He mentioned
the existence of eskers and "walls" (i. e. moraines) but gave no further
information about them.

The aerial photographs show that between Søndre Strømfjord
(Strømfjordshavn) and Isunguata sermia glacier scattered moraine heaps
rather then linear ice contact features proper are the dominant feature.
Not until around Isunguata sermia are fresher and more continous
moraines met with. From their position relative to the present ice margin,
it is possibIe that they belong to ayounger phase or stage of the outer
zone than the moraines further south. In the immediate vicinity of
Isunguata sermia, the deposits lie between 500 and 600 m above the
present glacier front, which itself is situated near sea level. They imply
that at the time of their deposition the front of Isunguata sermia must
have been 10-20 km further to the west (see fig. 44). Nothing is reported,
or can be deduced from aerial photographs, about the possibIe relation
ships between marine and glacial features in the Nordre Isortoq valley
west of Isunguata sermia.

North of Isunguata sermia, the ice margin deposits can be followed
on aerial photographs as far as the northern part of Eqalungmiut nunat.
In the central part of this stretch they are situated c. 700 m a.s.l. and
10-15 km from the present ice margin (cf. p. 88).

At the glacier of Inugpait quat, the outer zone deposits descend
towards the valley of Kuk. Here also, as in the valley of Nordre Isortoq,
the valley sides are steep and the recent alluvial plains widespread and
no remnants of older ice margin deposits are visible on the aerial photo
graphs. A single terrace can be discerned c. 11 km north of the front
of Inugpait quat glacier. It has its surface situated between 50 and
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Fig. ~~. Isunguata sermia glacier (loc. 35 af plate 2). an the left side of the pictul'e
are tlle moraines from the outer zone (dals). Geodetic Institute's route B 23 A-L,

no. 92. Copyright Geodetic In titute.

100 m a.s.l., but the relaLionship between these dcposiLs and the moraine
ystem of the outer zone is unknov n.

8.5.2. UsugdlUp sermia

The ice margin deposits plotted in this area on plaLe 3 have been
mapped from aerial phoLogl'aphs. The morphology of the al'ea between
the lake of Tycho Brahes Sø and U ugdlup sermia has been described
by JAH:'> (1938). He repoJ'L the existence of abrasion ter'races at 25-
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35 m a.s.l. in the interior part of Arfersiorfik fjord which he correlated
with a system of strandlines at the outer coast at 40-50 m a.s.l. Blue
grey shell-bearing marine clay was recorded from terraces at 35-42 m
and 8-12 m a.s.l. The uppermost terrace of these was described as con
tinuing under the present margin at Usugdlup sermia. JAHN concluded
that the 35-42 m terrace was formed during the maximum prehistoric
(Holocene) retreat of the Inland Ice and the 8-12 m terrace after this.
At Tycho Brahes Sø, the 8-12 m terrace is connected to the terminal
moraines at the western end of the lake.

K. MILTHERS later investigated the southern side of Usugdlup
sermia (1948, pp. 393-395). In his unpublished diaries, he says that many
moraine deposits are present in the inner part of the bay at Ugssuit
in contrast to their absence in the outer parts of the fjord, which he
suggested was due to the fast retreat of the Inland Ice there (MILTHERS
1947, 16th July). Two of the moraine ridges in the southeastern cove of
Ugssuit bay are apparently older than clay terraces at the mouth of the
river. FUNDER (1966) reports that the terrace is made of fossiliferous
marine clay with Mytilus edulis amongst the shelIs present, and that
the height of the terrace surface is 45-50 m. In addition to the moraine
systems aIready known about in the interior parts of Ugssuit and at
Usugdlup sermia further north, FUNDER also reported the presence of
another system situated c. 50 km west of Usugdlup sermia, at the
isthmus between the fjords Amitsuarssuk and Nuerssorfik at position
67°55' N, 51°35' W.

The zone of ice margin deposits immediately south of Usugdlup
sermia can be seen on the aerial photographs to extend northwards from
Ugssuit bay over Itivdliarssup nuna to Usugdlup sermia. The highest
point the deposits reach is c. 500 m a.s.l. near Usugdlup sermia They
slope down steeply towards the fjord and it appears that the front of the
glacier lobe at that time was littIe more than 5 km west of the present one.

North of Usugdlup sermia, a zone of ice margin deposits is present
at c. 450 m a.sJ. It is not possibIe to decide from the aerial photographs
if these moraines correspond to the terminal moraines observed by JAHN
west of Tycho Brahes Sø, though their situation suggests that they are
phases of the same stage.

Thus there is anearly continuous zone of ice margin deposits refer
able to the same stage of the Inland Ice from Ugssuit in the south to
Tycho Brahes Sø in the north, a distance of c. 20 km. In this area the
outer zone deposits continue the trend shown by the deposits further
south with the outer zone becoming lower, and flatter in section, when
followed northwards from the Sukkertoppen ice caps. This means that
the surface characteristic of the outer zone here is nearer to 450-550 m
than to the typical 650 m.
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Fig. 45. Katcrnaq plain. Tn the foregrounclis 'I'asiussarssuaq bay. Geoclelie InsLiLute's
rouLe 510 F-V, no. 22 (19.8.1%8). Copyright Geodetic Institute.

It may be that the edeposits belong to an inner stage oI this zone,
sueh a' that to be described from P<ikitsoq (8.6.3 p. 121). J AHl\"S de
scription, in suggesting that the deposition of the marine clay in the
35-42 m terraces predates the formation of the mor'ainos would support
this. However, FU~DER'S obser'vations confliet with this, and indicato
that the terraees at Ugssuit al'e youngel' than the moraines around the
inner part oI the bay.

The elassification of the moraines in the \-vestem part of l\uerssorfik
fjord is also a problem. They ean only be followed down to an altitude
of c. 80 m a.s.l. and sinee parts of the system are at lea tolder than a
marine levelof 50-60 m a.s.l. they may belong to an older stage of the
auter zone.

8.5.3. NordenskiOlds Gletscher (Akuliarutsip sermerssua)

Whilst a great clay plain, LersIetten (Natemaq, Greenlandie :
"like a parIour floor"), in the western part of the area has attracted some
attention beeause of its size, the iee margin deposits of the area have
not been investigated. Naternaq (fig. 45) must be considered to be ane
of the greatest areas of Quaternal'y marine depositsin Groonland, eov
ering an area of e. 250 km 2. The bulk of the rocent sediments eonsists
of siIts and clay covered by a thin layer of fiuviatile deposits. Though
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a
Fig. 4.6. Eastern branch of Ta iussarssuaq bay norLh of Nordenskiolds Glelscher,
'een f,'om Lhe ouLh. In the foreground (a-a) are nunaLak moraines and in Lhe back
ground (norLh of Tasiussarssuaq), marginal moraines. Geodetic In titule' rou le

512 C- ., no. 52 (19.8.194.8). CopyrighL GeodeLic Institute.

thc surface varies from 50 to 100 m, the relief i subducd, hence it
Greenlandic name. RIl K (1 52, p. 60) staLe that in the norLhernmost
parts of the area the clay contains concrction with heIl and cast of
the fish M allolus arclicus and laminae of coal 01' charcoal-like material.
More detailed de cription of the fauna of Lhe clay is givcn by HARDER

et al. (1949, pp. 66-67) for an area around Sarpiussat on the north 'ide
of the plain. There it urface i at 50 m a.s.l. and the marine depo its
al'e in pIa es underIain by moraine. ~'fosL of Lhe clays there \Vere assigned
by them to the Portlandia clay. '[rUHER (1947, 23rd July) also found
Portlandia clay in deposit at 100 m a.s.l. on the outhern side of the
plain. The eastern pal'Ls of the plain \Vere vi ited by A. ORDE.' KIOLD

(1871, p. 49 j 86, p. 172), but all thaL ean be said from his de cription
i that marine clays are the prjnciple sediments there also.

The rnoJ'phology of the plain suggests that it originaLed as an alluvial
plain graded to sea levels beLween 100 and 50 ro a..1., and that Lhe
lower heighL i· related to the la t pha e of its formation. erial photo-

a
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graphs show large parts of the surfaee of the plain to be eovered by
kettIe holes and in the east, at Tasiussarssuaq bay, are moraines whieh
ean be eorrelated with the e. 50 m alluvial plain. At this time a glaeier
lobe must have eovered the present Tasiussarssuaq bay.

Contemporaneously with the formation of the moraines, meltwater
drainage ehannels were formed, draining northwards through Eqaluliata
itivnera and aeross Naternaq via Kugssup qingua. The drainage ehannels
are somewhat lower than the surfaee of the plain and the sea level must
have been belowe. 50 m a.sJ. However, the form of the ehannels suggests
it was not lower than 40 metres.

All the iee margin deposits around Tasiussarssuaq and Nordenskiolds
Gletscher (see plate 3 and fig. 46) seem to have been formed by the same
stage of the Inland lee and may be a eontinuation of the main outer
zone deposits further south. Here, as in the adjaeent area to the south,
the surfaee eharaeteristie of the outer zone is only 400-450 m, though
the zone extends e. 20 km further west than the present glaeier front.
It should be pointed out that in historicaI time also, this seetor of the
Inland lee margin has thinned less than the rest of the Inland lee in
this eentury (see p. 42-45).

From the deseriptions of earlier writers it seems that the Portlandia
clay was deposited whilst the sea level was e. 80 m and possibly 100 m
above its present level. Sinee the surfaee of the plain is eovered with
kettIe holes, the Inland lee margin must have subsequently advaneed over
the clays of the Naternaq plain, forming dead iee terrain as it again retre
ated and thinned. This is older than the readvanee whieh was responsibIe
for the formation of the moraines around Tasiussarssuaq.

8.6. Disko Bugt

In eontrast to the regions further south the deglaeiated eoastal
stretch is only e. 30 km wide. The highest parts are only 500-700 m a.sJ.
and at several pIaces fjords cut right across the area to the present Inland
lee margin.

8.6.1. Orpigsoq - Christianshåb area

lee margin deposits of the outer zone are present lU three well
delimited areas, Orpigs6q, Kangersuneq and Laksebugt.

8.6.1.1. Orpigs6q
The riehly fossiliferous deposits of this loeality have been described

by ENGELL (1910, p. 234), HARDER et al. (1949, pp. 15-50) and LAURSEN
(1950, pp. 37-46). HARDER et al. (p. 46) and LAURSEN (p. 43) mention
the existence of a terrace surrounding the lake of Orpigsup tasia at 40 m
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a.sJ. (i.e. 4 m above the lake) which seems to be overlain by a minor
moraine on its northwestern side. The terrace is reported to consist of
glacio-fluviatile sand overlain by Portlandia clay and "shelly gravel" , the
last of which forms the surface of the terrace. According to LAURSEN'S
surveyed sections the beds dip towards the west. HARDER et al. also
mention a higher terrace of 56 m a.s.l. at the lake whilst LAURSEN
describes probable marine deposits at 93 m a.s.l. from a valley, c. 5 km
to the west of Ilulialik lake. However, the latter are unfossiliferous clays
and may be of glacio-lacustrine origin.

an aerial photographs of the area, ice margin deposits can be seen
between 100 and 300 m a.sJ. which indicate that a lobe has completely
filled Orpigsoq fjord as far to Kangersuneq (see plate 3). From the
published descriptions mentioned above, it seems that they must have
been formed whilst the sea level was higher than 40 m, and possibly
56 m, above the present. The moraine mentioned by HARDER et al.
must be younger than the main system, but they have not been observed
on the aerial photographs.

8.6.1.2. Kangersuneq

This area was visited in 1906 by HARDER (HARDER et al. 1949, pp.
50-56). He mentions that the head of the fjord at Kangersuneq is sep
arated from the interior by a 200 m high rock wall, at the base of which
are terraces cut in moraine material at altitudes of 30 and 50 m a.sJ.
Moraine was also found at Nånikut (see fig. 47) on the northwestern side
of the fjord. For the area around Nugsutap kua valley they concluded
that a clear transition existed from basal moraine deposits into marine
clays and finally into glacio-fluviatile deposits.

During a short visit to the area by the author in 1963, amoraine
ridge was found on the southern side of the Serfarssuit peninsula, which
must have been formed by a glacier lobe filling the interior part of
Kangersuneq. The moraine, which consisted of boulder rich gravel, sloped
down towards the west, from 150 to 20 m a.s.l. The lowermost section,
20-50 m a.s.l. appeared to be water sorted moraine heaps. The moraine
is not present to the east, where the sides of the fjord are steep but a
possibIe northern continuation may be sought in the belt of ice margin
deposits east of the highest parts of the dissected plateau (i. e. the points
of 446, 527, 530 and 572 in Fig. 47). The overall appearance of this belt
is of an interlobate terrain of widespread moraine hills which only in
the valleys have the more definite form of moraine ridges.

Fig. 47. Sketch map of the area between Christianshåb and Jakobshavns Isfjord.
Based on Geodetic Institute's map sheets 1 :250,000 68 V2, Christianshåb and 69
V2, Jakobshavn. Copyright Geodetic Institute. For phase, read phase or stage.

By permission of the Geodetic Institute.
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The best developed moraine ridges are seen in the Nugsutap kua
valley where the moraines are connected distally with kame and valley
terraces graded to a marine terrace at c. 50 m a.s.l. The gravel which
covers the marine clays near the fjord probably represents an outwash
deposit of this stage.

The moraines at Nanikut, described by HARDER et al., are stoss
moraines which from their situation must be older than those at Ser
farssuit. Both however, ean be considered as belonging to the outer
zone of ice margin deposits. These moraines imply by extrapolation
that the Lih of the zone at the Inland lee margin 10 km further east,
is 600-800 m.

8.6.1.3. Eqaluit

The main topographic feature of the area is a 15 km long valley,
connecting Eqaluit fjord in the west with Tasiussaq fjord in the east,
which dissects a plateau, here 500-600 m high. The drainage divide in
the valley is at the western end of the lake of Taserssuaq at a height of
c. 100 m a.s.!. Only the western haH of the valley has been investigated
by the author.

West of Qivdlertup tase coarse fluviatile deposits and graveIly
ground moraine were seen at altitudes between 60 and 100 m a.s.!., the
fluviatile deposits forming a terrace which sinks from 60 m a.s.l. at
Qivdlertup tase to c. 45 m a.s.l. approximately 4 km further west.
Profiles in the terrace between 45 and 60 m a.s.l. have at their base marine
clays, rich in shelIs of Mya truncata and Macoma calcarea, which towards
the top become coarser and more laminated. These are overlain by glacio
fluviatile gravel and boulders. The uppermost part of the clay proper is
rich in shell bearing concretions but fossils in the lower clays are scarce
though two examples of Portlandia arctica were found. The radiocarbon
age of the shelIs of the upper part of the clay, from 50-55 m a.s.l., is
7650 ± 140 years B.P. (K-993).

This terrace is clearly an outwash plain associated with a moraine
system which surrounds Qivdlertup tase and Taserssuaq lake. By its
nature, it relates this moraine system with a minimum sea levelof
40-45 m a.s.!., the age of which should be younger than 7650 years B.P.
A terminal moraine which lies on a rock bar at the entrance to the valley,
separating it from Eqaluit fjord is cut by terraces at 50, 55 and 70 m
a.s.!. and must be older than the other moraines.

Both the western and eastern moraine systems ean be followed on
the aerial photographs along both sides of Eqaluit valley, but become
more difficult to trace on the plateau above, where they become irregular
interlobate moraines.
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8.6.2. Claushavn - Jakobshavn area

115

The area eonsists of a plain between Pinguarssuit, Marrait and
Tasiussaq whieh is separated by a series of hills from Jakobshavns Isfjord
to the north. Only the marine deposits of the plain have been previously
described (GIESECKE 1910, p.97, NORDENSKIOLD 1871, p.48, ENGELL
1910, pp. 232-233 and LAURSEN 1950, pp. 25-37).

These investigations, supplemented by a visit by the author in 1963
reveal that most of this plain is formed of Portlandia clay which is
most fossiliferous towards the top. Overlying the clays are fluviatile
gravels, which form the even surfaee of the plain at c. 50 m a.sJ. Besides
the gullies formed by present day river erosion, the most striking morpho
logical features of this plain are adistinet moraine ridge along the coast
of Tasiussaq, and an area of well developed kettIe hole topography (see
fig. 47 and 49). Abandoned braided stream ehannels, now partly oceupied
by lakes, spread out from the moraine.

This moraine system is a part of an extensive system whieh eon
stitutes a low level or eastern "phase" in the deposition of the zone.
Towards the south it ean be followed uphill to the area around point
430 (fig. 47), where it fades into an area of interlobate moraine terrain,
but its eonneetion with the inner moraine system in Eqaluit valley fur
ther south (see 8.6.1 p. 114) is obvious. Towards the north, the same
moraine system ean be followed along the northeastern sides of Tasiussaq
as far as Jakobshavns Isfjord. A braneh of the Inland lee at this stage
must have deseended also into the lake of Taserssuaq qagdleq. This
segment of the moraine system also developed an interlobate character
towards higher altitudes.

Aseeond moraine system exists in the area, which by its situation
is both higher and further west than the other, constituting an older
"high level phase". It is clearly a continuation of the moraine system
found at the head of Eqaluit. During its formation the Inland lee must
have covered the plain and reached the coast. Well formed beach ridges
developed on the moraine near Marrait at 65 and 70 m a.s.l. give a
minimum age for this phase. These beaches lie topographically above the
Portlandia clay of the plain which does not extend higher than 50 m
a.s.l. Towards the north, between the plain and Claushavn, the "high
level phase" is represented only by patches of moraine. In the western
part of this area also are well developed beach ridges between 55 and
70 m a.s.l. which have the same relationship to the Portlandia clay
as the beach ridges at the plain. During the deposition of this phase,
the only major ice free area appears to have been between Claushavn
and Qarsortoq on the lee side of a 300-450 m high hill mass which
screened it from the lobe in Taserssuaq qagdleq. The moraines of the

8*
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Fig. l,9. The clay plain (Lersletten) sonlh af' CJ;:mshavn. Acrial photograph, Gcodctic
Institnte's ronte A67/1G1, no. 68 (3./.1953). Copyright eodelic Institute.

outer system lie neal' the top of this, from where they descend steeply
to the Clan havn and Qarsortoq areas. At Claushavn, the moraines,
consisting of gra vel with numerous l'ounded boulders, end at a kame
terrace at 70 m a.s.1., just north of thc village.

Around Qarsortoq, moraines horn "Lhe high level phase" and "the
low level phase" join up into a sysLem 01' parallel multiple moraines.
1'he largest and highesL situaLed gr'avelly moraine i· cut by a tenaee
between 60 and 65 ID a.s.1. 1'he next moraine towards Lhe north con
sists 01' the same rnatcrial, but unlike tho outerrnost moraine it keeps
an unmodified sharp crest down to 50-55 m a.s.1., where iL is cuL by the
highest of a series of beach ridges. 1'hese extend down to neal' the presenL
sea level and cut acro s all Lhe Qarsorloq maraines. 1'he follovving two,
at some places three, inner moraines have been cut by the beach ridges
up to c. 55 m a.s.l. but are liLhologically disLincL fmm the auter moraines,
being 01' angular baulder's \'lith littIe interstitial matrix. '1'his change in
the character of the moraines may be explained by Lhere huving been
a reduction af the amount of reworked fluviatile material avuilable
between the earlier and the later glacial advances.

In addition to the lower beach ridges, LAURSEC\' (1950, pp. 18-21)
mentions the exisLence af mar'ine LerI'ace' at Qarsortoq at 14.5, 160,
165, 170 und 174 rn a.s.l. and hc puts the marine Jimit of the area ut c.
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185 m a.s.l. However, a cIose inspection of these features suggests that
they are probably kame terraces.

The form of the Isfjældsbanken, the submerged ridge at the mouth
of Jakobshavns Isfjord, suggests that the deposits of both "the low and
the high level phases" contribute to it. On the northern side of the
fjord there is a system of large moraine ridges but it is not possibie to
identify the two "phases" there. These ice contact features ean be fol
lowed northwards almost continuously to Påkitsoq fjord. In the inter
vening stretch they reach altitudes between 500 and 600 m a.s.l. and it
is clear that the b.h of the Inland lee margin there must have been
between 600 and 800 m.

Near the town of Jakobshavn, these moraines have been reworked
producing "washed boulder moraines" up to 60-70 m a.s.l. (WEIDICK
1965). At the nearby locality of Sermermiut, the deposits surround an
area of Portlandia clay which is overlain by the cultural deposits of
the Sarqaq, Dorset and Thule cultures. At this place, the oldest Sarqaq
layers are dated to 3000-3500 B.P. (TAUBER 1960b, pp. 18-19, 1964,
pp. 221-222, LARSEN and MELDGAARD 1958, pp. 9-31, FREDSKILD 1967,
pp.39-40).

For the area as a whole, it seems that the "high level phase" of
deposits along the outer margin of land was contemporaneous with a
sea level around 70-80 m a.s.l., which may predate the deposition of
Portlandia clay. Subsequent to this, the lnland lee margin retreated
beyond the clay plain and later readvaneed to form the "low level
phase", which according to the evidence at Tasiussaq was contempo
raneous with a sea levelof 35-50 m a.s.l.

Shells of Mya truncata, from c. 40 m a.s.l. in the uppermost part of
the clay at Tasiussaq, were radiocarbon dated as 7110 ± 140 years B.P.
(K-992). On the stratigraphic evidence the moraine on the surfaee of the
plain should be younger than this. However, the oldest sediments in a
lake which should post-date the moraine gave an earlier date, 7850 ± 190
years B.P. (K-987, KELLY personal communication). The reason for the
anomaly is not obvious and only more detailed investigations will indicate
whether the error is due to contamination of the material or to complica
tion in the stratigraphy. However, in general, the dates fit well with other
values for the 40 m level, given in fig. 2. An age of 7500 to 8500 years B.P.
is therefore still regarded as a good estimate of the age of the "low level
phase" moraines.

8.6.3. Påkitsoq area

The area stretches from Påkitsup nunå around Niaqornaq in the
south to Kangerdluarssuk fjord in the north. As the name Påkitsoq
implies in Greenlandie the innermost part of this fjord is separated by
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a
Fia'. 50. Tascrssuaq luke (a-a) belwccn Jakob havn' lsfjord and Qingua kujatdleq,
Påkitsup i1ordlia, seen from thewe t. In the forecrl'ound are moraine . of Lhe Oll Ler zone.
GeodeLic l nsLitute's route 518 1~-0 no. l4i4 (18.7.1949). Copyright Geodetic In titu te.

a narrow pas age from the outer parts. The passage is de 'cribed by
RI~K (1857, I, p. 125) but it "'as WrrnrPER and Bnow . (BROW~ 1872,
p. 173) who first 'eem to haye realised Lhe exi tence of a terminal
moraine aL this constriction. Thi. was descrihed lalel' by tL\.\IM E R

(1889, pp. 13-14) and SYLO". (1889, p. 26).
There have also been ear'li I' reports of marine t.errace· up to 45 ro

a.s.l. containing Portlandia clay at liaqornaq (Sl'EEC'iSTRCP 18 3b, pp.
231, 235). A vi it here in 1961 showed a continous eries of beach ridges
between 37 and 48 m a.s.J. and terra('e notch s at 12 and 60 m a.sJ.

At Påkitsoq the surfaee af the terminal mOl'aines wa. found to be
of l'ounded boulders wiLhout matrix, but exposures in the t\\'o stl'cam
channels which ut through the moraine sho\v that in its inner parLs
there i a matrix of sand. Well forrned terraces aL 25 and 30-35 m a.s.1.
are cuL in this moraine. Above this altitude Lhe moraine is absent over a
distance of c. 1 km and is not found again until c. 100 m a.s.1.

At Tasel'ssuaq (south of Qingua kujatdleq, see fig. 50) lake, where
the moraine rea h c. 600 m a.s.1., their highe t point between Jakob -

a
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Fig. 51. Inner part af lhe KangerdIllarssllk fjord, seen from lhe west. In the fore
grouncl af the photograph are marginal moraines, reaching the f jord (white dot ).
(a-a); Qingua avangnardleq (loc. 'i3 in pIate 2). Geodctic Institute's rOllte 518 _-\-0

no. '1485 (18.7.194.9). CopyrighL GcodeLic InsLiLutc.

havn and Påkitsoq, Lhe pr'incipaJ moraines are two close]y paralle] ridges
of considerable size, rising to over 50 m above the surrounding bcdrock
oyor' tl'ctchcs of morc than 100 m. Further east, around the shoros
af Taserssuaq, are a series af multiple, minal' l'ocessional maraines.

An equivalent continuaus 'ystem af depo its was naL found an the
llorthern side af Påkitsoq and on]y iso]ated features were seen between
50 and 200 m a.sJ. IIawovor, furthor northoastwar'ds, a well dovelopod
syslem of moraines ean 1e seen on Lhe ae1'ia] phoLographs, aL 600-700 m
a..1. and at a distance of 3-4 km from the present Inland lee margin,
\Vhieh is now at 400-500 m a.s.1. A corcling to the definition of the outer
zone, at thi attitude it should have a surfaee eharacLe1'isLic of c. 500 m.
Tho flgure obtained by the extrapolation of the former iee surfaee from
this moraine system over the present Inland lee margin agrees with this.

The position of these iee margin cleposits uggests that a braneh of
the Inland lee would have extencled into Kangerdluarssuk fjord, and
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deposits can be seen on the aerial photographs descending towards the
fjord (see fig. 51), though HAMMER'S description of this (HAMMER 1889,
p. 13) gives no indication of their presence. Within Kangerdluarssuk
fjord, the ice margin deposits show a clear division into high and low
level stages separated horizontally by 2-3 km and vertically by 100 m
at 600 m a.sJ. and 150 m at'300 ma.s.l.

8.6.4. Arveprinsens Ejland and Eqip sermia

The area comprises the stretch between Kangerdluarssuk fjord and
Torssukatak ice fjord. Most of the area is a ramified fjord complex, the
central parts of which, in the basin between Igdluluarssuit and Eqe,
are known to have a level bottom at a depth of 400 m (HØPNER PETER
SEN 1964, p. 33). Marine terraces are reported from various places around
the fjords, at 2 and 16 m a.s.l. at Igdluluarssuit, between 5 and 58 m
a.s.l. at Atå, and between 9 and 81.5 m a.s.l. around the great lake north
of Atå (LAURSEN 1950, pp. 15, 16) and possibly at c. 25 m a.s.l. at de
Quervains Havn near Eqip sermia (BAUER 1955c, p. 96, cf. p. 90).

Along the coast of Arveprinsens Ejland, and north af Atå, ice margin
deposits were found at c. 200 m a.s.l. They were formed of poorly sorted
gravel with large rounded boulders, which included boulders of white
and yellow sandstone and quartzite. This moraine could be traced towards
the north as a system of single, double or triple ridges which ended at
sea level in Kangerdluatsiaq between Torssukåtak and Igdluluarssuit
from where they were described by ENGELL (1910 pp. 190-191). There,
marine terraces are cut in the moraine up to c. 35 m a.s.l. and from there
up to c. 80 m a.sJ. the moraines are represented only by irregular boulder
heaps. This last character may be due to resorting by the sea, as at
Sermermiut and Påkitsoq. Above 80 m a.s.l. the moraines exhibit their
normal ridge form. The islands in Kangerdluatsiaq are also moraine
covered and the uppermost levelof re-sorting in these moraines was
estimated visually from Arveprinsens Ejland to be situated between 30
and 50 m a.sJ. Beach ridges were also observed in the distance on Talerua
near Igdluluarssuit at c. 30 m a.sJ. No continuation of the Atå moraines
north of Arveprinsens Ejland were observed.

In the south, a moraine system can be seen on aerial photographs
along the shore at Angnertussoq which is clearlya continuation of the
high level stage of the moraines in Kangerdluarssuk. These moraines
decrease in altitude from east to west, from 600 to 200 m a.s.l., but do
not continue further to the west because of the steep sides of the fjord.
Their western continuation must be found in the moraines on Arveprinsens
Ejland, at Atå and west of Angnertussoq, which join the moraine systems
of Angnertussoq with those of Arsivik north of At§,. The ice of the low
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level stage of the moraine systems at Kangerdluarssuk seems to have had a
lobe through the Eqip kugssua valley, south of Eqip sermia, but its nor
therly eontinuation is not clear.

In the interior parts of the area MERCANTON (DE QUERVAIN and
MERCANTON 1925, p. 237) observed an upper moraine level situated at
e. 700 m a.s.l. on the nunatak "Ilulialik" (i. e. Qingårssuaq at Qapiarfik
in plate 3).

In general, the deposits of the outer zone are well developed in the
southern part of the area, where they ean be eorrelated with sea levels
between 35 and 80 m a.s.l. However, none are known north of Arve
prinsens Ejland-Igdluluarssuit and therefore nothing ean be said about
the extent of this zone in Torssukatak fjord.

8.6.5. Nugssuaq

The area comprises the streteh from Torssukatak fjord in the south
to the southeastern braneh of Umanak fjord in the north ("Qarajaks
Isfjord"). The interior part of the peninsula is formed by deeply disseeted
plateaus whieh inerease in height from 500-700 m a.s.l. near the Inland
lee margin, to over 1000 m a.sJ. further towards the west. In the area
around Boyes Sø and further west, the plateaus are eovered with iee
eaps.

In 1961, the north eoast of Torssukatak from Ikorfat to Sermeq
avangnardleq was visited. Besides a few iee margin deposits (see plate 3)
terraces up to 10-15 m were found along the shores from Qeqertarssuk
(20 km east of Qeqertaq) to near the Inland lee.

Around Boyes Sø and Pangniligarniarfik (see fig. 52), iee margin
deposits of great extent have been observed on aerial photographs, sit
uated at e. 600 m a.s.l. in the east and e. 200 m a.sJ. in the west. The
superfieial appearanee of the iee margin whieh formed these deposits
ean be reeonstrueted from the marginal and frontal moraines around the
lakes and the nunatak moraines around the mountains. As the profile
shows (fig. 42), still existing loeal iee eaps are situated close to these
moraines. This relationship, as at Majorqaq area (8.4.3, p. 101), indieates
that the glaciation limit during the deposition of the moraine system
cannot have been many hundreds of metres below the present one. The
maximum possibIe value for the depression of the glaciation limit is
estimated to be 400-500 m.

The iee margin deposits around the western end of Boyes Sø and in
Qororssuaq valley are diffieult to interpret without more detailed in
vestigations. It is probable that even a slight depression of the glacia
tion limit in the area would result in a eomplex fusion of lobes from the
Inland lee with lobes from the loeal glaeiations. Furthermore, slight varia-
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Fig. 52. In the foregl'ound, Boyes Sø (a-a) and "PangniI:gal'l1iar-fik lakc" (h-b), cen
rl'om the e:.l."t. Geodelic InsLiluLc's route 518 A-Y, no. ,629 (18.7.194.9). Copyright

Geodetic Instituttl.

tions of the altitude of thc glaciation limit would result hcr'e in great
variation in the dil'eetion of flow of thc ice lobes, further complicating
the form of the ice contact fcaLuJ'e .

At the 'eaward end of the Q6rorssuaq "alley is a gr'cal lerminal
morai ne and it as ociated proglacial Il u ial plain, whieh is sj tualed
60-70 m a..1. The alluvial plain beeomes almo t horizontal at 60 m a.s.1.
and former spillways on the plain' eastern side arc cut by a elifT remnanL
at 55 m a.s.l. IL i therefore probable that the formation of the terminal
moraine wa' rontemporaneous with a ea levelof 50-55 m a.s.l. Lal'ge
terminal moraine from former loeal glaciation ju t east of the above
mentioned one (see fig. 21 and 30b) are cut by a terrace at 60 m a.s.1.
It is thus likely that Lhese moraines are contern poraneous. ,[he O'laeia
Lion limit of the local glaciations aL this . taO'e ean bc e 'Limated Lo
have been betwecn 200 and 500 m lower than t.ltc pre ent one.

The terminal moraine of the Inland lee continues to\o"ards the
interior part of Q6rorssuaq valley as extensive block moraines, de
scribed earlier, but a connection between the glaciation of Lhe Qoror-
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ssuaq valley and that of Boyes Sø cannot be established from the evi
dence available. If such a connection exists, the terminal moraines in
the interior parts of the Q6rorssuaq valley must be considered as reces
sional moraines formed during the disintegration of a ramified system
of glaciers, an "Eisstromnetz" in the sense of KLEBELSBERG (1948,
pp. 202-204), which formerly filled all the valleys of the interior part
of Nugssuaq.

In the area around Eqaluit qaqåt on the northern coast of Nug
ssuaq are moraine systems at 300-400 m a.s.l. which indicate a minor
expansion of the local ice caps. This, on the basis of the argument given
above, implies a greater expansion of the Inland Ice which probably
filled Eqaluit with a major glacier lobe. The description of this valley
(DRYGALSKI 1897, p. 118, BARTON 1897, p.234) suggests that there is
no possibility there of dating the moraines of this lobe by relating them
to former sea levels. BARToN, in his description of Eqaluit, reports the
presence of two lower lying marginal moraines on the south side of the
valley, which may be interpreted as recessional moraines from the stage
filling the valley.

Further north, in the Umanak district, the altitude of the plateau
increases. It is therefore possible that a slight decrease of the present
glaciation limit here would result in the formation of extremely complex
system of confluent glaciers in the glaciation of the interior parts of the
district. Extensive ice margin deposits (HENDERSON personal commu
nication) in the outer parts of the ice fjords Kangerdluk and Umiamako
may possibly belong to the outer zone because of their altitudinal re
lationship with the present Inland Ice surface. However, nothing is known
about their relationship with former sea levels. A possible eastern con
tinuation of these moraines gives a surface characteristic of 800-1000 m.



9. INLAND leE DEPOSITS-NUNATAK ZONE

Nunatak moraines which characterise a levelof ice margin deposits
situated essentially higher than those of the outer zone have been ob
served on aerial photographs in two areas, the first between the Søndre
Strømfjord and the lnland lee margin to the south, and the second north
of Søndre Strømfjord, between Pingup sagdlia and the head of Nordre
lsortoq (see plate 3). The ice margin deposits are situated around the
highest parts of the plateaus, especially at their eastern margins, and
their inclination indicates that they were formed by ice coming from the
east, i.e. the lnland lee. The deposits form a zone, 500 to 200 m high
at 1000 m a.s.l. and 400 to 500 m near sea level.

The situation of these deposits at about 1000 m a.s.l. at localities
where the present glaciation limit is 1300 to 1400 m a.sJ. puts the de
pression of the glaciation limit at a littIe more than 300-500 m.

There are no earlier detailed descriptions of these deposits, though
BELKNAP (1941, p.220) mentions the existence of a belt of moraine in the
interior parts of the above mentioned fjords in the Holsteinsborg district,
and he compares this area with the deposits of what is here called the
outer zone further east. The exact location of this belt is not given,
but may have referred to a large area of dead ice terrain and ground
moraine, which ean be seen on aerial photographs immediately east of
the nunatak deposits in the Holsteinsborg area. The geographical sit
uation of these deposits seems to indicate their formation by dead ice
remnants left by the Inland lee on its retreat from the nunatak moraines.
JENSEN and KORNERUP in their descriptions of this area (JENSEN 1889,
pp.49-64, KORNERUP 1881, pp.181-194) point out its morphological
resemblance to the Danish undulating till landscape. The esker of
"Arssalik" is situated in this zone.

The deposits south of Søndre Strømfjord have been observed only
on aerial photographs, and their distribution is shown on plate 3. By
their altitudinal situation, they must be referred to the nunatak zone.

North of Søndre Strømfjord, the interior branches of the fjords of
IkertOq and Amerdloq were personally inspected in 1965. At the southern
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Fig. 53a. ituation of the marine deposiLs in lhe inlcrior part of Avatdleq, Ikerloq
fjord. 53b. eclion at 95 m a.s.l. in the beach rid ges in the inner part of Avatdleq,

Ikcrtoq. Po ilion of ection in fig. 53a as "sile of radiocarbon daled shell "

branch of Avatdleq ice margin deposits were found Lo consist of gravel
with numerou rounded boulders. In addition to the main system iso
lated moraines and terrace were presenL on either side of it, whilst
towards the eas L, Lhe system merged inta a chaotic interlabate moraine
terrain.
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Towards the coast, it became a series of moraine hills which down
in the valley were cut by a series of beach ridges between 130 and 110 m
a.sJ. (see fig. 53a). Between 110 and 100 m a.s.l. the valley is occupied
by a terrace, which ean be seen in the cliffs at the southernmost lake in
the valley to consist of unfossiliferous clays. The seaward end of this
terrace is a slope covered by a continous series of beach ridges extending
down to the present sea level, as shown in fig. 53 a. In exposures cut in
the slope by a rivulet from the valley, shell bearing sands and gravels
were found, at 0-10 m and 95 m a.s.l., beneath a cover of beach gravel
and at places also of dune sand. As the profile dug into the uppermost
deposit showed (fig. 53 b), the shells ean hardly have been derived from
older higher deposits and it is probable that they represent a littoral
deposit, overlain by wind-blown sand and underlain by silts and sands.

Though the highest beach ridges, at 130-110 m a.s.l., are unfos
siliferous their distribution suggests they are of marine origin. The
moraine must therefore be older than a sea levelof this altitude, 130 m
a.s.l., but since the littoral features cannot be followed further into the
valley it seems possibIe that they are not much older.

In the Akugdleq branch also, terraces were seen at 100-120 m a.sJ.,
but again marine fossils were absent. The terraces there are formed of
gravel with numerous rounded boulders and they may be kame terraces.
Not until a levelof c. 50 m a.sJ. is reached are clearly developed beach
ridges seen, built up of gravel and cobbles. Below 40 m there are fossil
iferous marine sands and clays, which infill most of the valley out to the
fjord. No continuation of the moraine system of Avatdleq fjord was
seen here.

In the northernmost branch, Maligiaq, a system of moraine ridges
has been observed on the northern side of Taserssuaq valley at altitudes
between 600 and 400 m a.s.l. The system ends in a series of terminal
moraines across the lakes northeast of the head of Maligiaq near a moun
tain called Iluliumanerssup portornga. None of the moraines of this
system ean be seen to reach Maligiaq fjord, but the altitudinal position
of the deposits indicates that a branch of the ice must have reached the
inner part of Maligiaq. PossibIe marine terraces between 130 and 140 m
may have developed after the ensuing retreat of this lobe.

Terraces, from 55 to 110 m a.s.l., have also been observed further
west at Utorqait in the interior of Amerdloq fjord.

The moraine systems observed in Avatdleq and Maligiaq must
belong to P. younger stage of the nunatak zone, the main moraines of
which (shown here in fig. 54) are situated 400-500 m higher in the area.
The terminal moraines of the highest stage have not been found, but
they ean be expected to be found 30-50 km further west. The numerous
moraines between this high stage and the lowermost, youngest stage,
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Fig. St,. l kertoq fjord, seen from lhe nOI'lh, \l"ilh the highe t deposils of the nunatak
7.one .in lhe centre foregrotlnCI. Geodelic Inslilnte's route 508 C-S, no. 1618 (16.'i.'1948).

COPYI'ighl Geodcli Institute.

and the relatively few ob 'ervation hitherto made, do not allowafIner
distinction of Lhe stages in the deposition of the depo it and they have
been grouped tentati vely under the label "nunatak zone'. The age of
the deposits of the zone is unknown, but at least the youngest and
lowest stage must, from the observations referored to above, be nearly
conLemporaneou with a sea levelof 130 m a.. l.

lthough no nunatak zone moraine are known for Lhe area further
south and w t, the chlifTgrenzen (in the sense of I T.F.BELSBERG (1948,
pp.34.0-341)) which separate the jagO'ed peak from the smooth and
rounded lowland may be correlated with Lhem. These features are at
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c. 800 m a.s.l. in the central parts of the highland of the outer coast and
slope down westwards towards the coast, where they are between 200
and 400 m a.s.l.

North of the area of the nunatak zone deposits proper is a much
discussed moraine feature at the entrance of Blæsedalen, Disko island.
This moraine is taken to be either a terminal moraine from a glacier lobe
in Blæsedalen or a marginal moraine from a lobe of the Inland Ice oc
cupying the sound between Godhavn and Egedesminde. Its rectilinear
form across the valley points towards it being deposited by the Inland
Ice margin as a medial moraine between a valley glacier in Blæsedalen
and the main lobe in Disko Bugt. An outwash feature at c. 100 m a.s.l.
at this moraine may be of marine origin, but not .until c. 55 m a.s.l.
are clearly developed beach ridges present. Like the schliffgrenzen men
tioned above this moraine may be related to the nunatak zone.

165 9



10. DEPOSITS FROM LOCAL GLACIATIONS

10.1. Types of deposits

A sharp distinction between local glaciations and the lnland lce
is not always possible as in some areas firn fields or lobes of the local
ice are confluent with lobes from the lnland lce. Such conditions of
course will result in complicated ice margin features, as for example in
the Sukkertoppen district and Nugssuaq peninsula.

For areas nearer the western coast, this complication does not
exist and the marginal moraines of cirque and valley glaciers can be
recognised in the field. However, because of their limited extent, they
are not often visible on aerial photographs. This difficulty is accentuated
by their being frequently formed of coarse detritus whose vegetation
cover differs little from that of the surrounding bedrock, unlike the fine
grained redeposited fluviatile or marine sediments common in moraines
from the lnland lce margin.

Where the deposits from local glaciations have been mapped, at
tention has mainly been focused on determining the height of the glacia
tion limit which existed during their deposition.

10.2. Julianehåb district to Godthåb district

In this region there are many relatively elevated areas near to the
sea and many existing local glaciers. The local glaciations have been
described previously (WEIDICK 1963b) and it will suffice to mention
here that the deposits in the southern part of the Julianehåb district
have been divided into the following stages:

1) The Niaqornakasik stage, formed at a glaciation limit 700-400 m
lower than the present one and contemporaneous with a sea level
between 38 and 24 m a.s.l.

2) The Tunugdliarfik stage formed with a glaciation limit 300-200 m
lower than the present one and contemporaneous with a sea level
between 15 and 10 m a.s.l.

3) The Narssarssuaq stage formed with the glaciation limit 200-100 m
lower than the present one and with sea level at its present level.
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Fig. 55. Tasiussaq area, ukkertoppen district, seen fl'om the wesl. (a-a); Inugssuit
taserssuat, (b-b); glacier loco 62in plale 2. Gcodctic Institutc's rou le B 19 A-L, no. 30.

Copyright Gcodctic Institute.

Little is known from the Frederikshåb distriet. In the area south
af Sermiligårssuk, WEID IAN (196f1) states that between 500 and
1000 m there are numerous traces 01' marginal deposits 01' small glaeiers,
whieh developed after the disappearanee of the Inland lee.

Some details have been given for the southern part af Godthåb
distriet, around and immediatelynorth of Frederikshåbs Isblink by GRAFF
PETERSEN (1952, p. 267) who considered that sinee thc dcglaciation af the
area by the Inland lee, loeal glaeiations have played a very minor role.

On aerial photographs, moraines of loeal glaciations have been
observed on ukagpiarssuaq, in the interior part of Bjørnesund at e.
500 m a.s.1., at Qåqat akulerJt 12 km northeast of the head of Bjørne
sund between 500 and 600 m a.s.l., and 5 km southeast 01' Isortuarssup
tasia at 1000 m a.s.1. (seo plate 3).

IL is eonsidered that all these deposits were formed at a glaciation
limit not more than 200-300 m below the present one. A slightly older
stage may possibly be represented by moraines in the northern part of
the Godthåb disLriet at the localities of Qingaq and Augpalårtoq (Dl':

QUERVAI' and Ml':RCA:\'TON 1925, p. 173).

10.3. Sukkertoppen and Holsteinsborg districts

The alpine topography 01' the region bordering the Davis Strait
rosults in the existenee there today of numerous valley and eirque

9*
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b a
Fig. 5G. A rcccnLly deglaeiated valley, Tunol"suaq, Disko i land. (a-a); loco 85A,
(b-b); loe. 8SE in plate 2. Geodetie Institute' route 515 F-0, no. 121G3 (15.8.1953).

Copyright Gcodetic Institute.

glaciers. Moraine from local glaciers, requiring a depre ion of the glacia
tion limit of 200-400 m, are een on the south side of Jukagpiaq at
500-840 m a. '.1. and on the north ,ide of the arne mountain group at
600 m a.s.J.

Marginal glacial deposits also exi t at 1'asiussaq at Sukkertoppen
town. 1'he oIdest of these are to be found at the western end of a large
lake, lnugsuit taserssuat (fig. 55) where a terminal moraine has been
cut by a terrace at 65 m a.s.l. South of Inugsuit taserssuat, around two
existing glacier Jobes, are several moraines formed when the glaciation
limit \Vas not more than 200 metres lower than now.

J\101'aines have also been found around glacier lobes in the interior
pal't of the fjord lkamiut kangerdluarssuat, 1'he oldest and greatest of
these terminal mOl'aines is cut by a terrace c. 30 m a..1. and mu t have
fOl'med whilst the glaciation limit was liUle more than 400 m lowe!'.

t lkåtlissaq, just south of the entrance to Søndre Strømfjord,
local glaciation moraines have been attributed, on the basis of liche
nometry, to the "hypothermal" (BESCHEL 1961, p.1060). 1'he distal parts
of these moraine . are cut by beach ridges at 80-90 ID a.s.l. Immediately
out 'ide the moraines are well developed glacial triae indicating ice

b

a
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Fig. 57. Sarqaq glacier, outh coa t oC 1\ugssuaq pellinsula, spcn rl'om tho southeast.
Ceodetic Institu te'· 1'0 li te 520 C-:'\V, no. 2189 (15.7.1 t,8). Copyright Geodetic

lnstituto.

movement from the ca L, ti dil'e tion nearly at a right angles to that
af the local glaciation which produced Lhe mOI'aine .

A somewhat greater extent af local glaciersis demon trated by
terminal moraines at the lake af Taseq qutdleq, 12 km nor thea t of
Ikatfissaq. On aerial photographs the terminal moraines ean bc seen
to reach do"vn to c. 50 m a.s.l. corresponding Lo a depression af the
present glaciation limit af c. 400 TrI. Tn thc same valley, 8-10 km further
east are other terminal moraines r'epresen ting stages when the glacier
was smaller and the depression of thc glaciation limit Je

10.4. Disko island

A large part af this island is aL present covered by glacier, and
ice caps. High basalt plateau dom inaLe the landscape and a depres ion
af the pr sent O'laciation limit af anI y a few hundred meLre would have
a great elTect on the glaciation af the island. At the Io alitie af Tunor-

uaq (fig. 56) and BJæsedalen on the souLher'n part of Lhe i land are
prehi toric moraines ituated near to, but ouLside, Lhe moraine from
historicaI time.
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10.5. Nftgssuaq

VI

Remnants of prehistoric local glaciations have been found at several
localities. At the glaciers near Sarqaq on the south coast of the peninsula
(fig. 57), terminal moraines at 300 m a.sJ. lie just outside those from
historicaI time. Further east, in Saputit valley, are systems of boulder
moraines, the outermost of which indicates a depression of the present
glaciation limit of 200-500 m. Still further east, moraines from local
glaciations in Qarorssuaq, mentioned earlier (p. 123 and fig. 30b) imply
a depression of the glaciation limit of the same magnitude.

In the interior part of the peninsula, at the western end of Sarqap
taserssua lake, the present glacier lobes are surrounded by older moraines
in addition to those of historicaI time. However they show that in this
area also, the glaciers were not much larger than in historicaI time.
Again a relatively small depression of the glaciation limit there would
result in the total glaciation of the valleys.

The possibIe existence of a "Daun stage" on the northern coast of
Nftgssuaq peninsula, characterised by moraines immediately outside
those of historicaI time, was stated by HElM (1911, p. 227), when de
scribing the area around Qaersuarssuk.

10.6. Conclusions for local glaciations

The most frequently found deposits relate to a period when the
extent of the glaciers was littIe greater than that of historicaI time.
In the Sukkertoppen and Holsteinsborg districts they have been referred
by BESCHEL (1961) on lichenometrical evidence to advances around
500 and 2000 years B.e. No exact date can be given for the deposits
which imply a greater extension of local glaciers to near sea level, as at
Niaqornakasik in the Julianehåb district (see fig. 32), Inugsuit taserssuat
and lkamiut kangerdluarssuat in the Sukkertoppen district, since the
terraces to which they are related have not been proved to be of marine
origin. However, it seems that the local glaciations were never of very
great extent and that the glaciation limit, whilst the glaciations were inde
pendent entities, was not a great deal lower than the present, with the
exception of those in the Julianehåb district. Furthermore, the persi
stence of an extensive continental glaciation has delayed development
of local glaciation until a relatively late stage in the deglaciation of the
coastal stretch.



11. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a study has been made of the connection between
climatic fluctuations and the effects of these fluctuations on glaciers as
shown by the glacial deposits. However, as MElER stated (1965, pp.
795-802) each link in this chain involves assumptions that have not
yet been clarified.

11.1. Deposits of historical time

HistoricaI records indicate that readvance maxima occurred around
1850?, 1890 and 1920 at glaciers in West Greenland. These are in phase
with glacier fluctuations in other parts of the world, which implies that
the older readvance maxima of other places at around 1650 and 1750
also occurred in West Greenland. This assumption appears to be con
firmed by the lichenometrical dating of moraines in the area to this
period by BESCHEL (1961).

The periods of glacial advance which culminated in the maxima of
1850?, 1890, and 1920 seem to have been initiated essentiaUy by periods
of low temperature, with changes in precipitation being of secondary
importance only. This must also be true for the older periods of 1650
and 1750. For all these readvances there was a time lag of a few years
to two decades between change in the climate and the resulting glacial
maxima. However, it must be realised that the c1imatic data, and espe
cially the data on the mass balance of the glaciers, are toa few to allow
clear conclusions to be drawn about the short term periodic behaviour
of the glaciers.

Each period of maximum extent of the glaciers left its mark as nar
row lines of ice margin deposits. For a full development of these deposits
the older advances must be the greatest and the youngest the least-a
prerequisite that is largely satisfied in the southern and western parts
of West Greenland. Further north the older moraines are to a greater or
lesser extent covered by younger deposits.

In general terms, the deposits formed between 1650 and 1920 de
scribe the behaviour of glaciers over a period-a "stage" (or stade)
during which they responded to a major climatie fluctuation of several
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centuries' duration-the cold period from the 16th century to the end of
the end of the 19th century. Secondary, short term fluctuations of ice
margins in response to climatic fluctuations of a few decades' duration
constitute "phases" within a stage.

The associated fluctuation of the height of the glaciation limit during
this stage was over a height range of 100-200 m. However, its fluctuations
during individual phases are not clear because of the general uncertainty
about its exact position.

11.2. Deposits of prehistoric time

For the recognition of prehistoric climatic events the chain of pro
cesses must be followed in the opposite order, from the glacial deposits
to the changes in climate causing them. As a first step the descriptive
term "zone" is used and is defined as a continous wide belt of ice margin

.deposits. The dimensions of a zone indicate that the fluctuations in the
extent of the Inland Ice margin involved are of the order of a stage.
For prehistoric local glaciations, where the deposits do not have their
zonal characteristics, the calculated approximate position of the glacia
tion limit is used as a criterion for distinguishing stages.

There can not always be a simple relationship between morphological
zones and stages, e. g. different cold periods of similar magnitude would
result in a marginal deposition in the same zone, or subsequent cold
periods of greater magnitude would result in obscuring the deposits of
earlier lesser cold periods. In these cases the stratigraphy of the deposits
must be used to distinguish the stages.

11.3. Inner zone

The surface characteristics (p. 83 and fig. 31) of the inner zone is
350 m. However, it is questionable to what degree they should be clas
sified as belonging to a single stage as in many cases their only common
feature is their contemporaneity with a sea level more or less at its present
position. The moraines of the Drygalski stage in Disko Bugt-Umanak
district with their uniform continuity and wide extent are mainly referable
to a single stage. So too are the innermost deposits of the Holsteinsborg
and Sukkertoppen districts and the deposits of the Narssarssuaq stage in
the Julianehåb district. With the possibIe exception of moraines in the
Julianehåb district these inner zone moraines are probably younger than
c. 4000 years (fig. 2, p. 15). Furthermore, at Qajå (p. 90) the inner zone
predates deposits of c. 3500 B.P., which provides a minimum age for at
least this section of the zone.
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11.4. Outer zone
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The surfaee eharaeteristie of the outer zone is 650 m (fig. 31). Its
deposits have a narrow vertical and lateral distribution but a number of
phases are recognisable and these can be grouped into two stages, the
youngest of which is usually the more clearly developed. This younger
stage is everywhere found to be contemporaneous with a sea level 35
60 m a.s.l. A corollary of this is that the uplift of the coast has been rather
uniform along a great length of the west coast of Greenland. Reference
to the inland part of the trend in fig. 2 suggests that the age of this
stage can be considered as 7500-8500 years. Only in the Julianehåb
district, where the rate of uplift is not known, is there some uncertainty
as to the relation of the local Tunugdliarfik stage to the youngest stage
of the outer zone. Because of this the name "fjord stage 1" is applied only
to the deposits of the outer zone between the Godthåb and Umanak
districts while the local name of Tunugdliarfik stage is used for the
local deposits in the Julianehåb district.

At several places between the Godthåb district and Disko Bugt the
older stage of the outer zone can be seen to have been formed whilst
the sea level was a little over 70-80 m a.sJ. From the uplift trend of
fig. 2 the age should thus be between 9000 and 9500 years old. This stage
is called "fjord stage 2".

11.5. Nunatak zone

The deposits of the nunatak zone are restricted to the Sukkertoppen
and Holsteinsborg districts. Its surface characteristic is believed to be
between 1000 and 2000 m (p. 80). Several stages in the deposition of
the nunatak zone are distinguishable. The youngest, Avatdleq stage oc
curred at the formation of a marine levelof 130 m a.s.l. and before one
at 95-100 m the age of which is 8250 ± 130 years B.P. (K-l037). How
ever, its situation outside the fjord stage 2 deposits indicates that the
age of this stage must be older than 9500 years. With a distance between
the outer zone and the nunatak zone of e. 50 km and a maximum reces
sion of the iee margin of e. 100 m annuaIly, the retreat of the Inland
Ice margin between the two zones must have taken under optimal
conditions at least 500 years. Hence, the Avatdleq stage must be con
sidered to be nearly 10,000 years old and the more westerly situated
stages of the zone even older.

The glaciation limit during these stages is believed to have been
situated little more than 300-500 m below the present one.
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11.6. Local glaciations

VI

Deposits from local glaciations must be relatively young because of
their proximity to the present glaciers and deposits from historicaI
time. The glaciation limit at the time of their deposition is considered
to have been 200-300 m lower than the present one, and the sea level
stood near the present level. Thus, these deposits are correlated with
those of the inner zone of the Inland lee.

A few older deposits of local glaciations, corresponding to a greater
extent of glaciation than those above, ean be related to terraces, which
may be of marine origin, e. g. Tasiussaq and lkatlissaq in the Sukkertop
pen district. If so these deposits correlate with fjord stage 1 or 2. The
depression of the associated glaciation limit is thought to have been
300-500 m.

It is not certain to which stage the deposits of local glaciations at
Niaqornakasik in the Julianehåb district should be referred. The related
terrace systems and the necessarily relatively low glaciation limit imply
their correlation with the fjord stages or possibly even with deposits of
the Nunatak zone.

A striking feature is the relative unimportance of the local glaciers
to the glaciation of the area during the prehistoric period. This may be
due to the glaciation limit already having risen to heights almost equal
to those of today before deglaciation of the coastal stretch reached its
present extent.

The glacial events in West Greenland may be expressed schemati
cally:

Marine
Depression

Deposit Age Classification of glaciation
level limit

Historicai time 350-30 B.P. 1 stage, several phases Om 100-200 m
(c. 1600-1920
A.D.)

Inner zone 4800-2500 B.P.? Several stages? Om 200-300 m

Outer zone 7500-9500 B.P. 2 stages: 300-500 m?
Fjord stage 1 35-60 m
(7500-8500 B.P.)
Fjord stage 2 70-80 m
(9000-9500 B.P.)

Nunatak zone :> 10,000 years Several stages. 300-700 m?
B.P. Youngest:

Avatdleq stage 130 m
(c. 10,000 B.P.)

The position of the zones is shown schematically in fig. 58.
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11.7. Correlation with other parts of Greenland

The only published survey of glacial deposits of regional extent in
Greenland is that from northern and northeastern Greenland by DAvIEs
(1961) and KRINSLEY (1961). They recognise widespread deposits of the
Inland Ice belonging to a glacial stage which they date to between
3700 and 6000 years B.P. However, these moraines are related to a ma
rine levelof c. 60 m a.s.l. and since the available radiocarbon dates
suggest that the uplift there has been essentially contemporaneous
with the uplift of West and East Greenland, the moraines are probably
older than the date suggested. They should therefore probably be cor
related with the deposits of the outer zone of West Greenland rather than
with the deposits of the inner zone.

Whilst the behaviour of the Inland Ice in historicaI time suggests
that some difference in the time of response to climatic fluctuations
should exist between North and West Greenland, not enough is known
for the implication of this in terms of the older glaciations to be predicted.

Though the inner zone has not defenitely been recognised in North
Greenland, some "inner zone" moraines, mapped by KRINSLEY (1961)
around the interior parts of Danmarks Fjord, may possibly belong to it.
However, no dates are available for their formation.

In central East Greenland, LASCA (in print) concluded from his in
vestigations in the Skeldal area, near Mesters Vig, that the area was
deglaciated before the Allerød and that two later readvances of the gla
ciers occurred. These he dates, on indirect evidence, to the Younger
Dryas time and to some time prior to 1500 B.P., possibly around 2600 B.P.
Further south, in Scoresby Sund, JOHN and SUGDEN (1965) have described
an older stage near Schuchert Dal area, which coincides with a marine
levelof c. 100 m a.s.l. They refer it on indirect evidence to the time
of the formation of the Fennoscandian moraines of Scandinavia, i. e.
c. 10,000 B.P.

11.8. Correlation with areas outside Greenland

Outside Greenland, glacier advances dated to the Sub-Atlantic have
been described from Norway (0STREM 1961, p. 419), Iceland (THORARINS
SON 1949, p. 250), the Alps (AARIO 1944, p. 28, HEUBERGER 1956, pp.
91-98, BEscHEL and HEUBERGER 1958, pp.91-93), western United
States (HEUSSER 1957, p.144) and Alaska (GOLDTHWAIT et al. 1963,
p.72). Other advances have been dated to the Sub-Boreal in the Alps
(GFELLER et al. 1961, p. 19), United States (MElER 1963, p. 72) and Alaska
(KARLSTROM 1964, p.63). In a recent compilation by MERCER (1965)
the two chief periods of advance are considered as having been between
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2000-2500 years B.P. and 4000-4800 B.P. respectively. Presumably the
advances represented by the inner zone in West Greenland are to be
correlated with these.

The outer zone does not seem to have any equivalent in northern
Europe. It maybe that the waning ice sheet had lowered its surface to
such an extent that it was hardly affected by a slight lowering of the
glaciation limit. However, in North America, the Cochrane advance of
Hudson Bay occurred in this period and the ice cap between 8000 and
9000 years B.P. covered great areas around Hudson Bay (KARLSTROM
1956, FALCONER et al. 1965a, b). The altitude of this ice cover must
therefore have been sufficiently high for it to have been responsive to
fluctuations in the glaciation limits in the area. An advance from this
period is also known from Alaska, the "Tanya advance" of KARLSTROM
(1965, p. 119).

Since nothing is known about the difference in age between the fjord
stage 2 and the deposits of the nunatak zone (included the Avatdleq
stage) it is difficult to correlate them with other areas.

It is possibIe that in Greenland readvances of the nunatak zone
were minor events during the rapid retreat of the ice, and thus less
significant than some of the younger ones. In this sense certain points
of resemblance can be found in the situation before c. 10,000 B.C. in
Norway (ANDERSEN 1960, 1965) and with the southern parts of the
North American ice sheet (WAYNE and ZUMBERGE 1965). The deposits
in all three areas seem to represent a series of advances or halt phases
closely folIowing each other. At least parts of the nunatak zone deposits
may represent the stages of Ra-Salpausselka in Scandinavia and in
Iceland, where moraines of this stage were described by EINARSSON
(1963, 1964). In this context, it is believable that the moraines of the
last ice age in West Greenland must be found in the banks offshore, as
aIready presumed by HELLAND (1876, p. 68). This last assumption is
illustrated in fig. 58 by a moraine zone between Holsteinsborg and Store
Hellefiskebanke.
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13. DANSK RESUME

1. (pp. 7-9). Indledningsvis gives en oversigt over såvel tidligere som
igangværende glaciologiske og glacialgeologiske undersøgelser af området.
Det undersøgte område omfatter Vestgrønland fra Julianehåb distrikt
til Upernavik distrikt. Væsentlige dele af behandlingen er dog koncen
treret til de centrale dele af dette område d. e. mellem Godthåb distrikt
og Disko Bugt. Afhandlingens formål er her at sammenligne forløb og
udbredelse af gletscherfluctuationerne i historisk tid med ældre tiders
udbredelse af gletscherne.

2. (p. 10-18). En gennemgang af tidligere undersøgelse angiver, at
det må antages at Vestgrønland har været omtrent totalt nediset
under sidste istid. Det må formodes at enkelte højtliggende partier af
de kystnære bjergmassiver omkring Sukkertoppen og Holsteinsborg på
dette tidspunkt har raget frem af isen som nunatakker. En landhævning
efter sidste istid har haft samme forløb i Vestgrønland som angivet for
0stgrønland af STUIVER & WASHBURN (1962) og LASCA (in print). Det
fremgår af landhævningens forløb (se fig. 2), at væsentlige dele af Ind
landsisens rand må have været bortsmeltet fra det nuværende kyst
område tidligt i Holocæn tid.

Undersøgelser af den klimatiske udvikling i området er tidligere
foretaget på pollenanalytisk og marint faunistisk grundlag og viser over
ensstemmelser med det samtidige klimaforløb i Skandinavien. Mere
detaillerede kvantitative undersøgelser over klimaudviklingen gennem
det sidste hundrede år viser en generel temperaturstigning på ca. 2° C
for året og ca. 1° C for sommerperioden. Temperaturstigningen har dog
været afbrudt af kuldeperioder 1880/90 og 1913/16. Yderligere er af
VIBE (1967) ved ældre observationer påvist kuldeperioder 1807/21
og 1860/66. Medens der for hele området spores samme forløb i tempera
turændringer, kan noget sådant ikke påvises for nedbørsfluctuationer.

3. (pp. 19-27). Som bedst egnet udtryk for den recente nedisnings
omfang angives glaciationsgrænserne og et kort over disses højder i
Vestgrønland er angivet i fig. 6. Det fremgår af det sparsomme materiale,
at de på forskellig vis definerede sne- og glaciationsgrænser alle udgør
en zone, som med en bredde af ca. 200 m forløber fra 600-800 m o. h.
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ved yderkysten til 1400-1700 m o.h. over Indlandsisens rand. Denne
zone ses også at falde sammen med ligevægtsgrænsen for gletscherens
omsætning, hvilket er udtrykt i gletschernes »aktivitetsindex«.

For Indlandsisens rand og mod nord i området findes et ringe
aktivitetsindex, mod syd og ved lav beliggenhed af glaciationsgrænsen
et stort. Det er derfor muligt at gletscherne i Sydgrønland vil reagere
hurtigere på klimaændringer end hvad tilfældet er i Nordgrønland.

Højden af glaciationsgrænsen synes derfor at have betydning for
gletschernes massebalance. Der findes for Vestkysten en grov korrela
tion mellem glaciationsgrænsens højde og sommertemperaturens og den
årlige nedbørs størrelse. Temperaturens indflydelse på glaciationsgræn
sens beliggenhed er langt større end nedbørens. Overensstemmende med
denne forbindelse findes, at glaciationsgrænsen, vurderet fra tidligere
observationer, i løbet af ca. 100 år har hævet sig 100-200 m.

4. (pp.28-65). Fluctuationer af ca. 500 gletscherlober er gennemgået
på grundlag af historisk materiale. For største delen af disse gletscher
lober dækker de givne data kun de sidste ca. 30 år og loberne udviser
her blot recession. Det behandlede materiale omfatter derfor kun 135
gletschere, hvis data dækker et længere tidsrum og hvor lokaliteterne
har en passende geografisk spredning.

Data for de 135 gletscherlober med henvisning til observationens art
eller kilder er givet i »List of glacier fluctuations«, pp.162-187. De samme
fluctuationer er grafisk opstillet i kurverne tavle 2.

Det fremgår af materialet, at fluctuationerne af gletscherfronterne
har samme fase, men forskellige amplitude for gletscherlober med hhv.
lokale firnområder (»lokalglaciationer«) og Indlandsisens firnområde.
y derIigere, at temperaturændringerne er af primær betydning, og at
forsinkelse i tid mellem temperaturminima og tilsvarende gletscherfrem
stød er på nogle få år eller årtier. Temperaturændringen i de første år
tier af det 19. århundrede resulterede således i fremstød, afsættende
moræner omkring 1840-1850. Perioden i 1860'erne initierede fremstø
dene mellem 1880 og 1900 (1890'ernes fremstød) og den korte fase 1913
1916 fremstød kulminerende i 1920'erne.

Hvad angår gletscherfluctuationernes amplitude, nåede fremstødene
1840-1850 og 1880-1900 oftest omtrent til maximal udbredelse for hi
storisk tid, medens fremstødene i dette århundrede har været af mindre
omfang. Et ældre fremstød, dateret af BESCHEL, angiver yderligere en
maximal udbredelse af gletscherne omkring 1650 og 1750.

Det må fremhæves, at der i den sydligste og mest oceanisk influe
rede del af Vestgrønland spores en tendens til stor udbredelse af glet
scherloberne allerede før 1880, d.v. s. måske o. 1750, medens de kontinen
talt prægede gletscherlober fra Indlandsisen viser en maximal udbredelse
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omkring 1900. Yderligere ses omfanget af fremstødet omkring 1920 at
stige i de nordligste dele af området (Umanak distrikt). Denne tendens
bliver yderligere accentueret i Nordgrønland, hvor DAVIES har påvist en
maximal udbredelse af flere gletscherlober omkring 1920-30.

Sammenholdt med gletscherfluctuationer fra andre områder i den
atlantiske del af den nordlige hemisfære, synes de ovennævnte anomalier
i gletscherfluctuationernes amplitude at passe ind i det billede af glet
scherfluctuationer, SHUMSKII har givet. SHUMSKII anfører, at de højpolare
gletschere i det nordligste Grønland, Axel Heiberg Land og i det nord
lige dele af Baffin Island viser ringe reaktion på klimafluctuationer,
medens en zone over Island-Sydvestgrønland og muligvis dele af 0st
grønland, Jan Mayen, Norge og Spitzbergen viser en hurtig reaktion. I
forbindelse med denne zonale fordeling af gletschernes reaktioner viser
loberne ved højpolare gletschertyper en tendens til opretholdelse af eller
udbredelse til maximum i historisk tid indtil de seneste årtier, medens
de tempererede gletschere ofte angives at have maximum o. 1750 eller
1850. Den undersøgte region i Grønland ses således at danne overgangsled
mellem de to zoner.

En sammenhæng mellem data for gletscherfluctuationerne og den
kendte sekundære sænkning af Grønland, begyndt i det 17. århundrede og
afløst ca. 1940 af hævning, kan ikke med sikkerhed findes på foreliggende
grundlag.

Af de givne data ses, at sammensynkningen af Indlandsisens rand
er noget mindre end for loberne i lokale firnområder, beliggende ved
yderkysterne, hvor smeltningen har sat ind tidligere. Under antagelse af,
at de undersøgte lober fra Indlandsisen repræsenterer et gyldigt gennem
snit af sammensynkningen af Indlandsisens rand i den sydlige halvdel
af Grønland, og at en ringere afsmeltning af randområdet i Nordgrønland
kompenseres af det ekstra tab ved israndens tilbagetrækning, findes et
gennemsnitligt tab af Indlandsisens randområde på ca. 200 km3 årligt.
Resultatet svarer til en beregning af Indlandsisens tab, foretaget af BAUER
på grundlag af estimerede værdier af Indlandsisens massebalance.

5. (pp. 66-78). De recente aflejringer ved Indlandsisens rand behand
les kun kort. Det anses dog for berettiget fra de observerede isrands
aflejringer i historisk tid, i grove træk at kunne rekonstruere Indlands
isens overfladeforhold også under tidligere stadier ud fra aflejringer, afsat
af isranden.

To typer aflejringer ses i Vestgrønland at være af interesse ved den
recente isrand: dødisterræn og blokmoræner.

Det fremgår af observationerne, at dødislandskaber i historisk tid
initialt dannes ved shear moraines, men at disse shear moraines kan
dannes ved enten transversale eller longitudinale forskydninger i glet-

165 10
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scherisen. Dødisdannelse må forudsætte delvist eller totalt stop af den
egentlige gletscherflydning. Dette betinges af en udtynding af gletsche
ren til et minimum af mægtighed, hvis størrelse afhænger af gletscher
overfladens hældning.

Blokgletschere ses at optræde i stort tal i den nordlige del af det
undersøgte område, især på Nugssuaq halvøen og i Umanak distrikt.
Foruden den almindeligt antagne forudsætning for deres eksistens: ud
præget jointing af oprindelsesbjergarten og et alpint terræn, antages her
en oprindelse, hvis væsentligste elementer er sidemoræner- og talusdan
nelse. Under udtynding af den oprindelige gletscher afsnøres gennem mar
ginal shear dødisområder, dækket med blokmoræne. Derefter omformes
disse dødismoræner ved dalværts krybning til blokgletschere med den ka
rakteristiske ogive dannelse på overfladen. Ved gradvis forsvinden af isen i
blokmellemrummene ophører krybningen og det nuværende bloktilskud
består blot i talusdannelse på toppen af blokmorænerne. Det antages
derfor at udstrakte blokmoræneforekomster såvel med som uden blok
gletscherdannelse ækvivalerer sidemoræner ved bestemmelse af ældre
israndsstadier.

De øvrige glaciale aflejringer frembyder ligheder med, hvad der er
beskrevet fra Sydvestnorge. Mere specielt for grønlandske forhold er den
hyppige forekomst af interlobat moræneterræn og nunatakmoræner.
Årsmoræner dannet i historisk tid er kun observeret et enkelt sted, og
morænematerialet tillader ingen sondring mellem push- og depositional
morames.

Som helhed konkluderes, at samtlige israndsaflejringer afsat i hi
storisk tid danner et bælte af moræner, der karakteriserer et enkelt
stadium i lobernes udbredelse, medens de lokale faser (1650?, 1750?,
1850?, 1890 og 1920) næppe kan korreleres morfologisk over større stræk
ninger uden en nøje datering. Dette gælder såvel Indlandsisens aflejrin
ger som aflejringer fra lokale firnområder.

6. (pp. 79-82). Undersøgelse af aflejringer dannet i historisk tid må
angive, at bæltet af israndsaflejringer af samme bredde og mægtighed
som dem der er dannet i historisk tid, må angive "klimaforværringer"
af samme størrelse (ækvivalente temperaturændringer) og/eller samme
intensitet (d. e. dækkende flere hundrede år).

Præhistoriske israndsaflejringer forekommer især i stor mængde af
sat af Indlandsisen. På grund af den hyppige forekomst af nunatakmoræ
ner er foretrukket en preliminær inddeling og korrelation ved hjælp af
de tidligere israndsaflejringers beliggenhed over den nuværende overflade
af Indlandsisen (israndsaflejringernes »karakteristik«). Kontrol af denne
korrelation kan derefter i enkelte tilfælde foretages ved undersøgelse af
havets niveau under israndsaflejringernes afsætning. Af aflejringer fra
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Indlandsisen skelnes mellem en »Indre zone«, en I>Ydre zone« og en
>}>}Nunatak zone«.

Præhistoriske aflejringer afsat af lokalglaciationer er kun kortlagt i
begrænset omfang. Til korrelation anvendes her glaciationsgrænsebestem
melse ved morænens afsætning efter PENCK og BRUKNER'S fremgangs
måde i Alperne. Kun i enkelte tilfælde er en korrelation ved bestemmelse
af det marine niveau under aflejringernes afsætning mulig.

7. (pp. 83-92). Aflejringerne fra den »Indre zone« gennemgås distrikts
vis. Aflejringerne fra denne zone forekommer spredt og karakteriseres
alle ved at være dannet ved et marine niveau omtrent som det nuvæ
rende. Forekomst af eskimoruiner på og indenfor disse aflejringers om
råde taler for, at i det mindste en del af zonen må være afsat for mere
end 3500 år siden. Muligheden for, at disse aflejringer er dannet under
tidsmæssigt forskellige stadier i Indlandsisens udbredelse kan ikke ude
lukkes.

8. (pp. 93-124). En lokalitetsvis gennemgang af den I>Ydre zone's« af
lejringer foretages. Zonens aflejringer er tidligere af forfatteren beskre
vet under navn af »fjord stadiet«. Zonens aflejringer er afsat ved hav
niveauer mellem 35 og 80 m over det nuværende. I Julianehåb distrikt
er det dog muligt, at det marine niveau under disse aflejringers afsæt
ning kun har været 15 m over det nuværende havniveau. Der kan under
tiden skelnes mellem et nedre moræne system, dannet ved et marint
niveau af 35-60 m og et øvre system, dannet 70-80 m o. h. Det må derfor
antages fra forløbet af landets hævning (fig. 2) at det nedre system
(fjord stage 1) er afsat for mellem 7500 og 8500 år siden, det øvre
(fjord stage 2) for mellem 9000 og 9500 år siden.

9. (pp. 125-129). »Nunatak zonens« aflejringer er kun fundet i de cen
trale dele af Vestgrønland : Sukkertoppen og Holsteinsborg distrikter, hvor
de i kystlandets fjelde er fundet mellem 600 og 1000 m o. h. Herfra kan
israndsaflejringerne i Ikert6q fjordens indre område for det inderste og
yngste stadiums vedkommende følges ned til fjorden. Det ses dannet ved et
marint niveau 130 m o.h., hvilket peger mod en alder af 10000 år eller
mere. Denne alder angiver således et minimum for det indre og yngste
system af zonens aflejringer.

10. (pp. 130-134). Israndsaflejringerne fra de lokale gletschere angiver
næsten alle en dannelse ved en glaciationsgrænse, næppe mange hun
drede meter under den nuværende. Undtaget er dog Niaqornakasik i
Julianehåb distrikt, dannet ved en glaciationsgrænse 400-700 m under
den nuværende. De fleste aflejringer med kontakt til marin behandling

10*
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angiver desuden en dannelse ved marine niveauer nær det recente. Her
må dog ligeledes undtages Niaqornakasikstadiet i Sydgrønland, der er
skåret af terrassedannelser mellem 38 og 24 m o. h.

11. (pp. 135-141). Den oftest sene udvikling af lokalglaciationernes af
lejringer antyder, at glaciationsgrænsen allerede ved kystlandets deglacia
tion var hævet omtrent til den nuværende højde. Således fandtes der
ikke betingelser for, at extensive lokalglaciationer dækkede områder,
fremsmeltet fra Indlandsisen.

Det er sandsynligt, at Julianehåb distrikt er blevet deglacieret be
tydeligt tidligere end det øvrige område fra den kontinentale nedisning,
hvorfor mulighed for en mere udbredt følgende sekundær, partiel nedis
ning under lokalglaciationer er større her end i de mere nordligt belig
gende områder.

Sammenligninger med områder udenfor Grønland gør det sandsyn
ligt, at den »Indre zone's« aflejringer må henføres til flere stadier; forment
ligt dem, dannet indenfor de to perioder 2000-2500 og 4000-4800 før
vor tid.

De to stadier i den »Ydre zone's« aflejringer: Fjord stage 1 og 2
synes ikke at have nogen europæiske ækvivalenter. Derimod synes de
tidsmæssigt at kunne sammenstilles med Cochrane fremstødet i Nord
amerika, der vides at have fundet sted mellem 8000 og 9000 år før vor
tid.

»Nunatak zonen« aflejringer må derimod formodes at kunne korre
leres med yngre Dryas tid og muligvis også ældre Dryas tids aflejringer
i Nordeuropa og Nordamerika. En nøjere datering og differentiation af
de enkelte faser i denne zones aflejringer er ikke gennemført.
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15. TABLES

15.1. Relationship between precipitation, summer
temperature and glaciation limit

Table 1a. Annual precipitation (p) and summer temperature (s), i. e. mean
ot June, July, August and September temperatures, at 15 West Greenland
stations (atter BLINKENBERG 1952). Altitude ot glaciation limit (g) at

same stations taken trom the map in fig. 6.

Name of station' Latitude ILOngitudel (s)
l

Period 01

(p) observation (g)

Prins Christians (Xl) (X2) (Y)
Sund .......... 60°03' 43°17' 5.9° C 265 cm 1943-1948 750 m
Nanortalik ..... 60°07' 45°11' 6.6°C 88 cm 1925-1941 750 m
Simiutaq ....... 60°40' 46°35' 5.2°C 78 cm 1942-1948 1000 m
Narssaq ........ 600 54' 46°00' 6.8°C 71 cm 1944-1948 1200 m
Narssarssuaq ... 61°09' 45°22' 8.7°C 70 cm 1941-1948 1500 m
Ivigtut ........ 61°12' 480 12' 8.30 C 135 cm 1925-1941 1200 m
Grønnedal. ..... 610 14' 480 07' 7.0°C 113 cm 1943-1948 1200 m
Marraq ........ 63°26' 510 12' 5.3°C 82 cm 1943-1948 700 m
Godthåb ....... 64°10' 51°44' 6.4°C 51 cm 1925-1941 700 m
Cruneher Island. 66°04' 53°30' 5.40 C 95 cm 1942-1948 600 m
Sdr. Strømfjord . 67"00' 50°43' 7.5°C 13 cm 1941-1948 1350 m
Egedesminde ... 680 42' 52°50' 4.2°C 23 cm 1943-1945 750 m
Godhavn ....... 69°15' 53°32' 6.4° C 41 cm 1925-1935 700 m
Jakobshavn .... 69°13' 510 07' 6.1°C 24 cm 1925-1941 1000 m
Upernavik .... 72°47' 56°10' 4.5°C 20 cm 1925-1941 725 m

160 11
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Table 1b. Determination of relation between s( = Xl), p(~ X 2) and g( = Y).
The determination was kindly made by E. SVEINSDOTTIR. Y EX? is the

observed value and Y GALG the calculated value of Y.

Linear regression analysis with two independent variables

y = A + Bl X Xl + B2 X X2

Xl: Mean summer temperature June-Sept. in degrees centigrade
X2 : Mean annual precipitation in cm
Y: Glaciation limit in metres

YCALC I (YEXP-YCALC)/S

5.9 265 750 711 0.2
6.6 88 750 988 -1.3
5.2 78 1000 750 1.3
6.8 71 1200 1038 0,9
8.7 70 1500 1374 0.7
8.3 135 1200 1247 -0.2
7.0 113 1200 1037 0.9
5.3 82 700 764 -0.3
6.4 51 700 985 -1.5
5.4 95 600 770 -0.9
7.5 13 1350 1212 0.7
4.2 23 750 621 0.7
6.4 41 700 994 -LO
6.1 24 1000 956 0.2
4.5 20 725 677 0.3

Standard deviations .

Correlation coefficents .

A B,

-99.381 176.371
48.997 40.103

ryX, ryX,
0.764 -0.072

Ryx,x, = 0.787

-0.869
0.814

rx,x,
0.151

Standard error of estimate, S = 190

15.2. List of glacier fiuctuations

Reference to the data listed is given in pp. 149-160. The first column
shows the archive number of the locality as given in plate 1, lowermost
point af the trim line zone (Mo) aRd the surface inc1ination of the glacier
lobe (g). The significance of Mo is shown in fig. 8 and the surface inclina
ti0n øf the glacier lobes (g) is given in 0/0, i. e. 100 x the tangent of the
slope. Where the slope varies greatly, the values of the inclination nearest
to the front are italicised.
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The second column gives the year, or approximate year, of observa
tion and the third column shows the approximate values of at (see fig. 8)
in metres. In the fourth column the values of at are converted to percen
tage values of maximum retreat (maximum retreat = 100 Ofo) as explained
on pp. 30-31 and p. 56. For a few of the localities (Loc. 69, 76, 106 and
107) no values have been given because of the lack of appropriate data.

In the comments on glacier fronts in the fifth column, "Calving"
always means calving in the sea, otherwise "Calving in lake" is used.

The last column gives the source of the information. Besides the
literary sources given in the bibliography it refers to the folIowing col
lections in Copenhagen:

1) Arktisk Institut
JETTE BANG (loc.39), J. C. D. BLOCH (loc.11), A. JESSEN (loc.2),
L. KocH (loc.85, 86), H. MOLTKE (loc. 25), M. PORSILD (loc.39),
anon. (loc. 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 130).

2) Det Kongelige Bibliothek (The Royal Library)
S. KLEINSCHMIDT (loc.28), J. KREUTZMANN (loc.33, 40, 41, 49, 50,
51, 52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 59, 61, 65), P. MOTZFELDT (loc. 12), L. MØLLER
(loc.25), B. PETERS (loc.20), H. RINK (loc.37) and D. SCHMIDT
(loc.15).

3) Kryolitselskabet Øresund
R. BØGVAD (loc. 14, 15), K. J. V. STEENSTRUP (loc. 15), N. SØRENSEN
(loc. 15), anon. (loc. 15).

4) Mineralogisk Museum
A. JESSEN (loc.2, 8, 9), M. PORSILD (loc.95), K. J. V. STEENSTRUP
(loc. 1, 5, 6, 86, 103, 106, 107).

5) Nationalmuseets Etnografiske Samling
P. NØRLUND (loc. 12), K. STEPHENSEN (loc. 15).

6) Nordisk Films Kompagni
(loc. 75, 76).

7) Private ownership
R. BESCHEL (loc.86), J. GEORGI (loc.75, 76), K. GRIPP (loc.21, 25,
28), G. HATT (loc. 8), E. KNUTH (loc. 26), E. KOCH (loc. 61), H.
KRAGEGAARD (loc.60), J. NIELSEN (loc. 1), AA. NISSEN (loc.18, 26),
A. STOCKFLETH (loc. 86), B. SØNDERGAARD (loc. 6), H. SØRENSEN
(loc.59) and C. L. VEBÆK (loc. 14).

Other information is derived from the Geodetic Institute's map
sheets at 1: 250,000 of the northern part of the area made in the 1930's,
and the map sheets at 1: 50,000 of the U.S. Army for parts of the J uli
anehåb district, made from aerial photographs in the early 1940's. The
abbreviation "Aer. phot." refers to the photographs of the Photogram
metric Section, Geodetic Institute.

11*
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Table 2.

I. JULIANEHÅB-GODTHÅB DISTRICTS: LOCAL GLACIATIONS

Loc.no.,Mo·and g I Year! at I % I comme~~:~: glacier I Sonrce of information

Loc. la 1833 200 21 Calving, before 1833 WElDICK (1959)

Mo = Om advancing
g = 20% 1876 200 21 Calving STEENSTRUP (diary)

1894 200 21 - JESSEN (1896)
1926 550 58 Front on land ROUSSELL (1941)
1942? 900 95 Front calving in lake Aer. phot.

1958 950 100 - WElDICK (1963b)
1961 ? ? "In state of retreat" KELLy & WALLIS

(1961)
-- -----

Loc. 1b 1876 100 7 Calving STEENSTRUP (diary)
Mo = O m 1881 100 7 - HOLM (1883)

g = 60"/0 1889 O O - HARTZ (1898)
1894 800 57 - J ESSEN (1896)
1926 800 57 - ROUSSELL (1941)
1942? 1400 100 - Aer. phot.
1949 1400 100 - J. NIELSEN (phot.)
1958 1400 100 - WElDICK (1963b)

------~~~~~--- _...

Loc.2 1894 100? 22? Front calving in lake JESSEN (phot.)
Mo == 495 m 1951 300 67 - Aer. phot.
g = 20"/0 1957 450 100 Front on land FRISTRUP (1961)

------- -------

Loc.3 1881 250 17 Calving HOLM (1883)

Mo"" Om, g =10"/0 1953 1500 100 - Aer. phot.
-- ------"-

Loc.5 1876 O O Calving STEENSTRUP (diary)
Mo == OJll 1926 O? Oi' - ØDUM (1927)
g = c. 5% 1942?!1500 100 - Aer. phot.

1947 1500 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 1500 100 - Aer. phot.
1957 1500 100 - WElDICK (1963b)
1960 1500 100 - WElDICK (1963b)

--- "O" --_._-

Loc.6 1876 O O Steepfrontto smalllake STEENSTRUP (phot.)
Mo < 50 m 1899 100 68 Thinning front. Initial STEENSTRUP (phot.)
g == c. 4"/0 dead ice formation

1942 150 100 Dead ice formation Aer. phot.
1950 150 100 - SØNDERGAARD (phot.)
1953 150 100 - Aer. phot.
1955 150 100 - WElDICK (1963b)
1958 150 100 - WElDICK (1963b)
1960 150 100 - WElDICK (1963b)

--" ------

Loc.7 1900 100 8 Steep front USSING (1912)
Mo == 700 m 1952 1200 96 - WElDICK (1959)
g = 20"/0 1955 1200 96 - WElDICK (1959)

1957 1250 100 Thinning I WEIDICK (1959)

(continuedj
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Table 2 (continued).

165

Loc.no., Moand g I Year I at I "Io I commenf~:~: glacier I Source of information

Loc.21 1878 O O Calving lobe KORNERUP (1879)
Mo = O m 1930 100 40 Thinning lobe just GRIPP (phot.)
g = 100"10 reaching the sea

1955 250 100 Front on land WEIDICK (1959)
--,--"- --- ---"...~----_ .._. --~--- ----

Loc.25 c. 1890 200 25 Clear, steep front MØLLER (phot., sketch)
Mo = 10 ro 1903 200 25 i - MOLTKE (sketch)
g = 100"/0 1930 800 100 I - GRIPP (phot.)

1953 800 100 I - Aer. phot.
1955 800 100 - WEIDICK (1959)

II. JULIANEHAB-GODTHAB DISTRICTS: INLAND ICE MARGIN

Loc.8 1894 O O Calving JESSEN (1896, diary)
Mo ~ Om 1932 O O - HATT (phot.)
g=3"1o 1947 O O - Aer. phot.

1953 O O - Aer. phot.
1955 O. O Calving, margins WEIDICK (1963b)

I expanding
;

.. --'--- ~---_. ._-- ------,..__. .---._-----

Loc.9 1894 2700 60 Calving JESSEN (1896, phot.)
)l:o~Om 1947 4000 89 - Aer. phot.
g = 4-30"10 1953 4500 100 - Aer. phot.

._- ._--

Loc. 10 (0) 1876 100 4 Front on land STEENSTRUP (1881)
Mo = 80 m 1944 1940 87 Front calving in lake Map, aer. phot.
g ~ 15"/0 1953 2340 96 - Aer. phot.

1957 2440 100 - WEIDICK (1963b)
---------

Loc. 10 (V) 1876 100 12 Partly calving, pied- STEENSTRUP (1881)
Mo = Om mont-formed lobe
g = 13-25"/0 1944 700 81 Front on land, tongue- Map.

shaped lobe
1953 800 93 - Aer. phot.
1957 850 99 - WEIDICK (1963b)
1958 860 100 - WEIDICK (1963b)

------_._- .... -----_..~_._._-

Loc.ll 1890 300 35 Tongue-shaped lobe BLOCK (1893, phot.)
Mo ~ Om 1948 800 94 Margin of Inland ice Aer. phot.
g = 10-20"/0 1957 850 100 - WEIDICK (1963b)

-_.._---

Loc.12 1854 600 50 Calving MOTZFELDT (map.)
Mo = O In 1890 600 50 - BLOCH (1893)
g = 5-10 % 192G GOO? 50? -- NØRLUND (phot.)

1953 1200 100 - Aer. phot.

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued).

VI

Loc.no., Moand g I Year I at I % I comm~~~::n glacier I Source of information

Loc.14A 1880 40 7 Piedmont-formed HOLST (1886)
Mo ~ O m lobe on land
g = 14-5% 1890 O O - BLOCH (1893)

1903 O O - BRUUN (1918)
1938 600 85 Tongue-shaped lobe BØGVAD (phot.)

on land
1949 700 100 - BØGVAD (phot.)
1953 700 100 - Aer. phot.
1955 700 100 - WEIDICK (1959)
~~--

Loc.14B 1890 O O Calving BLOCH (1893)
Mo = Om 1903 O O - BRUUN (1918)
g = 10-20% 1949 600 92 - BØGVAD (phot.)

1951 630 98 - VEBÆK (phot.)
1955 650 100 - WEIDICK (1959)

~--------------_.. - --

Loc.15 1863 O O Calving SCHMIDT (map)
Mo ~ Om 1869 O O - Phot.
g ~ 10% 1871 200 10 - Phot.

1899 400 20 - STEENSTRUP (phot.)
1912 500 25 - STEPHENSEN (phot.)
1923 750 38 - Phot.
1927 1100 55 - N. SØRENSEN (phot.)
1945 1800 90 - BØGVAD (phot.)
1950 1950 98 - BøGVAD (phot.)
1955 2000 100 - WEIDICK (1959)

-----

Loc.18 1919 75 13 Calving BEl\'DIXEN (1921)
Mo ~ Om 1921 75 13 - NISSE" (phot.)
g = 50% 1955 575 100 Calving, front partly WEIDICK (1959)

on land
-- ~- -- ""--- ._._ ..._-~~

Loc.20 1859 O O Calving PETERS (map)
Mo = Om 1878 O O - KORNERUP (1879)

g = 50-100% 1948 c. 2000 100 - Aer. phot.
~-

Loc. 23- S 1729 O O Front on land P AARS (1936)
Mo ~ 360 m 1776 O? O? - THORIlALLESEN, in
g=80f0 WEIDICK (1959)

1888 1200 44 Front calving in lake NAN8E" (1890)
1937 2400 87 - Aer. phot.
1948 2450 89 - Aer. phot.
1955 2750 100 - Aer. phot.
~---- ---

Loc. 23 - N 1729 O O Front on land P.URS (1936)
Mo ~ 360 m 1776 O? O? - TIIORIIALLESEl\' (191-!)
g~8% 1888 1200 55 Front calving in lake NANSEN (1890)

1937 1700 77 - Aer. phot.
1948 2150 94 - Aer. phot.
1955 2200 100 - WEIDICK (1959)

(coutinued)
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Table 2 (continued).

167

I I
at

I
%

I
Comments on glacier I

Loc.no., Mo and g Year front Source of Information

Loc.26 1808 5500 32 I Calving GIESECKE (1910)
Mo = O m 1850/60 11000 65 - WEInICK (1959)
g = 4-17% 1885 11000 65 - J. A. D. JENsEx(1889)

1903 11000 65 - BRUUN (1918)
1921 15000 88 - NISSEN (phot.)
1932 15000 88 - KNUTlI (phot.)
1937 15000 88 - Aer. phot.
1948 16500 97 - Aer. phot.
1955 17000 100 - Aer. phot.

- ..-~ --- - ---

Loc.28 1855 O O Calving KLEINSClIMIDT (map)
Mo ~ O m 1903 O O - BRUUN (1918)
g ~ 3% 1916 O O - BENDIxEN (1921)

1930 O O - GRIPP (phot.)
1937 O O - Aer. phot.
1942? O O - Aer. phot.
1955 O O - WEIDICK (1959)

III. SUKKERTOPPEN-EGEDESMINDE DISTRICTS:

INLAND ICE MARGIN

Loc.31 1885 O? O? Calving J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo ~ 100 m 1936 O O Alluvial plain before Aer. phot.
g ~ 2-100;. front

1942? O O - Aer. phot.
--

Loc.32 1885 O O Piedmont-shaped lobe J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo ~ 20 m on land
g = 50% 1936 1800 90 Tongue-shaped lobe Aer. phot.

calving in lake
1948 2000 100 Part of front calving Aer. phot.

in lake
----

Loc.33 1863 O O KREUTZMANN (map)
Mo = 680 m 1936 160 80 Calving in lake Aer. phot.
g ~ 3-500;. 1948 180 90 - Aer. phot.

1952 200 100 - Aer. phot.
---- -_.

Loc. 33 (Ba) 1884 O O Front calving in lake J. A. D. JENSEN(1889)
Mo ~ c. 100 m 1936 150 100 - Aer. phot.
g ~ 3-25% 1952 150 100 - Aer. phot.

1959 150 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)
---_.~-- .- --_._._--- ~

Loc.35 c. 1870 O O J. A. D. JENSEN(1889)
Mo ~ 50 m 1909 O O O. NORDENSKIOLD
g ~ 100;. (1914)

1942? O O Clear ice to front Aer. phot.
1959 O O - Aer. phot.

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued).

VI

I l
I I Comments on glacier I

Loc.no., :Moand g Year at i "Io front Source of information

Loc.36 1879 100 33 J. A. D. JENsEN(1881)
:Mo = 100 m 1936 300 100 Thin moraine cover Aer. phot.
g ~ 5"10 1942? 300 100 .- Aer. phot.

-------_...- ---- --- -~_._._--,~--_._._---

Loc.37 1851? O? O? Calving RINK (map)
:Mo ~ O m 1879 O? O? - J. A. D. JENSEN(1881)
g ~ 8-12"10 1911 150 14 - NORD~'!ANN (1961)

1936 1040 95 - Aer. phot.
1942? 1060 96 - Aer. phot.
1961 1100 100 - Aer. phot.

-- _._--_._-,'--- _._--,- -- -

Loc.38 1931/33' O O :Map
:Mo ~ 100 m 1936 250 56 Thin moraine cover Aer. phot.

g = 10"10 1942? 450 100 - Aer. phot.
- ----- _._------------

Loc.39 1851 O O Calving RINK (1857)
Mo ~ O m 1870 O O - A. NORDENSKIOLD

g = 1-5"10 (1871)
1883 20 33 - A. NORDENSKIOLD

(1886)
1924 30 50 Thinning, alluvial plain PORSILD (phot.)

before parts of front
1931/33 40 67 - :Map

1936 50 83 - BANG (phot.)
1948 60 100 - Aer. phot.

IV. SUKKERTOPPEN DISTRICT: LOCAL GLACIATIONS

Loc.40 c. 1860 O O KREUTZMANN (map)
:Mo ~ O m 1884 O O J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)

g ~ 20"10 1925 150 14 Thinning front, dead SCHEEL (1927)
ice formation

1937 1000 90 _. Aer. phot.
1956 1110 100 Thinning WEIDICK (phot.)
1960 1110 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

-----
Loc.41 c. 1860 O O KREUTZMANN (map)
:Mo ~ O m 1885 O O J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
g ~ 12"10 1912/15 50 10 Bonf: (1921)

1920 50 10 Thinning ROSING (1958)
1936 490 96 Partly moraine covered Aer. phot.
1942? 490 96 - Aer. phot.
1956 500 98 - WEIDICK (phot.)
1960 510 100 Initial dead ice

I
WEIDICK (phot.)

formation ,
(continued)
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Table 2 (continued).

169

I I
at I

% I Comments on glacier I
Loc.no., Mo and g Year front Source of information

Loc.42 1885 O? O? J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo = O m 1936 1900 95 Thinning? Aer. phot.
g 0= 10"/0 clear ice to front

1942? 1900 95 - Aer. phot.
1956 2000 100 Thinning, WEIDICK (phot.)

clear ice to front
1960 2000 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

~---_._-

Loc.43 1885 O O Calving J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo ~ O m 1936 1000 100 Thinning? Aer. phot.
g = ]4-17"/0 1942? 1000 100 - Aer. phot.

1956 1000 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)
1960 1000 100 Thinning, WEIDICK (phot.)

clear ice to front
-----------~~ .._------ _.. -- --------,~---

Loc.44 1885 O? O? J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo = 200 m 1936 300 100 Thinning, Aer. phot.
g ~ 50"/0 clear ice to front

1960 300 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)
._-- ~~~._--- ._._-

Loc. 47 B 1885 O O J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo ~ O m 1936 550 98 Thinning, Aer. phot.
g ~ 30"/0 clear ice to front

1960 560 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)
-,-_ .. _--_.. - --- ._------- _._-- _._-- -- --------_.

Loc. 47 E 1885 10 l J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo = O m 1909 150 16 Thinning O. NORDENSKIOLD
g = 30-40"/0 (1914)

1936 560 62 Thinning, Aer. phot.
clear ice to front

1942? 860 94 - Aer. phot.
1960 910 100 - WElDICK (phot.)

_... ---- -~"--------

Loc.48A 1909 50? 7? Clear ice to front I O. NORDENSIUOLD
I

Mo = 20 m (1914)
g = 100"/0 1926/27 ') ? BELKNAP (1941)

1936 550 79 Thinning, Aer. phot.
clear ice to front

1942? 620 88 - Aer. phot.
1961 700 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

-------- -------- --- "_0___•._---

Loc.48B 1909 100 20 O. NORDENSKIOLD
Mo ~ 150 m (1914)
g = ? 1936 200 40 Aer. phot.

1961 500
100 I Glacier transformed WEIDICK (phot.)

to rock glacier

(continued
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TabIe 2 (continued)

I l l I
Comments on glacier I

Loc.no., Mo and g Year at % front Somce of information

Loc.48C 1909 320 I 62 Thinning,

!

O. NORDENSKIOLD

Mo ~ 125 m clear ice to front (1914)

g= 33-100"10 1936 410 78 - Aer. phot.

1942? 440 84 - Acr. phot.

1960 520 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)
---_. ---,-~

---~--_..

Loc. 49 c. 1860 O O Calving KREUTZMANN (map)

Mo ~ O m 1942? 350 100 - Aer. phot.

g=li"lo
------- --_... -" --- ------

Loc.50N c. 1860 2100 68 Calving KREUTZMANN (map)

Mo = O m 1936 2400 77 - Aer. phot.

g = 14-7"10 1942? 3100 100 - Aer. phot.
----- ---- ._-- ------

Loc.51S c. 1860 250 9 Calvin" KREUTZMANN (map)to

Mo = O m 1884 250 9 - J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)

g ~ 20-7"10 1930 1950 68 - Phot.

1936 2350 82 -

I
Aer. phot.

1942? 2700 95 - Aer. phot.

1960 2850 100 Front mainly resting WEIDICK (phot.)

onland
-----

Loc.52N c.1860 500? 33? Calving KREUTZMANN (map)
Mo ~ O m 1930 1500 100 - Phot.

g= 17-6"10 1936 1500 100 Calving, thinning Aer. phot.

1942? 1500 100 - Aer. phot.

1960 1500 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)
-----

Loc.52S c. 1860 1000? 100? Calving KREUTZ)IANN (map)

Mo = O m 1930 1000 100 - Phot.

g= 17-5"10 1936 1000 100 Calving, thinning? Aer. phot.

1938 1000 100 Calving, thinning ETIENNE (1940)

1942? 1000 100 - Aer. phot.

1956 1000 100 - HOLLAND (1958,1961)

1958 1000 100 - BØCHER (1961)

1960 1000 100 - HOFF (1961)
----

Loc. 53 I-N c. 1860 200 20 KREUTZMANN (map)

Mo = O m 1930 1000 100 Thinning Phot.

g = 17-25% 1936 1000 100 - Aer. phot.

1942? 1000 100 - Aer. phot.

1960 1000 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)
-_.-- ___o -_...

Loc. 53 III-N 1885 O O Calving J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)

Mo = O m 1930 50 12 Front just reaching Phot.

g ~ 50"10 sea, thinning

1936 300 75 Front on land, thinning Aer. phot.

1942? 350 88 Thinning Aer. phot.

1960 400 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

I I I I
Comments on glacier I

Loc.no., Mo and g Year at I 0/0 front Source of information

Loc. 53 IV-N 1930 I 900 90 Thinning I Phot.

Mo = 200 m 1936 900 90 - Aer. phot.

g ~ 160(. 1942? 900 90 - Aer. phot.

1960 1000 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)
--

Loc. 53 IV-S 1884 20? 5? Calving? J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)

Mo = O m 1902 20 5 Calving MYLIUS-ERICHSEN &

g = 60(. MOLTKE (1906)

1936 320 80 Front on land, dead Aer. phot.
ice formation

1942? 360 90 Dead ice formation Aer. phot.

1960 400 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)
--------

Loc. 53 V-S 1902 O O Calving MYLIUS-ERICHSEN &
Mo ~ O m MOLTKE (1906)

g ~ 1000(. 1936 O Ol - Aer. phot.
1960 O O Front just reaching WEIDICK (phot.)

sea, thinning
- --~-------
Loc.54-1 1884 O O Calving J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)

Mo = O m 1930 20 7 - Phot.

g = 500(. 1936 20 7 - Aer. phot.

1942? 90 33 - Aer. phot.
1958 240 89 Thinning, just BØCIIER (1961)

reaching sea
1960 270 100 Thinning, clear ice WEIDICK (phot.)

to front
-- . -_.-~. ---_... - --

Loc.54-2 1884 20 8 Calving J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)

Mo ~ O m 1930 170 68 - Phot.

g = 500(. 1942? 220 88 - Aer. phot.
1958 250 100 - BØCHER (1961)

1960 250 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)
--

Loc.55-1 c. 1860 O O Calving KREUTZII1ANN (map)

Mo = O m 1884 O O - J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)

g = 200(. 1930 100 30 Front on land, thinning Phot.
1936 150 50 Aer. phot.
1942? 300 100 Aer. phot.

1960 300 100 WEIDICK (phot.)
--

Loc.56-1 c. 1860 50? 9? Calving KREUTZII1ANN (map)

Mo = O m 1884 50? 9? - J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)

g ~ 30-500(. 1936 500 91 - Aer. phot.

1942? 520 94 - Aer. phot.

1960 550 100 Half part on land WEIDICK (phot.)
------

Loc.56-3 1884 50? 2? Calving J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)

Mo = O m 1942? 3000 100 - Aer. phot.

g = 80(.

(continued)
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VI

Loc.no., Mo and g IYearl at o f
ff)

Comments on glacier
front Source of information

Loc. 57 V-N 1884 O O J. A. D. JE:\SEN(1889)
Mo ~ 200 m 1936 300 100 Aer. phot.

g ~ 50% 1942? 300 100 Clear ice to front Aer. phot.
1948 300 100 - Aer. phot.
1952 300 100 - Aer. phot.
1960 300 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

-- --_._----,-- -_._-

Loc. 57 VI-N c.1860 1000? 19? Calving, piedmont lobe KREUTZMANN (map)

Mo = O m 1884 1800 35 - J. A. D. JENSEN (1889)

g = .30-5% 1936 1800 35 - Aer. phot.
1942? 2650 51 - Aer. phot.
1948 4150 80 - Aer. phot.
1960 5150 100 Tongue-shaped lobe WEIDICK (piloL)

on land
-- --.

Loc. 57 I-S 1885 1800 i 69 Calving, piedmont lobe J. A. D. JENSEN(1889)
Mo = O m 1936 1800 69 - Aer. phot.
g ~ 100% 1942? 2650 100 - Aer. phot.

1952 2650 100 Calving tongue Aer. phot.
1960 2650 100 - WEIDICI( (phot.)

---- ---~._,.._... .__ .
- -

Loc.58 1884 50 4 J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo ~ 30-40 m 1936 1050 87 Aer. pilot.

g ~ 25-50% 1942? 1200 100 Moraine cover on Aer. phot.
half of front

1961 1200 100 - WEIDICK (pilot.)
---------_ ... _...... ._--

Loc.59 c.1863 30? 5? Calving KREUTZMANN (map)
1110 = O m 1885 30 5 - J. A. D. JENsEN(188fJ)
g ~ 12-5% 1912 30 5 Calving, thinning DE QUERVAIN (1925)

1936 250 45 - Aer. phot.
1942? 550 100 - Aer. phot.
1948 550 100 - H. SØRENSEN (pilot.)

--------~-~...~_ .. - ---------- -
},oc. 60 1912 250 13 Calving, 1885-1912 BENDIXEN (1921),
M o~ O m expanding?, 1912 DE QUERVAIX (1925)
g ~ 11-6% expanding

1936 1000 54 Calving, thinning Aer. phot.
1942? 1750 94 - Aer. phot.
1955 1850 99 - KRAGEGAARD (phot.)
1957 1850 99 - KRAGEGAARD (phot.)
1960 1860 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

-- ._.--". .._----

Loc.60a 1912 150? 75? Calving, thinning DE QUERVAIN (1925)
Mo ~ Om 1936 180 90 - Aer. phot.
g = 50% 1942? 180 90 - ALr. phot.

1955 200 100 - KRAGEGAARD (phot.)
1960 200 I 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

(continued)
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Loc.no., Moand g I Year I Comments on glacier
front Source of information

Loc. 61 I 1885 50? 1l? J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo = 50 m 1893 100? 22? KRABBE (1929)
g = 25°/0 1936 300 67 Thinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.

front
1942 400 89 - Aer. phot.
1960 450 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

----- -- --~._--,._.."~.".".

Loc. GI II 1885 40 80 Calving? J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo ~ O m 1936 50 100 Thinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.
g = 25-50°/0 front

1942? 50 100 - Aer. phot.
1960 50 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

--- ~-- - --

Loc. 61 III 1936 450 90 Thinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.
Nro = O m front
g = 500;. 1942? 450 90 - Aer. phot.

1960 500 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)
-- ---------

Loc. 61 IVA c.1860 O O Calving? KREUTZMANN (map)
M 0= 60 m 1885 O O J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
g = 300;. 1942? 400 89 Thinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.

front
1960 450 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

._------~ ----- ._ .. ---_.__._-

Loc. 61 V c.1860 20? 5? Calving? KREUTZMANN (map)
Nro = O m 1885 20? 5? .L A. D. JENsEN(1889)
g = 30-500;. 1942? 320 80 Thinning, clear ice to Alor. phot.

front
1951 370 93 - E. KOCH (phot.)
1960 400 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

------------- ---- -_.~-

Loc. G1 VI 1885 35 14 Calving? J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo = O m 1942? 235 94 Thinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.
g = 33 % front

1951 250 100 - E. KOCH (phot.)
1960 250 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

-- -

Loc. G2 1885 50 7 Damming a lake J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo ~ O m 1936 350 47 Thinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.
g = 200;. front

1942? 450 60 - Aer. phot.
1961 750 100 - BESCHEL & WEIDICK

(phot.)
-- --------- ------_.~- .-----,.. --'-

Loc.63 1885 90? 6? J. A. D. JENsEN(1889)
Mo = 50 m 1936 1590 99 Thinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.
g = 200;. front

1948 1600 ! 100 - Aer. phot.

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

VI

I I I I
Comments on gJacier I

Loc.no., 1\10 and g Year at % front Source of information

Loc.64 1885 O O Piedmont-like lobe J. A. D. JENSEN(1889)
1\10 = 150 m 1936 1800 95 Tongue-shaped lobe Aer. phot.
g ~ 10% 1948 1900 100 - Aer. phot.

- ._--~--- .-------

Loc.65A c.1860 10 5 Damming SarfartOq KREUTZMANN (map)
1\10 = 650 m river
g = 10% 1936 190 95 Thinning Aer. phot.

1948 200 100 - Aer. phot.
~-

Loc.65B 1909 15 10 Calving in lake O. NORDENSIUijLD
1\10 ~ 980 m (1914)
g ~ 12% 1936 25 17 - Aer. phot.

1948 150 100 - Aer. phot.

V. DISKO BUGT: INLAND leE MARGIN

Loc.66A 1902 1500 100 Calving in lake ENGELL (1904-)
:\10 = 77 m 1942? 600 40 - Aer. phot.
g=6% 1948 600 40 - Aer. phot.

----- _ ..

Loc.66C 1902 500 33 Calving in lake ENGELL (1904)
1\10 = 77 m 1942? 1500 100 Isolated from lake by Aer. phot.
g = 25-5% alluvial plain

1948 1500 100 - Aer. phot.
_.

~-

Loc.67 1902 O O Calving in lake, ENGELL (1904)
Mo ~ 200 lU slightly thinning
g = 5-7% 1942? O O - Aer. phot.

1948 O O - Aer. phot.
~--- ~-"--~....._----- .. --- -

Loc.68 1880 1000? lOD? Calving, thinning HAMMER (1883)
Mo ~ O m slightly since 1850
g ~ 3% 1903 100 10 Calving, expanding ENGELL (1910)

1913 100 10 Calving KOCH & WEGENER
(1930)

1931/33 100 10 - 1\1ap
1948 100 10 - Aer. phot.
1949 100 10 - Aer. phot.
1953 100 10 - Aer. phot.
1959 100 10 - Aer. phot.
1963 100 10 - I WEIDICK (phot.)

(continued)
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Loc.no., Mo and g I Year I at I "Io I commen~:oon~ glacier I Source of information

I I

Loc.69 1851 100
I

Calving RINK (1857)
Mo ~ O m 1880 100 Calving, slightly HAMMER (1883)
g = 3% thinning?

1903 100 Calving ENGELL (1910)
1913 100 - KOCH & WEGENER

(1930)
1931/33 100 - Map

1948 100 - Aer. phot.
1949 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 100 - Aer. phot.
1959 100 - Aer. ·phot.

1963 100 Calving, margin WEIDICK (phot.)
slightly expanding

----

Loc.70 1851 200 1 Calving RINK (1857)
i\Io ~ O m 1870 O O - A. NORDENSKIOLD
g = C. 2% (1871)

1875 5000 19 - HELLAND (1876)
1879 7000 27 - HAMMER (1883)
1880 7500 29 - HAMMER (1883)
1883 8500 33 - HAMMER (1889)
1893 9300 36 - DRYGALSKI (1897)
1902 12500 48 - ENGELL (1904)
1913 17000 65 - KOCH & WEGENER

(1930)
1929 18500 71 - WEGENER (1930)
1931 19700 76 - Map
1948 26000 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 26000 100 - Aer. phot.
1959 26000 100 - Aer. phot.
1963 24000 92 - WEIDICK (phot.)
1964 c.24000 92 - Aer. phot.

---- -_._--~----

Loc. 70 (Tivss.) 1879 200 17 Calving in lake HAMMER (1883)
Mo ~ 43 m 1902 200 17 Thinning ENGELL (1904)
g = 3-6"10 1913 400? 33? KOCH & WEGENER

(1930)
1929 1000 83 Thinning, calving in WEGENER (1930)

lake
1931 1000 83 - Map
1948 1200 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 1200 100 - Aer. phot.
1959 1200 100 - Aer. phot.
1963 1200 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

1964 1200 100 - Aer. phot.

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

VI

I I I I
Comments on glacier I

Loc.no., Moand g Year at % front Source of information

Loc.71 1851 100 12 Calving RINK (1857)
Mo ~ O m 1902 100 12 - ENGELL (1904)

g = 8-4"10 1931/33 100 12 - Map
1949 800 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 800 100 - Aer. phot.
1959 800 100 - Aer. phot.
1964 800 100 - Aer. phot.

,------, ._--------

Loc.71B 1902 25 5 ENGELL (1904)
Mo ~ c. 50 m 1931/33 325 65 Map
g ~ 8-4"10 1949 350 70 Clear ice to front Aer. phot.

1953 400 80 - Aer. phot.
1959 500 100 Aer. phot.
1964 500 100 Aer. phot.

-, ---- ------ ----- --

Loc. 72 1851 380 100 RINK (1857)
Mo = 10 m 1883 O O HAMMER (1889)
g = 12-6"10 1904 155 41 ENGELL (1910)

1931/33 155 41 Readvance between Map
1904 and 1933?

1949 320 84 Clear ice to front Aer. phot.
1953 330 87 - Aer. phot.
1959 380 100 Aer. phot.
1964 380 100 Aer. phot.

---- ---_.~.. ----- - .-------------

Loc.73 1903 c. 700 87 Thinning? ENGELL (1910)
Mo ~ O m 1931/33 c. 700 87 Map
g ~ 5-12 % 1949 c.700 87 Thinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.

front
1953 c.800 100 - Aer. phot.
1959 c. 800 100 Thinning Aer. phot.
1964 c. 800 100 - Aer. phot.

-- ,----"

Loc.74A(Eqips.) 1851 100 5 Calving RINK (1857)
Mo ~ O m 1883 100 5 - HAMMER (1889)
g = 8-3"10 1903 100 5 - ENGELL (1910)

1912/13 500 23 Calving, receding be- DE QVERVAIN (HI:?5)
fore 1912, readvance
begins 1912

1923 100 5 Maximum extent c. BAVER (1955 c)
1920, calving

1929 1100 50 Calving WEGENER (1930)
1932 1200 55 - Map
1948 2200 100 - BAVER (1955c)
1953 2100 95 - BAVER (1955c)
1959 2000 91 - Aer. phot.
1964 1800 82 - Aer. phot.

(oontinued)
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I I I I
Comments on glacier I

Loc.no., Moand g Year at % front Source of information

Loc. 74B(Kang .s.) 1851 100? 7? Calving RINK (1857)
Mo = O m 1883 100? 7? - HAMMER (1889)
g = 2% 1903 1200 86 - ENGELL (1910)

1931/33 1200 86 - Map
1948 1400 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 1400 100 - Aer. phot.
1959 800 57 - Aer. phot.
1964 300 21 - Aer. phot.

--
Loc.75 1851 20? l? Calving RINK (1857)
Mo = Oro 1880 700? 35? - STEENSTRUP (1883a)
g = 8-2% 1903 1200 60 - ENGELL (1910)

1929 1300 65 - GEORGI (phot.)
1949 i 2000 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 2000 100 - Aer. phot.
1956 2000? 100? - Phot.
1959 2000? 100? - Aer. phot.
1961 2000? 100? - WEIDICK (phot.)
1964 1300 65 - Abr. phot.

---- -_._-
~~ -

Loc.76 1851 100 Calving RINK (1857)
Mo = O m 1903 200 - ENGELL (1910)
g = 7-2% 1929 200 - GEORGI (phot.)

1931/33 200 - Map
1949 200 - Aer. phot.
1953 200 - Aer. phot.
1956 200 - Phot.
1959 200 - Aer. phot.
1961 200 - WEIDICK (phot.)
1964 200 - Aer. phot.

VI. DISKO ISLAND: LOCAL GLACIATIQNS

Loc.78A 1898 4500 78

I

STEENSTRUP (1901)
Mo = 100 ro 1932/33 4750 83 Map
g = c. 20"/0 1953 5750 100 Thinning, moraine

I
Aer. phot.

(before 7"/0) covered
--

I.oc.78B-C 1898 c. 4500 75 STEENSTRUP (1901)
Mo ~ 100 m 1932/33 5000 83 Map
g = c. 20"/0 1953 c.6000

1

100 Thinning, moraine Aer. phot.
(before c. 7"/0) covered

----
Loc.79A 1898 200 36 STEENSTRUP (1901)
Mo ~ 650 m 1932/33 500 91 Map
g = c. 25"/0 1942? 550 100 Thinning Aer. phot.

1953 550 100 - Aer. phot.
1961 550 100 --

I
BESCHEL (phot.)

165 (continued) 12
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I I I I
Comments on glacier I

Loc.no., Mo and g Year at % front Source of information

Loc.79B 1898 200 36 Possibly new glacier STEENSTRUP (1901)

Mo = 400 advancing over dead

g = 20% ice
1932/33 500 91 Map

1942? 550 100 Thinning, moraine Aer. phot.
covered

1953 550 100 - Aer. phot.
1961 550 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

-----

Loc.79C 1898 200 12 Thinning, clear ice to STEENSTRUP (1901)
Mo = 400 m front
g = 12Oj. 1942? 1200 75 - Aer. phot.

1953 1400 87 - Aer. phot.
1961 1600 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

____ . --_. --------- ---

Loc.83 1898 300 12 STEENSTRUP (1901)
Mo = 50 m 1931/33 600? 23? Map
g ~ 5-10Oj. 1942? 2000 77 Thinning Aer. phot.

1953 2600 100 Thinning, partly Aer. phot.
moraine covered

--- --

Loc.84 1898 100 10 Thinning STEENSTRUP (1901)

Mo = 300 m 1942? 650 65 Thinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.

g=17% front
1953 1000 100 - Aer. phot.
1962 1000 100 - Aer. phot.
1963 1000 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

--
Loc.85B 1848 O O RINK (1857)
Mo = 350 m 1893 O O Thinning, clear iCf to CHAMBERLIN (1894-96)

g = 12Oj. front
1913 100 8 - L. KOCH (phot.)

1931/33 800 67 Map
1942? 850 71 Thinning Aer. phot.
1953 1150 96 - Aer. phot.
1961 1200 100 Thinning, clear ice to WEIDICK (phot.)

I
front

1962 1200 100 - Aer. phot.
---- ----,.. ---

Loc.85A 1893 O O CHAMBERLIN (1894-96)
Mo = 400 m 1942? 300 75 Thinning Aer. phot.

g = 25% 1953 350 88 - Aer. phot.
1961 400 100 Thinning, clear ice to WEIDICK (phot.)

front
1962 400 100 - Acr. phot.

(continued)
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Loc.no., Mo and g I Year I at I °/0 I Comments on glacier
front Source of information

Loc. 86-1 1812 O? O? GIESECKE (1910)
Mo = 400-450 m 1848 O? O? RINK (1857)
g = C. 20% 1870 ? ? Advance since RINK'S A. NORDENSKIOLD

visit (1871)
1893 400 21 Thinning, clear ice to CHAMBERLIN (1894-96)

front
1897 420 22 - PJETURSS (1898)
1898 420 22 - STEENSTRUP (1901,

phot.)
1912 540 28 - DE QUERVAIN (1925)
1923 575 30 Thinning FRODA (1925)

1931/33 900 46 Map
1942? 1100 56 Thinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.

l front
1953 1200 62 Thinning. Lowermost Aer. phot.

400 m partly sepa-
rated as dead ice
hody

1956 1900 97 Thinning. Lowermost WEIDICK (phot.)
400 m separated to-
taUy from front.
New front formed

1960 1925 99 Thinning, clear ice to STOCKFLETH (phot.)
front

1961 1950 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)
1962 1950 100 - Aer. phot.

----___'_0-" ---------

Loc. 86 - 2 1893 O O Thinning CHAMBERLIN (1894-96)
Mo = 450 m 1897 20 2 Clear ice to front PJETU:RSS (1898)
g ~ 14-25"10 1898 20 2 - STEENSTRUP (phot.)

1912 100 12 Thinning DE QUERVAIN (1925)
1923 200 24 - FRODA (1925)

1931/33 200? 24? Map
1942? 600 71 Thinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.

front
1953 700 82 Thinning Aer. phot.
1961 850 100 - BESCHEL (phot.)

I- . ---- ----------

Loc. 86 - 3 1848 c. 1800 ? 98? RINK (1857)
Mo = 150 m 1893 50 27 Thinning CHAMBERLIN (1894-96)
g ~ c. 14% 1898 50 27 - STEENSTRUP (phot.)

1913 800 44 Thinning, clear ice to L. KOCH (phot.)
front

1942? 1650 90 - Aer. phot.
1953 1800 98 - Aer. phot.
1961 1830 100 - BESCHEL (phot.)

(continued) J 2*
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VI

Loc.no., Mo and g Year

I I
%

I

Comments on glacier
I Source of informationat front

Loc. 86-4 1897 50 6 Thinning PJEl'URSS (1898)
Mo = 350 m 1898 50 6 Thinning, clear ice to Sl'EENSl'RUP (1901)

front
g ~ 10-14% 1912 70 9 Thinning DE QUERVAIN (1925)

1923 110 14 - FRODA (1925)

1931/33 110? 14? Map
1953 750 96 Thinning Aer. phot.
1961 780 100 Thinning, thin BESCHEL (phot.)

moraine cover
--

Loc.88 1811 O O GIESECKE (1910)

Mo ~ O m 1815 O O GIESECKE (1910)

g ~ ? 1849 O? O? RINK (1857)

1879/80 O? O? Thinning, dead ice Sl'EENSl'RUP (1883c)
formation

1898 200? 16? Sl'EENSl'RUP (1901)
1931/33 1250 100 Glacier nearly Map

disappeared
1949 1250 100 - Aer. phot.

1953 1250 100 - Aer. phot.
-- ,.------_ .. _----- -

Loc.95 1813 O O Steep front? GIESECKE (1910)
Mo ~ 10 m 1880 O? O? Sl'EENSl'RUP (1901)

g ~ c. 25% 1898 O? O? Sl'EENSl'RUP (1901)

1902 100 6 Thinning, clear ice to PORSILD (phot.)
front

1931/33 900 56 Map
1942? 1500 94 Thinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.

front, prominent me-
dial moraines deve-
loped

1949 1600 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 1600 100 - Aer. phot.

---- ~-~- --

Loc.96 1880 O O Sl'EENSl'RUP (1883a)
Mo ~ 50 m 1942? 1500 94 Thinning, dead ice Aer. phot.

g = 30-50% formation
1953 1600 100 - Aer. phot.

(continued)
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I I I I
Comments on glacier I

Loc.no., Mo and g Year at % front Source of information

VII. NUGSSUAQ PENINSULA: LOCAL GLACIATIONS

Loc.103 1849 O? O? RINK (1857)
Mo = 250 m 1869 O? O? Before 1869 advancing. W HYMPER (REER 1869)
g = 20% 1869 thinning

1898 O? O? Thinning STEENSTRUP (1883 a,
phot.)

1903 20 2 - ENGELL (1910)
1942? 500 59 Thinning, clear iee to Aer. phot.

front
1948 800 94 - Aer. phot.
1953 850 100 - Aer. phot.
1961 850 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

------,---- --

Loc.106 1811 O? Dead ice formation GIESECKE (1910)
Mo = 200 1850 O? - RINK (1852, 1857)
g = 7% 1880 O? Readvance before 1879 STEENSTRUP (1883 a,

phot.)
1893 O? Dead ice formation DRYGALSKI (1897)
1939 250 - LAURSEN (1944)
1942? 250 - Aer. phot.
1948 250 Aer. phot.
1953 250 - Aer. phot.
1956 250 - WEIDICK (phot.)

--

Loc.107 1850 Dead ice formation RINK (1852, 1857)
Mo = 200 m 1875 - RELLAND (1876)
g = 8-10 0

/ 0 1880 1879: Steep front STEENSTRUP (1883a)
with clear ice

1893 Dead ice formation DRYGALSKI (1897)
1929 - LOEwE (1935)
1942? - Aer. phot.
1948 - Aer. phot.
1953 - Aer. phot.
1956 - WEIDICK (phot.

(continued)
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I I I I
Comments on glacier I

Loc.no., Mo and g Year at % front Source of information

Loc.l08 1811 O O Calving GIESECKE (1910)
Mo = O m 1850 O O - RINK (1857)
g ~ 5-20% 1875 O O - HELLAND (1876)

1880 O O - STEENSTRUP (1883a,
phot.)

1893 10 2 Calving, thinning DRYGALSKI (1897)
1915 Under advance c. LOEwE (1934)

1915
1929 470 70 Under advance, LOEwE (1935)

steep front
1932 300 45 - LOEwE (1934)
1948 500 75 Steep front Aer. phot.
1953 550 82 Steep front, clear ice Aer. phot.

to front
1956 670 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

---------~----------~--.-._.._. -- -

Loc.l09 1850 250 10 Thinning RINK (1857)
Mo = Om 1875 500 20 Dead ice formation HELLAND (1876)
g ~ 12-14"10 1879 c. 1000 39 Expanding STEENSTRUP (1883a)

1880 1000 39 - STEENSTRUP (1883a)
1893 20 1 Calving DRYGALSKI (1897)
1929 1700 67 1915 under recession LOEWE (1935)
1932 1800 70 Thinning LOEwE (1934)
1948 2450 96 Aer. phot.
1953 2550 100 Aer. phot.
1956 2400 94 Steep front WEIDICK (phot.)

-------_.. ,-,.. _------- -- ~---_._---- ~-

Loc.110 1850 O O Calving RINK (1857)
Mo ~ Om 1875 O O - HELLAND (1876)
g = 10"/0 1880 O O - STEENSTRUP (1883a)

1893 O? O? - DRYGALSKI (1897)
1932 100 10 Front on land, thinning LOEwE (1934)
1948 850 85 Thinning Aer. phot.
1953 925 93 - Aer. phot.
1956 1000 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

---- - ----- -~~ ...-

Loc.111 1880 O O STEENSTRUP (1883a,
Mo = 450 m phot.)
g = 25-33"10 1948 400 95 Thinning, clear ice to

!
Aer. phot.

front
1953 420 100 - Aer. phot.
1956 420 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

(continuedj
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Loc.no.,Moandg Year at °/0 front Soureeofinformation

Loc.112 1850 400 20 Thinning RINK (1857)
Mo ~ O m 1875 322 16 Expanding HELLAND (1876)
g = 20-] 00;. 1879 230 11 - STEENSTRUP (1883 a,

phot.)
1880 210? lO? - STEENSTRUP (1883 a,

phot.)
1896 O? O? Front near or reaching BARTON (1897)

the sea
1932 c. 1500 75 Recession c. 1915?, LOEwE (1934)

thinning 1932
1948 c. 2000 100 Thinning Aer. phot.
1953 c. 2000 100 - Aer. phot.

---------- ----

Loc.113 1850 O O Thinning RINK (1857)
Mo ~ O m 1875 O O Calving HELLAND (1876)
g ~ 11-12°/. 1879 O O - STEENSTRUP (1883a)

1880 O O Thinning STEENSTRUP (1883a)
1932 c. 900 100 LOEwE (1934)
1948 c. 900 100 Thinning Aer. phot.
1953 c. 900 100 - Aer. phot.
1956 c. 900 100 - WEIDICK (phot.)

- -----1--- -

Loc. 114 1879 150 25 Thinning, clear ice STEENSTRUP (1883a)
M. ~ 350 m near to front
g ~ 20-500;. 1896 150 25 - BARTON (1897)

1948 600 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 600 100 - Aer. phot.

VIII. UMANAK DISTRICT: LOCAL GLACIATIONS

Loc.118 1850 O O Calving OLDENDOW (1955)
M. ~ O m 1931 O O - WEGENER et al. (1932)
g ~ 70·/. 1933/34 O? O? - Map

1942? O O Calving, thinning Aer. phot.
1949 O O - Aer. phot.
1953 O O - Aer. phot.

----
Loc. 119 I 1850 O O Calving RINK (1857)
M. = O m 1879 O O - STEENSTRUP (1883a)
g ~ 14-200;. 1933/34 c. 150 23 Thinning Map

1942? c.650 100 - Aer. phot.
1949 c.650 100 Thinning, partly dead Aer. phot.

ice
1953 c.650 100 - Aer. phot.

(continued)
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I I I I
Comments on glacier I

Loc.no., Mo and g Year at "Io front Source of information

I

I
I

Loc. 119 IV 1850 O O Calving I RINK (1857)I

Mo ~ O m 1879 O O Advance before 1879,

I
STEENSTRUP (1883 a)

g = 10-20°/0 calving
1933/34 300 25 Advance between 1920 MØLLER (1959)

I
and 1930, thinning

1942? 850 71 'l'hinning, clear ice to Aer. phot.
I front

1949 1000 83 - Aer. phot.
1953 1100 92 'l'hinning, margin Aer. phot.

partly dead ice
1957 1200 100 'l'hinning, moraine MØLLER (1959)

covered front
-- -------------~~

Loc. 119 VI 1850 O O RINK (1857)
Mo = O m 1879 c. 630 32 Thinning, stagnant STEENSTRUP (1833a)
g ~ 10-20"10 1933/34 c. 600 30 Map

1942 c.2000 100 'l'hinning, moraine Aer. phot.
covered

1949 c. 2000 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 c. 2000 100 - Aer. phot.

IX. UMANAK DISTRICT: INLAND ICE MARGIN

Loc.125 1850 O? 7~(1 Calving I RINK (1857)
Mo ~ O m 1879/80 350 - STEENSTRUP (1883a,b)
g ~ 4-5"10 1891/93 350 78 - DRYGALSKI (1897)

1896 350 78 - BARTON (1897)
1909 350 78 - HElM (1911)
1929 350 78 - LOEWE (1935)
1942? 450 100 - Aer. phot.
1948 450 100 - Aer. phot.
1949 450 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 450 100 - Aer. phot.
1959 O O - Aer. phot.
1964 450 100 - Aer. phot.

--- ----- -

Loc.126 1850 O O Calving , RINK (1857)
Mo ~ O m 1891/93 O O - DRYGALSKI (1897)
g = c. 10"10 1929 O O - LOEWE (1935)

1931/33 500 62 - Map
1953 800 100 - Aer. phot.
1959 500 62 -

I Aer. phot.
1964 300 38

I
-

I
Aer. phot.

(continued)
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Loc. 127 1850 O O Calving RINK (1857)
Mo ~ O lU 1880 300 43 - STEENSTRUP (1883 a)
g = 13-25"/0 1891/93 300 43 - DRYGALSKI (1897)

1909 300 43 - KRABBE (1929)
1929 300 43 - LOEwE (1935)
1948 700 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 700 100 - Aer. phot.
1959 300 43 - Aer. phot.
1964 550 78 - Aer. phot.
~~

--~

Loc.128 1850 O O Calving RINK (1857)
Mo = O lU 1880 900 56 - STEENSTRUP (1883 a)
g = 6-16% 1896 800? 50? - BARTON (1897)

1931/33 1500 94 - Map
1942? 1600 100 Calving, thinning Aer. phot.
1949 1600 100 Calving Aer. phot.
1953 1600 100 Calving, partly Aer. phot.

expanding
1959 1500 94 - Aer. phot.
1964 1500 94 Calving Aer. phot.
~~----_.__ .._-----

Loc. 129 1850 O O Calving RINK (1857)
Mo = O lU 1880 300 19 - STEENSTRUP (1883a)
g = 2-8% 1891/93 300? 19? Calving, partly DRYGALSKI (1897)

expanding
1896 300? 19? Calving BARTON (1897)
1915 1000 62 - LOEwE (1935)
1929 1000 62 Calving, thinning LOEwE (1935)

1931/34 1200 75 Calving Map
1942? 1300 81 - Aer. phot.
1948 1400 87 - Aer. phot.
1949 1500 94 - Aer. phot.
1953 1600 100 - Aer. phot.
1959 1200 75 - Aer. phot.
1964 600-800 44 - Aer. phot.
~-

Loc.130 1850 O O Calving RINK (1857)
(Main glacier) 1880 700 29 - STEENSTRUP (1883 a)
Mo = O lU 1917 2000? 83? - LOEwE (1935)
g = 4-20"10 1929 2000? 83? - LOEwE (1935)

1931/34 2000 83 - Map
1936 2000 83 Calving, thinning Phot.
1942? 2100 88 - Aer. phot.
1949 2200 92 Calving Aer. phot.
1953 2400 100 - Aer. phot.
1959 2100 88 - Aer. phot.
1964 2100 88 - Aer. phot.

(continucd)
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Table 2 (continued)

VI

I I I I
Comments on glacier I

Loc.no., Moand g Year at % front Source of information

Loc.130 1850 O O Calving RINK (1857)
(northern small 1880 400 33 - STEENSTRUP (1883a)
glacier) 1933/34 900 75 - Map
Mo ~ O m 1942? 1100 92 - Aer. phot.
g ~ 11-140;. 1949 1100 92 - Aer. phot.

1953 1100 92 - Aer. phot.
1959 1150 96 - Aer. phot.
1964 1200 100 - Aer. phot.

Thinning, clear ice to
~~

Loc. 131 1929 600 43 LOEWE (1935)
Mo ~ O m front
g ~ 200;. 1932 620 44 - LOEWE (1934)

1949 1100 79 - Aer. phot.
1953 1150 82 - Aer. phot.
1959 1400 100 - Aer. phot.

----
Loc.132 1880 O O Calving STEENSTRUP (1883 a)
Mo ~ O m 1933/34 1200 39 - Map
g = 50;. 1949 2100? 68? - Aer. phot.

1953 2300 74 Calving, northern Aer. phot.
part on land

1959 2900 94 Calving, northern part Aer. phot.
in contact with island

1964 3100 100 Calving Aer. phot.
----

Loc.133 1875 O O Calving HELLAND (1876)
Mo ~ O m 1933/34 1300 100 - Map
g~30;. 1942? 1100 85 - Aer. phot.

1949 1100 85 -~ Aer. phot.
1953 1100 85 - Aer. phot.
1959 0-800 31 Calving, southern Aer. phot.

part advancing
1964 O O - Aer. phot.

-- ----"--
Loc.134 1893 O O Calving DRYGALSKI (1897)
Mo~OIIl 1932 3000 57 - SORGE (1932)
g~50;. 1949 4470 85 - Aer. phot.

1950 4645 89 - RANSLEY (1952)
1953 4645 89 - Aer. phot.
1959 5245 100 - Aer. phot.
1964 5245 100 - Aer. phot.

X. UPERNAVIK DISTRICT: LOCAL GLACIATIONS

Loc. 137B
Mo = 100 m
g = 14-170;.

1879/80 1 O i O
1934/37 1600 55

1942? 2500 86 'l'hinning
1949 2800 97 I -
1953 2900 100

STEENSTRUP (1883 b)
Map
Aer. phot.
Aer. phot.
Aer. phot.

(continued)
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I I I I
Comments on glacier I

Loc.na., Mo and g Y car at oIo front Source af information

XI. UPERNAVIK DISTRICT: INLAND ICE MARGIN

Loc.142 1849 2100 10 Calving RINK (1857)
Mo ~ Om 1886 4000 19 - RYD ER (1889)
g = 4% 1931 7000 33 - CARLSON (1941)

1937 9000 43 - Map
1942? 14000 67 - Aer. phot.
1946 18600 88 Aer. phot.
1949 21000 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 21000 100 - Aer. phot.

---- --- ------ -_._~-------~.._-_.-

Loc. 147 1887 O O Calving RYDER (1889)
Mo ~ O m 1896 200? 20? Calving, margin TARR (1897)
g ~ 10% thinning

1931 200? 20? Calving CARLSON (1941)
1942? 1000

100 I - Aer. phot.
1949 1000 100 - Aer. phot.
1953 1000 100 - I Aer. phot.
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15.3. Height of the trim line zone (b.hH ) above the present
glacier surfaee (h)

All figures are given in metres.

Table 3.

Loc.no.\ h ~ O 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200

Local glaciations, Julianehåb distriet
la LlhH~ 300 234 167 100 86 73 60 47 33 20
Ib 200 184 167 150 126 103 80 64 47 30 24 17 10
3 60 50 40 30 30 30 20 18 15 10
4b 100 80 60 46 33 20 18 15 13 10
6 50 50 45 40 43 45 48 50 25 20 17 13 10

LlhH mean = 152 124 100 76 66 57 46 39 27 19 17 15 10
Standard

deviation = 104 74 57 44 35 28 23 18 12 7 6

Local glaciations, Sukkertoppen district
40 LlhH= 40 35 30 25 20 20 20
41 50 50 44 37 31 25 24 23 21 20 15
43 150 100 50 70 50 50 30 40 50 20 10 15
46a 50 50 50 45 50 50 30 10
47 100 50 25 10
48 200 200 150 100 100 20
49

I
- 250 200 50 40

50
I

- 100 100 50 50 50 50 25
51 - 100 100 50 50 40 50 30
59a I - 50 50 50 50 50 40 30 10
63a !

- 100 80 60 40 33 25 18 10 5 O O O

LlhH mean ~ 119 97 60 46 49 37 31 21 19 23 12 5
Standard

deviation ~ 66 57 34 21 22 13 12 9 13 18 9

Local glaciations, Blæsedalen, Disko island
85B LlhH= 100 50 100 75
85A 100 75 60
86-1 75
86-2 50 50
86-3 100 50 50 50 30
86-4- 50 50

LlhI-I mean = 100 60 67 62
Standard

deviation ~ 20 19 10

(continued)
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(Table 3 continued)

Loe.no·1 h= O 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200

lnland lee
8 LlhH= O O O O O O O O O, O
9V 250 200 150 100 74 47 20
90 250 200 150 100 74 47 20 10 O

10 150 100 100 100 80 60
12 100 70 70 70 70 70
14B 130 25 70
14A 100 94 88 82 76 70
15 150 100 80 100 93 85 60 20 45
18 40 37 33 30 27 23 20
20 200 169 138 106 74 42 10
23-N 160 70
23-S 100 60 20
26-27 300 300 190 150 140 96 77 83 83 68 42 42 60
28 O O O O O 10 10 10 10
30 10 10 10 10
31 10 8 6 5 5 5 O
32 20 17 13 10
33 50 20 20 20 20 20 20
34A 20 18 16 14 12 10
34B I - 50 42 34 26 18 10
35

I

- 10 10 10 10 10 10
36 15 10 10 5 5
37 - 250 150 50 30 10
39 - 10 O O O O

66

I

- 20 20 20
67 - O O O O O
68 - O O O O O
69 O O O O O O
70

I

250 250 250 250 200 100
71 - 100 50 50 50
72 100 100 50
73

i 100 75 50 50 50I

74A I 100 75 50 50 40 30 20I -
74B

I
50 20 20 20

I

-

75 50 20 20 20 20
76 50 40 30 30 30 30 30

LlhH mean = 92 70 54 48 47 38 28 27 21 31
Standard

deviation = 92 78 61 55 51 32 29 27 28 27
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15.4. Percentage of glacier lobes forming dead ice

(see pp. 67-68).

Table 4.

VI

Glacier lobes forming Glacier lobes without
lnclination dead ice dead ice formation % forming
of glacier --------------------- - Total dead ice

Num-I Num-I
ber I

Localities ber I
Localities

2.0°-2.9° 3 6, 36, 83 2 31, 39 5 60

(3.5-5.1%)
3.0°-6.8° 6 38,41,53 IV-S, 11 35, 42, 64, 65 A, 17 35
(5.2-12.0%) 86-4, 106, 107 ?lB, 72, 73,

79 C, 85 B, 109,
113

6.9°-10.3° 3 119 I, 119 IV, 10 10(V), 11, 14A, 13 23
(12.1-18.2 %) 119VI 43, 53 IV-N,

84,86-1,86-2,
86-3,137B

10.4°-15.5° 5 33Ba, 40, 78A, 15 la, 2, 7, 51S, 20 25
(18.3-27.8%) 78B-C,79B 53 I-N,

55-1,61 I,
62,63, 79A,
85A, 95, 103,
108, 131

15.6°-21.8° 1 96 12 47B, 47E, 48C, 13 8
(27.9--10.0%) 56-1,57VI-N,

58,61 II,
6UV-A, 61 V,
61 VI, 111,
114

> 21.90 O 5 25, 44, 48A, 5 O
(>-W.1°/o) 54-1,6UII

---- -- ------ -- -

Total 18 55 73
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15.5. Radiocarbon dated samples

The dates used in the compilation of fig. 2 include those of the
folIowing shell samples collected by the author:

Table 5a.

No. Locality & occurrence I Species Altitude I Age before 1950

K- 992

K- 993

K- 994

K-1033

K-1034

K-1035

K-1036

K-1037

Claushavn, Disko Bugt.
cf. p. 118.

Eqaluit, Disko Bugt.
cf. p. 114.

Sarqaq, Disko Bugt.
Uppermost part of
marine clay

Akugdleq, Holsteins
borg distriet. Upper
marine clay

Holsteinsborg town.
Upper marine clay

Holsteinsborg town.
Stony beach ridge

Kapisigdlit, Godthåb
district. Top of
clayey beach ridge

Avatdleq, Holsteins
borg district. Upper
marine shell gravel
under beach ridges
(ef. p. 137)

Mya trunrata
Mya trunrata

Saxicava arctira

Mya trunrata

Mya truncata

Mytilus edulis

Mya truncata

Mya truncata

40±5 m
52±5 m

63±7 m

40±5 m

48±3 m

20±3 m

40±5 m

95±5 m

7110±140
7650±140

8940±170

6860±150

8840±170

4590±110

7560±150

8250±130

In addition, dates for limnic and terrestrial deposits were obtained from the folIo wing
sources:

K-144, Igdlorssuit, Disko Bugt (LARSEN and MELDGAARD 1958, TAUBER 1960a).
K-518, Sarqaq, Disko Bugt (LARSEN and MELDGAARD 1958, TAUBER 1960b).
K-588, ltivnera kitdleq, Godthåb distriet (LARSEN and ROSINGin TAUBER 1962 a).
K-966, Godthåb town, Godthåb distriet (KELLY 1964).
K-987 , Claushavn, Disko Bugt (KELLY 1964).
K-988, Nerutussoq, Frederikshåb district (KELLY 1964).

All samples have been dated in the Carbon-H Dating Laboratory at the National
Museum, Copenhagen, by H. TAUBER.

No attempts were made to investigate thoroughly the fauna of the samples taken
for dating, but the folIowing specimens were noted. The samples are listed in the order of
their height above sea level. G. HOPNER PETERSEN, E. NORDMANN, A. RosENlmANTZ and
E. STEENSTRUP have kindly helped in the identification of the species.

(continued)
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(Table 5 continued)

Table 5b.

Sample no. and its a!titude above present sea level
K-I035 K-992 K-I033 K-I036 K-I034 K-993 K-994 K-I037

Species (20 m) (40 m) (40 m ) (40 m) (48 m) (52 m) (63 lU) (95 m)

Lamellibran-
chiata

Nucula sulcata x

Portlandia
aTctica x

Pecten islandi-
cus x x x X '/

Mytilus edulis x x x

Cardium
ciliatum x ')x.

SeTTipes gToen-
landicum x x "

Macoma
calcarea x x x x: x?

Saxicam aTtica x x x: x '<

Mya truncata x x x x x x ,

Cirrepedia

Balanus
balanus x x ?

>~ Xx;

Balan'us
CTenatus x x?

Echinoidea

StTongylocen-
tTotUS dTOeba-
chiensis x

Gastropoda

PunctuTella
noachina x x x

Natica clausa x

Buccinum tenue x? ')x.

Variae

Laminaria sp. x



16. INDEX OF PLACE NAMES

Abbreviations used: Jhb.: Julianehåb district
Frhb.: Frederikshåb 
Ghb.: Godthåb
Skt. : Sukkertoppen
Hbg.: Holsteinsborg
Egm.: Egedesminde -

Academy Gletscher, North Greenland 39, Fig. 11
AgdJumersat (Bjørnesund), Ghb 9lo, Plate 3
Agpat Island, Umanak district Plate 3
Agpatsiaq, ("Agpatsiait"), Umanak district Plate2
Agssakait sermiat ("Asakak Bræ"), Umanak district. . 35, 51-53, Fig. 17, Plate 2,3
Akugdleq, Hbg 127, 191, Plate 3
Akugdlerssup sermia, Ghb Plate 3
Akugdlit (Mellemfjord) , Disko island Plate 2, 3
Akuliaruseq, Tasiussarssuaq, Egm Plate 3
Akuliaruseq, Upernavik district. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
Akuliaruserssuaq, Skt. Plate 2
Akuliarutsip sermerssua (NordenskiOlds Gletscher), Egm. lo5, 77, 88, 109-111, Plate 3
Alångordlia, Ghb 78, Plate 3
Alångordliup sermia, Disko Bugt. lo3-lo5, 68, 90, Fig. H, Plate 2, 3
Alångua near Finnefjeld, Skt. Plate 3
Alaska 139, llol
Alfred Wegeners Halvø, Umanak district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
Alps '" .. 139
Ameragdla, Ghb 95, Plate 3
Ameralik, Ghb 95, 96, Plate 3
Amerdloq, Hbg 125, 127, Plate 3
Amitsuarssuk, Egm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
Amitsuarssuk, Godthåbsfjord, Ghb Plate 3
Amitssuarssuk near Grædefjorden, Ghb 9lo, Plate 3
Amitsup tasia, Nugssuaq, Disko Bugt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92
Anap nuna in Disko Bugt 91, Plate 3
Angiarfik in Kangersuneq, Disko Bugt 113, Fig.lo7
Angmagssalik, East Greenland Fig. 25
Angmalortoq, Skt. Fig. 3lo
Angnertussoq, Disko Bugt 121, Plate 3
Angujartorfik, Skt. Plate 3
Antarctica 61
Arfersiorfik, Egm 88, 108, Plate 3
Arfiussaq, Disko Bugt Plate 3

165 13
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Arsivik, Arveprinsens Ejland, Disko Bugt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121
"Arssalik" (Aussivik), Hbg 125, Plate 3
"Arsuk glaeier", Frhb Plate 2
Arsuk Fjord, Frhb. 83
Arveprinsens Ejland, Disko Bugt. 121, 122, Plate 3
Asuk, Disko island 45, Fig. 11, 19, Plate 2
Atå, Arveprinsens Ejland, Disko Bugt 121, Plate 3
Atå Sund, Disko Bugt Plate 3
Ataneq, Egm Plate 3
Augpalårtoq, Ghb 131, Plate 3
Aujuitsup tasia, Hbg 88, Fig. 34
Austmannadalen, Ghb 31, 40, 95, Fig. 19, Plate 2, 3
Auvfarssuaq, Nugssuaq Plate 3
Avatdleq, Hbg 126-127, 191, Fig. 53, Plate 3
Axel Heiberg Island, Canada 58, 60, Fig. 20

Baffin Island, Canada. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58, 60
Barnes lee Cap, Baffin Island, Canada 58, Fig. 20
Bjørnesund (Agdlumersat), Ghb 94, 131, Plate 2, 3
Blæsedalen, Disko island 61, 62, 72, 75, 129, 133, Plate 2, 3
Boyes Sø, Nugssuaq 122-124, Fig. 52, Plate 3
Brededal, Disko island Plate 2, 3
"Brother John" glaeier, North Greenland Fig. 19
Buksefjorden, Ghb Plate 3
Bylot Island near Baffin Island, Canada 58, Fig. 20

"Camp Lloyd" (Strømfjordshavn), Hbg 88, 105, Fig. 34, Plate 3
Christianshåb town, Disko Bugt 111, Fig. 47, Plate 3
Claushavn town, Disko Bugt 113,115,117,191, Fig. 47, Plate 3
"Cornell glaeier", Ryders Isfjord, Upernavik distriet " 43, Plate 2

Danmarks Fjord, North Greenland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139
Davis Strait 80, 131
Disko island 10, 64, 65, 68, 72, 75, 133, Fig. 25, Plate 3
Disko Bugt 10, 14, 16, 24, 56, 64, 75, Plate 3
Disko Fjord, Disko island 27, Plate 3
Drangajøkull, leeland 55, 60, Fig. 18
Drygalskis Halvø, Umanak district Plate 3

East Greenland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
Eismitte 18, 58, 63
Egedesminde town, Egm 129, 161, Plate 3
Eqalorutsit kangigdlit sermiat, Jhb 36, 43, 45, 75, Fig. 32, Plate 2
Eqalorutsit kitdlit sermiat, Jhb 36, 45, Fig. 11,19,32, Plate 2
Eqaluit, Godthåbsfjord, Ghb 96, Plate 3
Eqaluit (Laksebugt), Disko Bugt 111, 113-116, 191, Fig. 47,48, Plate 3
Eqaluit, Eqaluit qåqåt, Nugssuaq, Umanak district 124, Plate 2, 3
Eqaluliata itivnera, Egm 111, Plate 3
Eqalungmiut nunåt, Egm 88, 106, Plate 3
Eqalunguit tasiat, Disko Bugt 113, Fig. 47
Eqip kugssua, Disko Bugt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122
Eqip sermia, Disko Bugt .. 40, 41, 90-92, 116, 121, 122, Fig. 12,19,36,48, Plate 2, 3
Evighedsfjord, Skt. 21, 22, 31, Fig. 11, Plate 3
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Fattighusfjorden, Egm Plate 3
Finnefjeld, Skt Plate 3
Fiskefjord (Niaqungunaq), Ghb 99, Plate 3
Fiskenæsfjorden, Ghb Plate 3
Fiskenæsset town, Ghb Plate 3
Fox Havn, Frhb 83, Fig. 32
Frederikshåbs Isblink, Frhb.-Ghb 13, 83, 9lo, 131, Plate 3

Gieseekes Sø, Hbg " 16, Plate 3
Godhavn town, Disko island 129, 161, Plate 3
Godthåb town, Ghb 15, 18, 22, 161, 191, Fig. 25, Plate 3
Godthåbsfjord, Ghb H, 16, 8lo, 96, 97, 99, 101, Plate 3
Grinnell lee Cap, Baffin Island, Canada 59, Fig. 20
Grædefjorden, Ghb , Plate 3
Grønne Ejland, Disko Bugt Plate 3
Grønnedal, Frhb. 161

Hagen Fjord, East Greenland 39, Fig. 11
Hamborgerland (Sermersut), Skt 50, Plate 2, 3
Harald Moltke Bræ, Thule district, North Greenland 39, Fig. 11
Hareøen near Disko island Plate 3
"Hiawatha Glacier", North Greenland Fig. 19
Hjortetakken, Ghb Plate 3
Holsteinsborg town, Hbg 72, HO, 1lo1, 191, Fig. 25,58, Plate 3
Hudson Bay, Canada.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1lo1
Hullet, Jhb Fig. 32

LA.D. Jensens Nunatakker, Ghb Plate 3
Iceland 56,59-60, 139, Hi, Fig. 18
Igaliko, Jhb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6lo
Igdlerfik, Tasiussaq, Skt. Plate 2
Igdluluarssuit, Disko Bugt 116, 121, 122, Fig. lo8, Plate 3
Igfat tasiat, Hbg Plate 3
fkamiut kangerdluarssuat, Skt 78, 103, 132, 13lo, Fig. lo2, Plate 2, 3
fkatussaq, Skt. 50, 78, 132, 133 138, Fig. 18, Plate 2, 3
Ikertoq, Hbg 125, 126, 128, Fig. 53, 5lo, Plate 3
Ikorfat, Nugssuaq Plate 3
Ikorfat, Torssukatak, Disko Bugt 122, Plate 3
Ilimaussaq, Jhb 20, 22, Fig. lo
Ilivigdlup tasia, Hbg. . Plate 3
"Ilulialik" (Qingårssuaq), Disko Bugt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122
Ilulialik, Ghb 96, 99, Plate 3
Ilulialik, Orpigsoq, Disko Bugt 112, Plate 2, 3
"Ilulialik", Skt 101, 102, Plate 3
Iluliartoq, Ghb Plate 3
Iluliumanerssup portornga, Hbg 127, Plate 3
Ilusigsoq, Nugssuaq Plate 2
Imångujuk, Jhb Fig. 32
"Ingnerit Bræ" (Perdlerfiup sermia), Umanak distriet Plate 2
Inland lee, the (Indlandsisen) 12, 23-25, lo3-lo5, 56-58, 61-63, 79-82, 135-H1
Inugpait quat, Hbg.-Egm lo3, 88, 106, Plate 2, 3
Inugsuit taserssuat, Skt. 132, 13lo, Fig. 55, Plate 3

13*
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Ipiutarssup nuna, Egm Plate 3
I. P. Kochs Gletscher, Egm Plate 2, 3
Isfjældsbanken, Jakobshavns Isfjord, Disko Bugt. 113, 118, Fig. r.7
Isordlerssuaq, ("Isugdlerssuaq Ba"), Skt r.2, Plate 2, 3
Isortuarssup tasia, Ghb. '" 83, 131, Plate 3
Isunguata sermia ("Otto Nordenski6ld Gletscher"), Hbg r.3, 88, 106, 107,

Fig. H, Plate 2, 3
Itivdleq, Hbg Plate 3
Itivdleq, Ghb Plate 3
Itivdliarssup kangerdlua ("Itivdliarssuk fjord"), Umanak district H, 92
Itivdliarssup nuna near Usugdlup sermia, Egm " 108, Plate 3
Itivdlinguaq, Hbg Plate 3
Itivnera kitdleq, Ghb " 191, Plate 3
"lviangussat", Nugssuaq Plate 2
Ivigtut, Frhb 17, 18, 161, Fig. 3,25,32
Ivisårtoq, Ghb Plate 3
"lvnartalik", Søndre Isortoq, Skt Plate 3

Jakobshavn town, Disko Bugt 16-18, 70, 115-118, 119, 161, Fig. 3, Plate 3
Jakobshavns lsbræ, Disko Bugt 36,37,44,45,61,90, Fig. 11, fr., Plate 2, 3
Jakobshavns lsfjord, Disko Bugt " 31, 89, 113, 115-118, Fig. 47, Plate 3
J an Mayen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
Julianehåb town, Jhb Fig. 32

Kalerqap qaqa near Nordre Isortoq, Hbg Plate 3
Kangamiut kangerdluarssuat, Skt 31, Plate 3
Kangångup tasia, Ghb Plate 3
Kangarssup taserssua, Frhb Plate 3
Kangerdluarssugssuaq, Hbg. . Plate 3
Kangerdluarssuk, Hbg Plate 3
Kangerdluarssuk north of Narssaq, Jhb 2r., Plate 2
Kangerdluarssuk near Pakitsoq, Disko Bugt 118, 120-122, Fig. 51, Plate 3
"Kangerdluarssuk" (Kangamiut kangerdluarssuat), Skt 31, Plate 3
Kangerdluarssuk tugdleq, Hbg Plate 3
Kangerdluarssuk ungatdleq, Hbg Plate 3
Kangerdluarssungup taserssua, Ghb. . 95, Plate 3
Kangerdluarssup sermia, Umanak district. Plate 2
Kangerdluatsiaq, Arveprinsens Ejland, Disko Bugt. 116, 121, Fig. r.8
Kangerdlugssuaq, East Greenland " 39, Fig. 11
Kangerdlugssuaq, Umanak district Plate 2
Kangerdluk, Umanak district 124
Kangersoq (Nordfjord), Disko island Plate 2
Kangersuneq near Christianshåb, Disko Bugt. 111-113, 116, Fig. r.7, r.8, Plate 3
Kangersuneq, Ghb 8r., 96, Plate 3
Kangia, Skt. Plate 3
Kangiata-nunata sermia, Ghb 36, 37, Fig. 10,11,19, Plate 2, 3
Kangigdleq, Itivdliarssup kangerdlua, Umanak district 41, 42, Fig. 13, Plate 2, 3
Kangilerngata sermia, Disko Bugt 91, Plate 2, 3
Kangilinaq near Nordre Isortoq, Hbg Plate 3
Kangiussaq, Ghb Plate 3
Kangiussaq, Skt. Plate 2, 3
Kap Morris Jesup, North Greenland Fig. 25
Kapisigdlit, Ghb 96, 191, Plate 3
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Kapisigdlit kangerdluat, Ghb 96, Plate 3
Keglen ("Mt. Keglen"), Hbg 88, Fig. 3~, Plate 3
Kiagtut sermiat, Jhb M, 83, Fig. 32, Plate 2
Kildedalen, Disko island Plate 3
Kingigtoq, Disko Bugt 113, Fig. ~7

"Kingingnerssuaq", Skt 10~, Plate 3
Kitdlavåt, Ghb 49, Plate 2, 3
Kuanerssuit, Disko island ~6, ~7, 78, Fig. 11,15, Plate 3
Kuganguaq, Disko island Plate 3
Kugssuaq, Nugssuaq Plate 3
Kugssuaq, Skt Fig. 18
Kugssup qingua, Egm 111, Plate 3
Kuk, Hbg.-Egm 106, Plate 3
Kuk (Tuapårssuit, Tuapagssuit), Nugssuaq 54, 70, Plate 2, 3
Kvandalen, Disko island Plate 3
Kællingehætten near Holsteinsborg town, Hbg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72

"Lake Ferguson" (Taserssuatsiaq), Søndre Strømf jord, Skt 106, Fig. 3~

Laksebugt (Eqaluit), Disko Bugt 111-115, Fig. ~7,Plate3
Lersletten, Claushavn, Disko Bugt , 116, 117, Fig. ~8, ~9

Lersletten (Naternaq), Egm 109, 111, Plate 3
"Leverett glacier", Hbg Fig. 3~

Lille Gletscher ("Lille Qarajak"), Umanak district Plate 2, 3.
Lutiviup nunatarssua, Skt 101-10~, Fig. ~1, ~2, Plate 3
Lyngbræ, Skt Plate 2, 3.
Lyngmarksbræen, Disko island ("Blæsedali") 50, Plate 2
Lysef jord (Ameralik), Ghb. . Plate 3

Maagefjeld, Disko Bugt 113, Fig. ~7

Majorqaq, Søndre Isortoq, Skt. 99-102, 122, Plate 3
Majoriarssuatsiaq (Majoriarssuatsiaup qaqå), Nugssuaq 103, Fig. ~2, Plate 3
Majuala, Ghb 96, Plate 3
Maligiaq, Hbg 127, Plate 3
"Manitsoq", Egm Plate 3
Manltsup sermilia ("Sermilik"), Skt 50, Plate 2, 3
Manltsup tunua, Jhb. . Plate 2
Marrait near Claushavn, Disko Bugt 113,115, Fig. ~7

Marraq, Ghb 94, 95, 161, Fig. 37, Plate 3
Mellemf jord (Akugdlit), Disko island 68, Plate 3
Melville Bugt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
Mesters Vig, East Greenland 1~, 15, 139, Fig. 2
Mitdlutigssalik, Hbg Plate 3
"Mt. Keglen" (Keglen) Fig. 3~, Plate 3

Nagssugtutåta tasia, Hbg Plate 3
Nakågajoq, Qororssuaq, Disko Bugt 80, Fig. 30
Nakaissorssuaq, Bjørnesund, Ghb 83, Plate 2, 3
Nålagfik in Kangersuneq, Ghb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
Nanikut in Kangersuneq, Disko Bugt. 112-1H, Fig. ~7

Nanortalik, Jhb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161
Naqingnerssuaq in Kangerdluarssuk tugdleq, Hbg Plate 3
Napassorssuaq on Sermersoq island, Jhb 53, Plate 2
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Narssalik, Frhb " 36, Fig. 32
Narssap sermia, Ghb 84, 96, Plate 2, 3
Narssaq, Jhb 20, 161, Fig. 32
"Narssaq glacier", Jhb 22, Plate 2
"Narssaq point" (Nugarssuk) near Narssaq, Jhb 20, Fig. 4
Narssarssuaq, Ghb 96-99, Fig. 38,39, Plate 3
Narssarssuaq (air base), Jhb 83, 93, 161, Fig. 32
Naternaq (Lersletten), Egm 109, 111, Fig. 45, Plate 3
Naujarssuit, Bjørnesund, Ghb Plate 3
Navdluarssuk, Jakobshavns Isfjord, Disko Bugt Plate 3
Niaqornakasik, Jhb 134, 138, Fig. 32
Niaqornaq near Påkitsoq, Disko Bugt 119, Plate 3
"Niaqorssuaq", Skt Plate 2, 3
Niaqua, Hbg Plate 3
Nigerdlikasik, Frhb Plate 2
Nordenski6lds Gletscher (Akuliarutsip sermerssua), Egm Fig. 29,46, Plate 2, 3
Nordfjord, Disko island Plate 3
Nordre Isortoq, Hbg 10, 106, 125, Plate 3
Nordre Strømfjord, Egm Plate 3
North America 15, 19, 139-141
Norway 10, 72, 139, 141
Nuerssorfik, Egm 108, 109
Nugarssuk ("Narssaq point"), Jhb 20, Fig. 4
Nugssuaqpeninsula, Disko Bugt-Umanakdistrict .. 92,122-124,134, Fig. 30, 52, Plate 3
Nugsutap kua, Kangersuneq, Disko Bugt 112-114, Fig. 47
Nukagpiaq, Skt 132, Plate 2, 3
Nukagpiarssuaq, Bjørnesund, Ghb 131, Plate 3
Nunataq near Torssukatak, Disko Bugt Plate 3
Nunatap tasia, Jakobshavns Isfjord, Disko Bugt 89, 90, Fig. 35, Plate 3
"Nunataranguaq" in Sarqardliup sermia, Disko Bugt " 43, Fig. 14
Nunatarssuaq, Jakobshavns Isfjord, Disko Bugt Plate 3
Nunatarssuaq, Kangersuneq, Ghb Plate 3
Nunatårssuk, Ghb Plate 3

Ole near Claushavn, Disko Bugt Fig. 47
Orpigsoq, Disko Bugt 42, 43, 111-112, Plate 2, 3
Orpigsup tasia, Orpigsoq, Disko Bugt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111
"Otto NordenskiOld Gletscher" (Isunguata sermia), Hbg " 88, Plate 3

Påkitsoq, Disko Bugt 70, 109, 116, 118-121, Fig. 48, Plate 3
Påkitsup ilordlia, Disko Bugt .. 32, 34,40,75,76, 90, 116, 119, 120, Fig. 9,28,48,50
Påkitsup nunå, Disko Bugt ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118
Pangniligarniarfik, Nugssuaq 122, 123, Fig. 52
Pangniligarniartorfiup tasia ("Pangniligarniarfik lake"), Nugssuaq .. 103, 123,

Fig. 42,52
Pangnirtung, Baffin Island, Canada. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
Pasterze Gletscher, Tyrolerfjord, East Greenland " 48, Fig. 11
Peary Land, North Greenland 14, 58
Penny Ice Cap, Baffin Island, Canada 59, Fig. 20
Perdlerfiup kangerdlua ("Ingnerit fjord"), Umanak district " 92, Plate 3
Perdlerfiup sermia, Umanak district Plate 2
Pingorssuaq, Ghb 97, 98, Fig. 39, Plate 3
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Pinguarsstlp alanguata ktlgssua, Skt Fig. 3~
Pinguarssuit near Claushavn, Disko Bugt 113, 115, 116, Fig. ~7, ~8

Pingup sagdlia, Hbg 125, Plate 3
Prins Christians Sund, Jhb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161

"Qaersutsiaq valley" in Søndre Isortoq, Skt 99, 101, Plate 3
Qaersuarssuk (kitdleq), Ntlgssuaq, Umanak district 13~, Plate 3
Qarsortoq near Claushavn, Disko Bugt 113, 115-117, Fig. ~7, ~8

Qaja in Jakobshavns Isfjord, Disko Bugt 89, 90, 113, 136, Fig. ~7

Qajartoriaq, Ghb 83, 9~, Plate 3
Qaleragdlit ima, Jhb 77, Fig. 32
Qamanarsstlp serrnia, Gbh Plate 3
Qangatap ktla, Skt 10~, Plate 3
Qapiarfik, Disko Bugt 90-92, 122, Plate 3
Qaqapalat, Hbg Plate 3
Qaqarssuaq in Bjørnesund, Ghb 9~, Plate 3
Qaqat akulerit in Bjørnesund, Ghb 131, Plate 3
"Qarajaks Isfjord" (Ikerasaup suvdlua), Umanak district. 92, 122, Plate 3
Qarassap nunata, Umanak district Plate 3
Qaumarujuk, Umanak district Plate 2
Qavdlunap nuna in Tasiussaq, Disko Bugt 89, 90
Qeqertanguaq, Disko Bugt 116, Fig. ~8

Qeqertaq, Disko Fjord, Disko island 27, Plate 3
Qeqertaq, Ntlgssuaq 122, Plate 3
Qeqertarssuk, Ntlgssuaq 122
Qingaq, Godthåbsfjord, Ghb ~9, 131, Fig. 16, Plate 2, 3
Qingarssuaq ("Ilulialik"), Disko Bugt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122
Qingartarqigsoq, Hbg. district Plate 3
Qingua avangnardleq in Evighedsfjord, Skt ~5, Fig. 11, Plate 2, 3
Qingua avangnardleq in Pakitsup ilordlia, Disko Bugt 120, Fig. 51, Plate 2, 3
Qingua kujatdleq in Evighedsfjord, Skt. district Plate 2, 3
Qingua kujatdleq in Pakitsup ilordlia, Disko Bugt 32, ~O, 119, Plate 2, 3
Qivdlertup tase in Eqaluit, Disko Bugt 113, iH, Fig. ~7

Qfvftut, Disko island Plate 2
Qordlortup ilua in Kangersuneq, Disko Bugt 113, Fig. ~7
Qornoq, Frhb Fig. 8, Plate 2
Qornoq town, Ghb 22, Plate 3
Qornoq, Søndre Isortoq, Skt Plate 3
Qororssuaq in Torssukatak, Disko Bugt 70-72, 80, 122-12~, 13~, Fig. 2~, 30, Plate 3
Qorqup serrnia, Jhb 36, Plate 2
Qorunguaq valley, Ntlgssuaq 103, Fig. ~2

(de) Quervains Havn, Disko Bugt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121
Qugssuk, Ghb.....................•.............................. 97, Plate 3
Qutdligssat town, Disko island M, Plate 2, 3
"Quvneq", Skt 101, Plate 3
Quvnerup qaqa, Skt 99, 102, Plate 3

Ravneklippen in Søndre Strømfjord, Skt 10~, 105, Fig. 3~
Rensdyrnunatak, Ntlgssuaq, Umanak district 92, Plate 3
Rinks Isbræ, Umanak district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Ringsødal ~n Søndre Strømfjord, Hbg Fig. 3~

"Russell gletscher", Hbg 88, Fig. 3~
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Ryder Gletscher, North Greenland Fig. 11
Ryders Isfjord, Upernavik district " 43, Plate 2
Rypedalen, Disko island Plate 3

Sadlen (Sermitsiaq), Ghb Plate 3
Sandflugtsdalen, Skt.-Hbg " 88, Fig. 34
Saneråta timå, Ghb " 94, Plate 3
Sangmissoq, Skt Plate 2, 3
Saputit on Nugssuaq, Disko Bugt 72, 134, Plate 3
Sårdloq in Evighedsfjord, Skt. Plate 2
Sarfågfip kugssinerssua, Nugssuaq, Umanak district 54, 69, 70, Fig. 23, Plate 2, 3
Sarfartoq, Skt 53, 78, Plate 2, 3
Sarpiussat at Naternaq, Egm Plate 3
Sarqanguaq, Ghb 96, Plate 3
Sarqaq, Disko Bugt 34,51,134,191, Plate 3
"Sarqaq", Skt 99, Plate 3
"Sarqaq glacier", Disko Bugt. 34,51, 133, 134, Fig. 57, Plate 2
"Sarqaq glacier", Ghb.-Skt. 99, 100, Fig. 40, Plate 2, 3
Sarqap taserssua, Nugssuaq 134, Plate 3
Sarqardliup sermia, Disko Bugt 43-45, Fig. 14, Plate 2, 3
Scoresby Sund, East Greenland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139
Satut, Umanak district Plate 3
Scandinavia 29, 139, 141
Serfarssuit in Kangersuneq, Disko Bugt 112, 113, Fig. 47
Serfarssuit nuat in Kangersuneq, Disko Bugt. 113, Fig. 47
Serfat, Nugssuaq Plate 3
"Sermeq" in Tasermiut, Jhb 48, Fig. 32, Plate 2
Sermeq avangnardleq, Jakobshavns Isfjord, Disko Bugt Plate 2, 3
Sermeq avangnardleq, Torssukatak, Disko Bugt 91, 122, Plate 2, 3
Sermeq kujatdleq, Torssukatak, Disko Bugt Plate 2, 3
Sermeq silardleq, Itivdliarssi'ip kangerdlua, Umanak district Plate 2, 3
Sermeralak, Skt. Plate 2
Sermermiut near Jakobshavn, Disko Bugt 116, 118, 121, Fig. 48, Plate 3
Sermersoq, Jhb. . Fig. 32
Sermersut (Hamborgerland), Skt. 50, Plate 2, 3
Sermiarssuit sermikavsåt, Nugssuaq 51, 52, 72, 78, Fig. 17,19, Plate 2, 3
Sermigdlip kangerdlua, Umanak district Plate 3
Sermiligårssuk, Frh 78, Fig. 32
Sermilik, East Greenland 39, Fig. 11
Sermilik, Ghb 78, 94, Plate 3
Sermilik ("Sermitsialik"), Jhb 40, Fig. 32, Plate 2
"Sermilik" (ManUsup sermilia), Skt 50, Plate 2, 3
Sermilik glacier, Frhb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
Sermilik glacier, Ghb. 78
Sermilik glacier, Umanak district Plate 2, 3
Sermilinguaq, Skt 50, Plate 2, 3
Serminguaq, Søndre Strømfjord, Skt 48, Plate 2,3
Sermitsiaq, Skt. 50, Fig. 19, Plate 2, 3
Sermitsiaq (Sadlen), Ghb Plate 3
Sermitsiaq, Tasermiut fjord, Jhb 48, 58, Fig. 32, Plate 2
"Sermitsialik" (Sermilik), Jhb 40, Fig. 32
Sigssarigsut, Søndre Strømfjord, Skt Plate 2, 3
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Sinarssuk, Ghb 9~, Plate 3
Sinigfiup kugssua, Disko island Plate 2, 3
"Sisoratut", Skt Plate 3
Site II, North Greenland 16, 18
Skeldal, East Greenland .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139
"Sorqaq Bræ" (Ilusigsoq), Umanak district 53, Plate 2
Sorqaup sermia ("Lille Umiartorfik glacier"), Umanak district 51, Plate 2, 3
Sorte Hak, Kuanerssuit valley, Disko island ~6, ~7, Fig. 15
South Cascade Glacier, Washington State, U.S.A... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Spaltegletscher, Northeast Greenland 39, Fig. 11
Spitzbergen 25, 60, 75
Station centrale 58, 63
Steenstrups Gletscher, Upernavik district Fig. 11
Stordal, Disko island Plate 3
Store Gletscher ("Store Qarajak") in Ikerasaup suvdlua, Umanak district,

36, 92, Plate 2, 3
Store Hellefiskebanke UO, Ul, Fig. 58
"Store Qarajak" (Store Gletscher), Umanak district. Plate 2,3
Storøen, Umanak district Plate 3
Strømfjordshavn ("Camp Lloyd") 88, 105, 106, Fig. 3~, Plate 3
"Sukkertoppen ice caps". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8~

Sukkertoppen Iskappe 2~, 25, Plate 3
Sukkertoppen town, Skt. 10, Plate 3
Svartenhuk peninsula, Umanak-Upernavik districts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Søndre Isortoq, Skt 10, 20, 22, 8~, 99, 102, Plate 3
"Søndre Qornoq glacier", Frhb 30, ~O, 75, Fig. 8
Søndre Strømfjord, Skt.-Hbg 16, 26, 35, 68, 88, 10~, 125, 132, Plate 3
Søndre Strømfjord (air base), Hbg 22, 10~, 1~0, 161, Fig. 58
"Søndre Sermilik", Jhb Plate 2

Talerua, Disko Bugt 121
Tapa, Skt Plate 2, 3
Taseq qutdleq near fkatussaq, Skt 133, Plate 3
Taserqat near Amerdloq, Hbg Plate 3
Tasersiaq lake, Skt 78, 86, 10~, Plate 3
Taserssuaq in Eqaluit, Disko Bugt 113, 11~, Fig. ~7

Taserssuaq at Jakobshavn, Disko Bugt 119, 120, Fig. 50
Taserssuaq, Ghb.-Skt 97-100, Fig. 38, 39, ~O, Plate 3
Taserssuaq in Ikamiut kangerdluarssuat, Skt 103, Fig. ~2

Taserssuaq near Qaqapalåt, Hbg Plate 3
Taserssuaq near Maligiaq, Hbg 127, Plate 3
Taserssuaq qagdleq near Claushavn, Disko Bugt 113, 115, Fig. ~7

"Taserssuatsiaq" at Fiskefjord, Skt Plate 3
Taserssuatsiaq ("Lake Ferguson"), Skt. 106, Fig. 3~
Tasingortarssua, Nugssuaq Plate 3
Tasissårssik, Angmagssalik, East Greenland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
Tasiussaq fjord, Disko Bugt 89,113-116,118, Fig. ~7, ~8

Tasiussaq, Skt. 78, 131, 132, 138, Fig. 55, Plate 2, 3
Tasiussarssuaq, Egm 110, 111, Fig. ~6

Tasiussarssuaq, Ghb.-Skt Plate 3
Tasiussarssup qingua, Egm Plate 3
Tåteråt, Skt Plate 2, 3
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Terra Nivea, Baffin Island, Canada 59, Fig. 20
Thors Hammer, Skt. Plate 2, 3
Thule (air base) 16, 18, 23, 35, 68,Fig. 25
Tivssarigsoq, Jakobshavns Isfjord, Disko Bugt 89, Plate 2, 3
Torssukåtak, Disko Bugt 36, 70, 80, 90-92, 121, 122, Plate S
Trekroner, Skt Plate 2, 3
Troldfjeldene, Hbg Plate 3
Tuapait kuat, Disko island Plate 3
Tuaparssuit ("Tuapagssuit", Kuk), Nugssuaq Plate 2, 3
Tungarnit nunat, Hbg. " Plate 3
Tungmeralik, Ghb 95, 96, Plate 3
Tunorssuaq, Disko island 53, 132, 133, Fig. 56, Plate 2, 3
Tunugdliarfik, Jhb. . Fig. 32
Tupertalik, Skt. . Plate 3
Tycho Brahes Sø, Egm 107, 108, Plate 3
Tyrolerfjord, East Greenland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

Ubekendt Ejland, Umanak district. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
Ugssuit, Egm 108, 109, Plate 3
Ugssuit nunat, Egm Plate 3
Ujaragssuit, Disko island 46, Plate 3
Ujaragssuit påvat, Ghb 13, 43, 78, 96, Plate 3
Ujaragtoq, Ghb " 84, Plate 3
Ujarasugssuk, Disko island " ?4, Plate 3
Umanak town, Umanak district " 72, Plate 3
Umånarssuaq in Bjørnesund, Ghb " 94, Plate 3
Umiåmåko, Umanak district 36, 124, Fig. 11, Plate 2
Umiartorfiup sermia ("Store Umiartorfik"), Nugssuaq, Umanak district .. Plate 2,3
Umingmak, Skt 54, Plate 2
Umivit in Søndre Strømfjord Skt. 104, 105, Fig. 34 43
'Onartoq, Disko island " 74, Fig. 26
Upernaviks Isstrøm, Upernavik district 36, 43, Fig. 11, Plate 2
Upernavik town, Upernavik district 17, 18, 161, Fig. 3,25
Upernivik ø, Umanak distriet 24, 53, Fig. 19, Plate 2
Usugdlup sermia, Egm 88, 107-108, Plate 2, 3
Utorqait in Amerdloq, Hbg 127, Plate 3

Vaigat, Disko Bugt " 45, Plate 3
Vatnajøkull, Iceland 25, 60, Fig. 7,18
Vimmelskaftet, Skt Plate 2, 3

Wandel Land, Upernavik district Fig. 11
"Watson River", Skt.-Hbg " 88, Fig. 34

Ørkendalen, Skt 86, Fig. 34

Færdig fra trykkeriet den 13. maj 1968.



PLATES

Plate 1

Index map of localities with glaciers of which historical fiuctuations have been
investigated. Numbers in braekets indicate an area of overlap between the maps to
the left and in the centre.

Plate 2

Historical fiuctuations of the best documented glacier lobes. Numbers refer to
the localities shown on the index map, plate 1. The sources of the date are given in
section 15.2.

The abscissae are in years A.D. The ordinates are the longitudinal distance in
metres (at), one scale unit being equivalent to 1000 m. See fig. 8 and text p. 29 for
definition of at.

Instead of Blæsedal, read Blæsedalen and instead of Tåterat sermia, Tåterat
sermiat.

Plate 3

Prehistoric ice margin deposits between Godthåb and Umanak districts.
Map based on the Geodetic Institute's 1 :250,000 map sheets of West Greenland.
Names in inverted commas are not authorized. Other incorrect place names should
be read as follows:

Nukapiaq (Sukkertoppen district), read Nukagpiaq
Tasiunaq ( - ), read Tasiussaq
Kangåmiut kangerdluarssat (-), read Kangåmiut kangerdluarssuat
Sermitsiap ( - ), read Sermitsiaq
Tåterat sermit ( - J;. read Tåterat sermiat
Sigssarigssut ( - ), read Sigssarigsut
Mitdlugssalik (Holsteinsborg district), read Mitdlutigssalik
Majoriarssuatsiap qaqå (Nugssuaq peninsula), read Majoriarssuatsiaup qaqå
Sermiarssuit sermikarsåt ( - ), read Sermiarssuit sermikavsåt
Qaerssuarssuk ( - ), read Qaerssuarssuk kitdleq
Agssakait sermia ( -), read Agssakait sermiat

In legend; instead of presumbly, read presumably,
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